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Preface
Modern processor designs are among humankind’s most complex creations. A processor
design today is so complex that it is impossible to guarantee its complete correctness. Pro-
cessor companies spend a significant amount of time and money to obtain what can only
be described as an acceptable risk of inaccuracy. Add a highly competitive market with
ever-shrinking time-to-market demands, and it is common for processors to be released
with design defects that may have devastating consequences to consumers and compa-
nies. These challenges put undue pressure on the functional verification effort to ensure the
correctness of a design, which today surpasses the effort to actually implement the design.
Today’s designs cram several interacting components into small spaces. The functional
verification burden is only expected to worsen as more and more custom designs with
higher levels of integration emerge. We are witnessing the proliferation of custom comput-
ing systems, ranging from custom systems-on-chip (SoCs) for servers to custom nodes in
an internet-of-things (IoT) environment. Emerging applications, such as machine learning,
big data, and virtual reality, have massive computing demands that are going to drive even
more complexity into processor designs. For these and other unforeseen design efforts to
be successful, it is imperative that the cost of design and, ultimately, the time and resources
spent on functional verification go down.
Simulation-based methods carry a bulk of the functional verification effort. In these
methods, tests are executed on an implementation of the design while the design’s behav-
ior is monitored and checked for correctness. The simulation-based functional verification
effort today is mostly a best-effort endeavor limited by design complexity and the amount
of time available to execute tests. A typical simulation-based functional verification effort
today is focused on executing tests to meet a set of verification goals defined at the begin-
ning of the design project. Even though the goals are an incomplete set of design behaviors
to target for verification, the verification process is practiced with an expectation of com-
pleteness: engineers strive to accurately and completely meet an inherently incomplete set
of goals.
In this dissertation, we recognize an opportunity to reduce the cost of verification by
v
removing the expectation of completeness, not just at the beginning of a design project, but
across all functional verification activities. To this end, we introduce a new perspective that
we refer to as the automation, prioritization, and approximation (APA) approach. In this
approach, we perceive functional verification as multiple endeavors that may sometimes
be at odds with each other. These endeavors pertain to handling design complexity, devel-
oping mechanisms to detect functional errors, undertaking tasks to execute a verification
plan, and managing engineer effort. Our APA approach gives us the means to strategically
leverage incompleteness for these endeavors. We first prioritize certain aspects of an en-
deavor, and then automate activities pertaining to the prioritized aspects while exploiting
approximations that trade-off accuracy for large gains in efficiency.
In this dissertation, we partition the functional verification effort into three main activ-
ities – planning & test generation, test execution & bug detection, and bug diagnosis – and
present our solutions in the context of these activities. We present an automatic mechanism
for prioritizing design behaviors while planning the verification of modern SoCs. This au-
tomatic prioritization is achieved by analyzing the execution of software packages being
developed for the SoC. Our mechanism is also able to generate regression suites that run
much faster than the original software packages. We also develop automatic bug detection
mechanisms that unshackle high-performance validation platforms, allowing them to ex-
ecute tests at high speeds while looking for high-priority bugs in the design. Finally, we
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Abstract
Our quest for faster and efficient computing devices has led us to processor designs with
enormous complexity. As a result, functional verification, which is the process of ascertain-
ing the correctness of a processor design, takes up a lion’s share of the time and cost spent
on making processors. Unfortunately, functional verification is only a best-effort process
that cannot completely guarantee the correctness of a design, often resulting in defective
products that may have devastating consequences. Functional verification, as practiced
today, is unable to cope with the complexity of current and future processor designs.
In this dissertation, we identify extensive automation as the essential step towards scal-
able functional verification of complex processor designs. Moreover, recognizing that a
complete guarantee of design correctness is impossible, we argue for systematic priori-
tization and prudent approximation to realize fast and far-reaching functional verification
solutions. We partition the functional verification effort into three major activities: planning
and test generation, test execution and bug detection, and bug diagnosis. Employing a per-
spective we refer to as the automation, prioritization, and approximation (APA) approach,
we develop solutions that tackle challenges across these three major activities.
In pursuit of efficient planning and test generation for modern systems-on-chips, we
develop an automated process for identifying high-priority design aspects for verification.
In addition, we enable the creation of compact test programs, which, in our experiments,
were up to 11 times smaller than what would otherwise be available at the beginning of
the verification effort. To tackle challenges in test execution and bug detection, we develop
a group of solutions that enable the deployment of automatic and robust mechanisms for
catching design flaws during high-speed functional verification. By trading accuracy for
speed, these solutions allow us to unleash functional verification platforms that are over
three orders of magnitude faster than traditional platforms, unearthing design flaws that are
otherwise impossible to reach. Finally, we address challenges in bug diagnosis through a
solution that fully automates the process of pinpointing flawed design components after de-
tecting an error. Our solution, which identifies flawed design units with over 70% accuracy,




Over the past six decades, we have witnessed exponential advances in semiconductor fab-
rication technology, as foretold by Moore’s law [88]. These advances in turn have enabled
the design of powerful processors residing in the computing devices that pervade our lives
today. Our quest for fast and energy-efficient devices has led us to processor designs that
are among humankind’s most complex creations.
One of the major undertakings in a processor design project, known as functional ver-
ification, is the task of looking for functional errors (bugs) in the design and fixing them.
In fact, functional verification takes up the lion’s share of the time and resources of a pro-
cessor design project today [46]. The primacy of functional verification is mainly due to
the difficulty of adequately putting a complex design through its paces within the grueling
schedules of today’s competitive processor markets. The functional verification challenge
is only expected to grow, driven by more competition and increasing complexity heralded
by emerging applications, such as machine learning, big data, and virtual reality.
Despite the resources poured into functional verification, severe bugs still escape de-
tection, only to surface after the processor has been manufactured and put in operation.
Such bugs tarnish reputations and may incur massive financial damages. In 2007, a pro-
cessor bug forced AMD to temporarily halt production and issue a workaround [108]. The
workaround had the unwanted effect of reducing processor performance, damaging AMD’s
competitiveness and reputation. In 2011, Intel projected a total loss of $1 billion due to re-
calls from a bug in a chipset accompanying its latest processor [106]. More recently, a
number of high-profile bugs were found in Intel’s and AMD’s processors, at least one of
which required a new feature to be completely disabled [37].
Complex designs, short times-to-market, and escaped bugs are all functional verifica-
tion burdens that are crippling processor design projects. The industry has not been able to
scale functional verification techniques to cope with these challenges. We believe the main
reason for this predicament is the expectation of completeness prevalent in the practice
of functional verification, when in reality, the limited time and the enormous complexity
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merely allow a best-effort process that cannot completely guarantee the correctness of most
aspects of a design. At the core of this dissertation is our recognition that fully embracing
the incompleteness of functional verification provides valuable opportunities for improving
both the quality and efficiency of verification.
In this dissertation, we regard functional verification as an interplay between multiple
endeavors at odds with each other: surmounting design functional complexity, unearthing
functional bugs, executing a verification plan, and allocating engineer effort. We introduce
a novel way of looking at these endeavors through what we call the automation, prioritiza-
tion, and approximation (APA) approach. Central to the APA approach is the development
of new solutions and revisiting of existing ones to efficiently automate functional verifica-
tion efforts. We systematically select entities to automate by prioritizing the more frequent,
critical, and time-consuming aspects of a design’s functionality, detection mechanisms for
classes of bugs, and effort spent on performing verification tasks. In the quest for automa-
tion, we actively look for opportunities to approximate certain functionalities to achieve
significant gains in efficiency with modest impacts on the design’s quality of validation.
The solutions we developed through our APA approach cut down the time required for
functional verification while extending its reach to rarely occurring design behaviors that
are extremely difficult to exercise and to corner-case bugs that are difficult to detect. Our
solutions reduce the sizes of frequently executed testbench suites by up to 11 times, may
eliminate several weeks of effort that engineers spend diagnosing each bug they find, and
enable efficient bug detection methods so that powerful validation platforms can be ef-
fectively included within typical validation methodologies employed in companies today.
We also enable the detection of important but complex bugs that would otherwise escape
functional verification.
1.1 Design complexity and the verification challenge
Over the years, processor architects have been incorporating more and more features
and operating modes into their designs. The prevailing processor core design trends
today utilize complicated execution structures for out-of-order execution and advanced
power management techniques. In addition, designers are incorporating more and more
application-specific accelerators into their designs to squeeze out more performance un-
der always tighter energy/power constraints. These accelerators reside on a chip alongside
the processor cores, a memory subsystem, and peripheral components, all connected via








1. always @(posedge clk)
2. begin
3.    Q <= a+b+c+d;
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Figure 1.1 The functional verification process. A design project begins with a set of design
specifications. A verification plan is drafted and implemented into a verification environment. As
the design matures, it is dropped into the verification environment and tested to detect and fix bugs.
Verification continues even after the design has been taped out into silicon. Planning & test genera-
tion, validation, and diagnosis are the main functional verification activities that we identify in this
dissertation.
with several design blocks, power management features, and operating modes. Not only
do we have to verify that each component operates correctly, but we also must ensure their
correct interoperability. Be it at the component-level or the system-level, as the number
of interacting entities increases, the sheer number of aspects that need to be verified also
increases.
In order to reasonably ensure the correctness of all this complexity, designs go through
an extensive, best-effort functional verification process as summarized in Figure 1.1. A
design project starts with a set of specifications that are prepared after identifying market
needs and analyzing innovative features to incorporate into the design. The specifications
describe the capabilities that the design should implement and set the standard for correct
operation. Based on the specifications, engineers draft a verification plan outlining the
design aspects that must be tested for the implementation to be considered correct. The
functional verification effort commences in parallel with the design development effort.
A verification team implements a verification environment, which encases the design and
runs tests on it. Different validation platforms are utilized to run tests at different stages
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of the verification process. Software simulators are replaced by simulation accelerators as
the design matures. Automatic behavior checkers built into the environment detect bugs,
which the engineers then diagnose and fix. Once the hardware description of the design
has been sufficiently verified, it is manufactured into silicon in a process known as tape-
out. Functional verification continues on the silicon prototype in a stage referred to as
post-silicon validation. Bugs detected during the post-silicon validation stage trigger a new
tape-out, which is referred to as a respin. In this dissertation, we partition the functional
verification process into three major activities: planning & test generation, test execution
& bug detection, and diagnosis. These activities will be discussed in Section 1.3.
A significant amount of verification effort entails running tests on a simulated model
of the design while observing its behavior. Simulation speed is of paramount importance
as each change in a design requires a regression suite of tests to be simulated to verify that
nothing was broken. Software-based simulation today is too slow to attain all goals in the
verification plan within the demanding times-to-market of modern designs. Accelerated
simulation, which uses special purpose hardware to either accelerate software simulation
or emulate the design, is now taking on a growing portion of the verification responsibility.
Even with the added speed of accelerated simulation, modern designs are not sufficiently
verified by the time the first silicon is taped out. Hence, post-silicon validation is today a
critical part of the functional verification process.
Despite the significant amount of resources and time poured into functional verification,
no design today is guaranteed to work correctly all the time. And in practice, none does.
Even for companies with several years of design experience, every new design generation
brings its own set of verification challenges. Aggressive product schedules lead to bugs
that are only discovered after products have been sold to customers. Figure 1.2 illustrates
analyses of the bugs listed in Intel’s processor specification updates for the last seven gen-
erations of mobile processor products [57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64]. The number of bugs
discovered after a product has been released is increasing, with a big spike observed in the
4th generation. Some bugs are discovered so late that the features they affect are already
incorporated into subsequent generations and can not be fixed even in the newer products.
The bug that affected the transactional memory support introduced in the 4th generation
of Intel’s processors, for example, was discovered a year after release. Intel responded by
disabling this new feature in the 4th and 5th generations of its mobile products [37]. The
specification update for the 6th generation of mobile products still contains a description
of this bug.
Note that the analysis from Figure 1.2 focused on Intel’s products only because of the
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(b) Number of bugs found within 1 year from release
Figure 1.2 Number of bugs found in Intel’s recent products. Data was obtained from specifi-
cation updates for 7 generations of Intel R©mobile processor products since September 2009. Some
data was interpolated.
Intel is not the only company that is suffering from the functional verification burden. Stud-
ies [46] and personal discussions with experts in the industry have revealed that functional
verification is a thorn in the side for many design projects. The best-effort nature of func-
tional verification always leaves room for bugs to escape into products. The decision to
ship a product is made with some trepidation since an escaped bug has the potential to
tarnish the reputation of a company and cost billions of dollars to rectify [108, 106, 78].
1.2 The APA approach
In an ideal design project, every task in a verification process would always be accurate and
a design would be completely verified before release. Due to increasing design complexity
and shrinking times-to-market, functional verification today is only a best-effort process
to meet the goals in the verification plan. These goals are not a complete enumeration of
the entire capabilities of the design; they are only best estimates of the design behaviors
that are likely to be exercised in the field, derived from the needs and experiences of ar-
chitects, software developers, and users. As such, the entire verification process stands on
the foundation of an approximate verification plan. Even if the verification environment is
implemented accurately, the test runs hit the verification goals throughly and completely,
and the debugging attempts eliminate all encountered bugs, the entire verification process
is inherently incomplete and the outcome is only a reasonably verified design.
In this dissertation, we fully recognize the uncertainty inherent in the verification pro-
cess. We embrace this uncertainty so as to identify and exploit opportunities for improving
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the efficiency and quality of functional verification. We introduce the automation, priori-
tization, and approximation (APA) approach as a way to make conscious and reasonable
accuracy trade-offs for the purpose of increasing productivity. At the core of the APA ap-
proach is a shift in the way we perceive functional verification. In contrast to the traditional
perception of functional verification as a process oriented towards meeting intuitively de-
fined verification goals, we view it as a progression of multiple, interdependent endeavors:
overcoming design complexity, implementing mechanisms to discover bugs, performing
tasks to execute a verification plan, and wisely allocating engineers’ effort.
We start with the recognition that not all design behaviors are equally important, not all
bugs are equally destructive, not all tasks are equally critical, and not all effort is equally
costly. We systematically prioritize those that are of highest value. In doing so, we expose
opportunities for automation. We then explore approximation techniques that trade-off a
small loss in accuracy for a much bigger gain in efficiency. In some cases, the trade-offs
we make open up opportunities for efficient completion of tasks that would otherwise have
not been possible. In other cases, we obtain significant speedups that justify the trade-offs
we make. For instance, a solution that can automatically pinpoint the location of a bug
significantly cuts down the amount of time spent diagnosing a bug. Even if this solution
points to the wrong location once in a while, the time it saves when it is correct more than
makes up for the extra effort engineers have spend when it is wrong.
1.3 Functional verification activities
In a typical processor design project, the functional verification process starts before design
development begins and continues even after the first silicon prototypes are manufactured.
In this dissertation, we partition the functional verification process into three activities as
discussed below. For each activity, we provide a brief overview and present how our solu-
tions tackle the challenges pertaining to the activity.
1.3.1 Planning & test generation
Based on the design specifications, the verification team creates a plan that outlines the
verification goals to be met. These goals are intended to encompass all foreseeable usage
scenarios that the design may be subjected to in the field and more. As the design matures
and features are added, updated or removed, the verification plan and its set of goals also
evolve to keep up with the changes. The goals in the verification plan are encoded into a
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functional coverage model that is used for measuring verification progress. Engineers also
develop input stimuli that exercise the design aspects outlined in the verification plan. A
verification team is said to achieve verification closure when all the goals in the verification
plan have been met.
Traditionally, verification planning is mostly manual with engineers intuitively identify-
ing the important design aspects to verify. The modern SoC design process presents unique
challenges for verification planning. The large number of complex, interacting components
create opportunities for several interaction scenarios, which can not all be verified before
shipment. Moreover, SoC design projects today mostly involve integrating non-trivial de-
sign blocks, referred to as intellectual property (IP) blocks, which are built by parties other
than the engineers integrating the SoC. The processor cores, the graphics processors, and
the interconnect in a modern SoC are all instances of IP blocks that are designed by 3rd
parties. This practice of integrating 3rd party IP blocks creates a knowledge gap that makes
it difficult to identify and prioritize important design behaviors for verification.
In this dissertation, we apply the APA approach to tackle planning and test generation
for verifying complex SoC designs. We recognize that the design behaviors that should
be of high priority during SoC-level verification are those that arise from interactions be-
tween the IP blocks. Furthermore, some inter-block interactions are likely to be more
commonly encountered than others. We develop an automated approach that identifies
these high-priority inter-block interaction scenarios, automatically extracts functional cov-
erage models for them, and automatically generates test programs that exercise them. Our
approach forms an approximate view of the actual design behaviors arising from these in-
teractions by analyzing the execution of software packages developed for the SoC on a
high-level model of the design. In addition to eliminating the traditionally manual process
of planning for which design behaviors to verify, our solution generates a test suite that is
representative of the analyzed software packages but is much more compact. In our ex-
periments, we found that the generated test suite can execute up to 11 times faster than
the original software package. A fast test suite is very desirable for regression suites that
have to be executed after each design modification to ensure that changes do not break
functionality.
1.3.2 Test execution & bug detection
Once a verification plan is detailed, engineers implement a verification environment to re-
alize the goals in the plan. During the rest of the verification process, the components of
the verification environment execute tests on the implementation of the design and moni-
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tor its behavior for erroneous operation. A verification environment typically consists of
functional coverage models and test suites from the planning & test generation activity, a
testbench to connect the hardware description of the design with the verification environ-
ment, and code in the testbench to check the design behavior for correctness when tests are
executed on it.
A bulk of the test execution & bug detection activity is performed by simulating the
hardware description of the design during a phase known as pre-silicon verification. As
design complexity increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to sensitize bugs during sim-
ulation. The input test sequences necessary to trigger buggy conditions require several
cycles of simulation. The verification effort matures along with the design development
effort. In a typical multi-core design project, functional verification initially focuses on
unit-level verification, where the correctness of small design units is checked. After the
design units are integrated into cores and other bigger subsystems. verification focuses on
independently verifying these subsystems. Finally, all subsystems are integrated and ver-
ified during system-level verification. Unfortunately, the performance of software-based
simulation is too slow even for subsystem-level verification. Today, hardware-assisted
simulation accelerators and emulators play a major role in speeding up subsystem- and
system-level simulation. However, even with acceleration, pre-silicon verification alone is
not sufficient. Engineers perform more functional verification on the actual silicon proto-
type in a phase known as post-silicon validation. Unfortunately, going from pure software
simulation to acceleration and then to post-silicon validation for speed comes with two ma-
jor side effects: lower visibility into the internal mechanisms of the design, and reduced
bug detection capability. Software-based simulation provides full visibility to all internal
signals of the design’s hardware description, allowing for robust checkers. Accelerated
simulation affords a more restricted visibility than software-based simulation and also re-
duced checking capability. The silicon prototype offers the least amount visibility and is
the most challenging platform for bug detection.
In this dissertation, we apply the APA approach to develop fast bug detection mecha-
nisms that overcome the limitations of accelerated simulation and post-silicon validation.
First, we recognize that most of the subsystem- and system-level functional verification
effort is conducted on accelerated simulation and post-silicon validation platforms. Thus,
we prioritize improving the quality and efficiency of bug detection capabilities on these
platforms. Secondly, we assert that during system-level functional verification we should
prioritize the detection of system-level bugs that are impossible to detect with the ear-
lier subsystem- and unit-level verification efforts. We develop automated bug detection
mechanisms for the processor core subsystem and whole system verification on acceler-
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ated simulation and post-silicon validation platforms. Our core-level mechanisms take the
type of robust software checkers available during software simulation, and approximate
their functionalities to deploy them on accelerated platforms. At the system level we im-
plement a mechanism that includes an automatic, hardware-based information collection
mechanism and automated software analysis for detecting bugs in system-level interactions.
This solution can be deployed during both simulation acceleration and post-silicon valida-
tion. The class of bugs we prioritize for this solution, which are hidden in the interaction
between processor cores, memory elements, and the interconnect, are extremely challeng-
ing to detect with traditional methods. In order to implement our mechanism efficiently,
we identified opportunities to approximate away certain properties that are redundantly
checked by earlier efforts or other properties that do not affect the quality of detection.
1.3.3 Bug diagnosis
Once a bug is detected, it goes through a diagnosis process to locate the source of the bug
in the design and fix it. Unless a detected bug is severe enough to stop progress, design
development and verification typically continue while the bug is being diagnosed. Initially,
engineers go through a triaging process to assign the bug to engineers that are most famil-
iar with the part of the design that the bug is likely to be in. The verification team then
works with the design engineers responsible for the problematic components to locate and
and fix the bug. The bug diagnosis process relies heavily on information gathered during
simulation to identify the design components that are likely to be the source of the bug.
In accelerated simulation and post-silicon validation environments where it is hard to col-
lect information during test execution, engineers may have re-execute tests several times to
reproduce and isolate the bug.
For today’s complex processor design projects, engineers spend most of their time di-
agnosing bugs [46]. This burden stems from the difficulty of identifying the source of a
bug in a complex design with several components. In this dissertation, we apply the APA
approach to develop a solution that automatically pinpoints likely bug locations. We rec-
ognize and prioritize the most difficult diagnosis effort where engineers must sift through
several components to identify the source of a bug with low visibility into the internal
mechanisms of the design. We develop a methodology that uses machine learning to learn
the approximate correlation between the location of a bug and the way it appears in low-
visibility environments. Our solution, which automatically pinpoints the location of a bug
with high accuracy given information only from the detection mechanism, can eliminate
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Figure 1.3 Dissertation overview. The solutions proposed in this dissertation take multiple bites
out of the verification process through the APA approach.
1.4 Dissertation overview
The functional verification process has not been able to scale with the increasing design
complexity witnessed in modern processor designs. In this dissertation, we introduce the
APA approach as a lens through which we evaluate the different drivers that contribute to
the challenges of functional verification: increasing design complexity, difficult-to-detect
design bugs, labor-intensive verification tasks, and the effort engineers spend to perform
manual tasks. We develop several solutions that employ the APA approach to take bites out
of the functional verification challenges grouped into the functional verification activities
discussed in Section 1.3. Figure 1.3 provides an overview of the major contributions in this
dissertation, which are also summarized below.
We automate planning and test generation for modern SoC designs. We present a
novel, automated mechanism that analyzes the behavior of software executing on a high-
level model of a design to produce an abstract representation of high-priority design
behaviors to target for verification. In addition, we contribute a novel mechanism that
generates compact test programs from the abstract representations that we produce. Our
experiments show that our mechanisms can effectively automate the tedious process of pri-
oritizing design behaviors for verification. In addition, our compact test programs cut down
the simulation time required for tests that reproduce these behaviors by up to 11 times.
We enable efficient test execution and bug detection on acceleration platforms. We
present a novel mechanism for approximating the functionality of traditionally software-
only checkers so as to implement them in hardware with low overhead. In addition, we
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discuss a novel, synergistic checking strategy that deploys low-overhead, hardware check-
ers and on-platform compression logic to minimize the coupling between an acceleration
platform and software checkers running on a host computer. Our experiments show that for
some of our approximation techniques, we can reduce the sizes of our hardware checkers by
over 56% with little impact on accuracy. For our synergistic checking strategy, our exper-
iments showed up to a 92% decrease in communication traffic with only a 20% reduction
in checking accuracy.
We execute tests and detect memory consistency bugs efficiently during acceleration
and post-silicon validation. We develop a novel mechanism for observing, recording, and
analyzing shared-memory interactions. Our solution adds low-overhead hardware mech-
anisms into the design for recording and flexibly deploys a software analyzer for bug
detection. In our experiments, our solution achieved an 83% bug detection rate across a
variety of memory consistency models, while performing analysis in under 20 seconds.
We localize bugs automatically in low-visibility validation environments. We present
a novel mechanism for running tests and collecting bug information in low-visibility vali-
dation environments so as to pinpoint the likely sources of bugs using a machine learning
classifier. We develop a feature engineering approach to convert the collected data into
feature vectors to be processed by classification algorithms. We also discuss a novel bug
injection strategy for generating synthetic bugs to train the classifier model. Our experi-
mental results show that our solution is able to correctly identify the source of a bug 72%
of the time in an out-of-order processor model.
1.5 Dissertation organization
The remainder of the dissertation is organized by the functional verification activities dis-
cussed in Section 1.3. Chapter 2 discusses the state-of-the-art in functional verification.
It lays the background for the rest of the dissertation by discussing the different prac-
tices, methodologies, and tools used in modern industrial functional verification processes.
Chapter 3 presents our solutions that tackle planning & test generation. Our solutions that
address test execution & bug detection are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents our
solution for automatic bug diagnosis. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the major contribu-
tions of this dissertation and hints at possibilities for future work.
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Chapter 2
An Introduction to Simulation-based
Functional Verification
In this dissertation, we look at the entire gamut of the functional verification process
through our APA approach. This chapter presents a primer on industrial functional ver-
ification, particularly focusing on simulation-based functional verification, that is useful
for the rest of the dissertation. We begin with an overview of the functional verification
process as practiced in the industry today. We then dive deeper into the components of
a simulation-based functional verification environment that are relevant to this disserta-
tion. Lastly, we discuss high-level design models and their role in the simulation-based
functional verification process.
2.1 Overview of the functional verification process
After design specifications are drafted for a processor design project, hardware designers
build a detailed, behavioral model of the design using a hardware description language
(HDL), such as verilog or VHDL. Meanwhile, verification engineers build a verification
environment to achieve the goals set in a verification plan. The many design blocks are
distributed among teams of design engineers who build to specifications and verification
engineers who perform unit-level functional verification. As design blocks become avail-
able, they are integrated into subsystems and verified. The process continues until all the
design blocks are completed and integrated at the system level. Design and verification
engineers diagnose and fix bugs detected during the verification process. The functional
verification effort that occurs before a silicon prototype is built is termed as pre-silicon
verification. During pre-silicon verification, the HDL description of the design is automat-
ically checked against specifications by the verification environment. Formal verification
and, to a greater extent, simulation-based verification are the primary modes of pre-silicon
verification.
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Formal verification tools convert the HDL description of the design to Boolean func-
tions that are compared against properties derived from the specifications. As long as
engineers are able to represent design specifications as precise Boolean properties, the tools
are able to mathematically prove or disprove the correctness of the design. The strong
guarantee that formal verification provides when the design is correct, and the counter-
examples it generates when the design is incorrect, makes it a very desirable verification
tool. Unfortunately, completely representing a design’s specifications as formally verifi-
able properties is a challenging task. In addition, the computational demands of formal
verification tools are prohibitive for everything but small design units and subsystems. As
a result, the usefulness of formal verification is limited to small design blocks. Since the
goal of this dissertation is the verification of complex designs, we do not discuss formal
verification further.
Simulation-based functional verification assumes most of the pre-silicon verification ef-
fort. Software-based simulation platforms compile the hardware description of the design
into an executable that can run on any computer. The verification testbench, which itself is
software that executes alongside the simulated design, directly interfaces with the simula-
tion and has access to any design signal. The flexibility of software simulation and the high
observability into design signals enables robust checking and debugging capabilities. Engi-
neers can develop sophisticated checkers, step through the design using debuggers, record
waveforms, etc.Unfortunately, software simulators are too slow for complex designs, sim-
ulating at best 100’s of design cycles per second. At these speeds, it would take months to
simulate a second of a design’s operation.
To overcome the slow speed of software simulation, companies today depend on
special-purpose hardware platforms that accelerate logic simulation. These platforms are
built from either regular field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) or custom application-
specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Not long ago, companies used to build their own
FPGA-based prototypes for their designs. Today, there are EDA vendors that offer robust
acceleration/emulation platforms [82, 26, 105]. These platforms can simulate hundreds of
thousands of design cycles per second and can link with a verification testbench running
on a host computer. However, engineers have to trade-off performance for increased vis-
ibility into the design’s signals. Therefore, checking and debugging capabilities on these
platforms are more restricted than on software platforms.
Once the pre-silicon, hardware description of the design is considered sufficiently ver-
ified, the physical design process commences. Logic synthesis tools convert the HDL
description into a gate-level netlist, which is manufactured into silicon prototypes. These
prototypes come back to the design and verification engineers who run tests to discover any
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bugs that escaped into the prototypes in an effort known as post-silicon validation. When
it comes to speed, nothing beats the actual silicon prototype. Extending the simulation-
based approach of executing tests on the design, post-silicon tests run at actual speeds,
with billions of cycles executing in a second. Unfortunately, signal visibility is limited to
the processor pins, making it extremely difficult to check and debug the design. Post-silicon
design-for-debug (DFD) techniques add elements into the design that enable mechanisms
for observing selected design signals at the processor pins. Bugs found at this stage may
require changes in the behavioral model or the netlist, resulting in expensive silicon re-
fabrications, known as respins.
2.2 Simulation-based verification testbench
Modern designs undergo trillions of cycles of simulation during pre-silicon verification
[102]. The simulated design interacts with a verification testbench, which typically in-
cludes stimulus generators that provide input stimuli to the designs, coverage models that
keep track of the design aspects that have been tested, and checkers that check for cor-
rectness. Typically, each block and subsystem in the design will have its own testbench.
Simulation is typically performed until a checker fires to signal a bug in the design. En-
gineers then embark on a process to diagnose the root cause of the bug and fix it. For
most bugs, problems start a number of cycles before the checkers fire and involve several
design signals in addition to those being monitored by the checkers. Hence, a majority of
debugging time is spent trying to spatially and temporally localize the root cause of a bug.
Localization is a tedious process that involves analyzing signals and events over a number
of cycles before the time of checker firing, to identify instances of anomalous behavior. To
assist with this process, logic simulators typically come with the ability to generate signal
waveforms during simulation. In addition, engineers can add testbench components that
generate more meaningful traces of events during simulation.
In this section, we discuss in detail the three major components of a simulation-based
verification testbench. For each component, we present how it fits into the rest of the
dissertation.
2.2.1 Stimulus generators
The goal of logic simulation is to explore as much of the design state space as possible.
Stimulus generators are designed to provide input sequences that steer the design through
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its state space. On one end of the spectrum, engineers can create simple stimulus generators
that supply manually-crafted sequences of input stimuli. Such input stimuli are referred to
as directed stimuli and are usually designed to test how the design responds to common-
case input stimuli or to guide it to specific corner cases. On the other end, engineers can
design random generators that produce sequences of random stimuli, obeying a number
of constraints. Such stimuli use the power of randomization to reach vast swathes of the
design’s state space. A well-designed suite of random stimuli should reach a wide range of
interesting design states as quickly as possible.
Block-level testbenches rely more on directed than random stimuli. The complexity of
block-level designs is manageable enough that engineers can enumerate several important
conditions that can be tested with directed input stimuli. For instance, when testing the
ALU, engineers conceive sequences of input vectors that exercise all ALU operations and
corner cases such as overflow and carry. As more and more blocks are brought together,
constrained-random stimuli take prominent roles. Instead of crafting sequences of vectors,
engineers specify a set of directives to constrain the vectors generated by a random stimuli
generator. For instance, when generating instruction sequences to test the memory subsys-
tem, engineers can add constraints to restrict the generated instructions to loads and stores
and to limit the addresses that these instructions are accessing.
The constrained-random generator can be a separate tool that generates traces of in-
put stimuli that are loaded by the testbench. This can be achieved by developing custom
generator scripts or by using commercial constrained-random generators such as Raven
[90] and Genesys-Pro [6]. Alternatively, hardware verification languages, such as Sys-
temVerilog and Specman E, provide mechanisms for constructing constrained-random
generators inside the testbench. SystemVerilog provides the rand and randc qualifiers
for class members that will be assigned random values during simulation, when the built-in
randomize() method is called on objects of the class. Constraints can be specified us-
ing the with construct at the time of the call to randomize() or using constraint
blocks in the class definition. These SystemVerilog features are shown in the example in
Figure 2.1.
Randomization offers a statistical confidence of verification reach after a large number
of simulated cycles. But, increasing design complexity raises the need for more simulated
cycles while decreasing the speed of simulation. Today, verification engineers have to be
frugal with the amount of cycles their test suites can consume, demanding high-quality
tests that reach interesting scenarios quickly. In Chapter 3, we present a solution for au-
tomatically identifying interesting scenarios for complex accelerator-rich SoC designs and





4 rand bit [5:0] opcode;
5 rand bit [4:0] base_reg;
6 rand bit [11:0] offset;
7 rand bit [4:0] data_reg;
8 // ...
9 constraint ld_st { opcode inside {‘OPLD, ‘OPST}; }












Figure 2.1 Example of a SystemVerilog constrained-random stimuli generator. Instruction
fields are qualified with rand. Line 9 constrains the opcode to be either that of a load or a store
instruction. Line 10 constrains the most significant bit of the address offset to 1. Line 18 populates
the instruction fields with random values obeying the constraints specified above and the additional
constraints specified using the with construct.
2.2.2 Checkers
Verification testbenches are equipped with checkers that automatically validate design
correctness. There are several ways of implementing checkers, ranging from low-level as-
sertions embedded in the design to complex offline analysis scripts operating on simulation
traces. To implement checkers, verification engineers need a model of correct behavior to
check against. They typically derive this model from the specification, independently from
the design. Some correctness conditions can be expressed as assertions that must always
hold true. For instance, an arbiter for a shared resource must grant only one requester
at a time. This property can easily be expressed by an assertion statement that checks if
the grant signals coming from the arbiter are always one-hot encoded. Assertions can be
more sophisticated than this simple example, spanning signal values over multiple cycles
and allowing for the construction of non-trivial logic statements. Other correctness condi-
tions might be too complicated to capture with assertions. Such conditions may necessitate
the verification testbench to dynamically compute the correct outcomes, typically through
high-level golden models developed independently from the design.
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1 // immediate assertion
2 assert (dest_reg > 0 && dest_reg <= 15)
3 $display("Valid destination register");
4 else $display("Invalid destination register");
5
6 // concurrent assertion
7 assert property (@(posedge clk) reg_wr_en |-> #1 dest_reg != 0)
8 else $display("Register write enabled for read-only r0");
Figure 2.2 Examples of SystemVerilog assertions. Line 2 contains the condition for an imme-
diate assertion that checks for the validity of the destination register. The statement in line 3 is
executed when the assertion passes and that in line 4 when the assertion fails. Lines 7-8 express a
concurrent assertion that is evaluated on the rising edge of the clock. It checks if the destination
register is valid one cycle after the register-write-enable signal is asserted.
High-level verification languages provide powerful constructs for expressing assertions.
SystemVerilog provides two types of assertions: immediate assertions, which are pro-
cedural statements that behave like assertions in high-level programming languages, and
concurrent assertions, which can describe properties that span multiple cycles. Figure 2.2
shows examples of these two types of assertions. SystemVerilog assertions (SVA) are pow-
erful tools that are also utilized for formal verification, stimulus generation, and functional
coverage modeling. The latter will be discussed in Section 2.2.3.
Assertions and golden-model-based checkers are widely used in software-based verifi-
cation testbenches. However, adapting these powerful, automated checkers for acceleration-
or emulation-based validation environments may sometimes lead to prohibitive overheads.
In Chapter 4, we present solutions that exploit accuracy trade-offs to efficiently deploy
checkers on hardware-based validation platforms. We also present a mechanism for real-
izing complex memory consistency checkers tailored for hardware-based validation plat-
forms. Once a checker detects a bug, engineers embark on diagnosing and fixing the bug.
In Chapter 5, we present a solution that automates the initial laborious effort to diagnose
the root cause of a bug.
2.2.3 Coverage
In modern simulation-based verification efforts, coverage models capture and tally the as-
pects of the design that were exercised during verification, acting as metrics for measuring
verification progress. Types of coverage models, known collectively as code coverage,
measure which parts of the HDL code have been exercised and can be automatically in-
ferred by the electronic design automation (EDA) tools. Functional coverage models,
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however, are typically designed by the verification team to capture design-specific goals
outlined in the verification plan. Functional coverage planning and model development
start early, along with verification planning, and evolve as the design and verification effort
progresses.
Most modern design projects have adopted a coverage-driven verification methodology
where coverage models play a central role in driving the verification process [46]. When
setting a schedule for the verification process, milestones are set from expected coverage
targets. For instance, it maybe desired to execute all instruction types at least once in a given
time-frame. This goal then targets 100% coverage of executed instructions. In addition, in
constrained-random verification, coverage metrics are used to guide the test generation pro-
cess. Early in the verification process, the constraints for the stimuli generator may guide
the verification effort towards some coverage goals while completely missing others. Using
the insights from their coverage models, engineers can adjust the random generator con-
straints to steer the verification effort to fill these coverage holes. Hence, coverage metrics
boost the efficiency of the verification process by giving quick feedback to direct the testing
effort and minimize wasted simulated cycles.
High-level verification languages offer support for expressing functional coverage mod-
els. SystemVerilog provides the covergroup construct to define coverage models. A
SystemVerilog covergroup may contain several coverpoints that sample design
behaviors. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a coverage model that samples the types of
instructions executed by a design. In this example, the coverage model is defined inside the
Instruction class from Figure 2.1. Modern EDA tools provide interfaces for navigat-
ing coverage metrics collected during simulation.
1 class Instruction;











Figure 2.3 Example coverage model in SystemVerilog. This simple coverage model is defined
inside the Instruction class from Figure 2.1. The coverpoint on line 5 keeps track of the dif-
ferent values generated for the opcode field. The coverage model is instantiated inside the class
constructor on line 9.
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Coverage models play a crucial role in the verification process by encoding the verifi-
cation plan into the verification testbench. However, setting verification goals and defining
coverage models for them is a mostly manual process that relies on intuition. The solution
we present in Chapter 3 can automatically identify high-priority goals for the verification
of complex SoCs and can define coverage models that capture these goals.
2.3 The role of high-level design models in verification
The purpose of functional verification is to ensure the correct HDL implementation of a
design. In a typical processor design project, designs are modeled at higher abstraction
levels before development on the behavioral model begins. A programmable processor
implements an instruction set architecture (ISA), which defines a set of instructions, reg-
isters, memory semantics, and input/output handling that is visible to programmers. For a
new ISA, architects develop a high-level instruction set simulator (ISS). The ISS simulates
the correct, programmer visible-outcomes to be expected from executing a program on a
processor implementing the ISA. Since the ISS, which is developed in a high-level pro-
gramming language like C++, does not model the details of a particular implementation, it
can quickly simulate the execution of programs developed for the ISA.
Most processor design projects, however, are new implementations of an existing ISA,
such as Intel’s 64 and IA-32 [62], ARM’s ARMv8 [14], and IBM’s Power [56] ISAs. An
implementation of an ISA is referred to as a microarchitecture. For a new design project,
architects explore several approaches for designing a microarchitecture with enhanced per-
formance and energy-efficiency. To this end, they develop another high-level performance
model that simulates the timing of microarchitectural elements and their interactions. Even
though a performance model is more detailed than an ISS, it still abstracts away a lot of de-
tails that are intrinsic to a real hardware model, and is developed using high-level languages
like C++ and SystemC. A performance model allows architects to quickly implement an
idea and get estimates for its impact on the overall performance of the design. Through
this (micro)architectural exploration process, architects identify the beneficial features to
incorporate into the microarchitecture. The performance model then serves as the template
from which the design specifications are drafted.
These high-level design models are utilized for different purposes during the functional
verification process. Firstly, they are used to vet randomly-generated test programs. In
constrained-random stimuli generators, certain constraints may be difficult to specify for
some types of test scenarios. For example, consider a memory subsystem test scenario that
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targets a specific range of memory addresses while allowing for any register to be used in
the address computation. The contents of the registers, however, could be random values
written by earlier instructions. Here, an ISS can be used to simulate already generated
instructions and supply register values when required to evaluate a constraint. Secondly,
high-level design models are crucial for the creation of self-checking test programs. These
programs include instruction sequences that check the correctness of previous computa-
tions performed by the same program. The expected outcomes for those computations are
obtained by simulating the program on a high-level design model. Thirdly, high-level de-
sign models can provide expected outcomes that are required by complex checkers in the
verification testbench. The availability of high-level behaviors to compare with is espe-
cially useful for checking end-to-end design properties that can not be described succinctly
with assertions. Finally, high-level models are used to verify software being developed for
the design that is under development. Modern SoC design projects verify hardware and
software together in a process referred to as hardware/software (HW/SW) co-verification.
In HW/SW co-verification flows, software developers test and debug their programs on
high-level models of the design while the behavioral model of the design is in develop-
ment. Typically, the software consists of boot and initialization code, operating systems,
compilers, device drivers, and user applications that will be shipped together with the SoC.
The solutions we discuss in this dissertation utilize high-level design models in various
capacities. Chapter 3 presents a solution that leverages HW/SW verification environments
to extract high-priority targets for verification by analyzing software executing on a high-
level design model. The experimental framework used for one of the solutions presented in
Chapter 4 utilizes a high-level design model to vet randomly-generated test programs. Cen-
tral to the automatic diagnosis approach described in Chapter 5 is a bug-detection strategy
that compares the execution of a design with the execution on a high-level model.
2.4 Summary
In this Chapter, we presented an introduction to a modern simulation-based functional ver-
ification process. We discussed the various tools, methods, verification platforms, and
testbench components used for functional verification today. We looked at the verification
process, starting from early, unit-level pre-silicon verification, through subsystem-level ac-
celerated simulation, to system-level post-silicon validation. We discussed the three major
components of a simulation-based verification testbench – stimulus generators, checkers,
and coverage models – while presenting SystemVerilog code examples. We also saw the
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different levels of design models and how they are utilized in the verification process. In
our discussions, we touched upon the challenges of the simulation-based verification pro-
cess, briefly previewing how we tackle them in this dissertation. The topics discussed in
this chapter are helpful for understanding the material presented in this dissertation. The
rest of this dissertation dives deep into our solutions.
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Chapter 3
Addressing Planning and Test
Generation
In this chapter, we present our application of the APA approach to aspects of verification
planning and test generation for modern SoC design projects. In such design projects, the
many complex components integrated at the system level create several possible interac-
tion scenarios, which can not all be verified in the time alloted for system-level verification.
One of the major challenges in the verification of modern SoCs is prioritizing and testing
the system-level interaction scenarios that are likely to be critical for the consumer. By
automatically analyzing the execution of software on a high-level model of the design, we
discovered that it is possible to prioritize the system-level interaction scenarios that are
most likely to be exercised by the software expected to run on the final product. Since the
high-level design model does not implement the exact timing of events, we recognized a
need for approximations that estimate the timing of actual interactions based on the inexact
timing information obtained from the high-level model. Moreover, we discovered that the
results of our analysis can also be used to drive the generation of coverage models and test
programs targeting the prioritized interaction scenarios.
Based on these insights, we developed a solution that we call AGARSoC (Automated
Test and Coverage-Model Generation for Verification of Accelerator-Rich Systems-on-
Chip). Illustrated in Figure 3.1, AGARSoC leverages HW/SW co-verification environ-
ments to automatically discover high-priority interaction scenarios. These scenarios are
identified by analyzing memory traces obtained from the execution of software on a high-
level design model. In addition, AGARSoC also generates functional coverage models and
compact test programs that represent the identified scenarios. The generated programs are
much more compact than the original software suite they are derived from. As a result,
they require fewer simulation cycles, which is a desirable trait for frequently executed re-
gression suites. Our experimental results show that our generated tests are able to exercise
all the prioritized scenarios up to 11 times faster than the original software suites while


















Figure 3.1 AGARSoC overview. We analyze the execution of software on a high-level model of
an accelerator-rich SoC to identify high-priority accelerator interaction scenarios for verification.
We then generate corresponding coverage models and compact test programs, which are used to
guide the verification of the RTL for the SoC. AGARSoC is mostly automated and can be flexibly
controlled by parameters supplied at runtime.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents an overview
of accelerator-rich SoCs and their verification challenges. Section 3.2 discusses the ac-
curacy tradeoffs of our APA approach. Sections 3.3 - 3.6 present the details of our
mechanisms and our experimental results. We discuss related work in Section 3.7 and
end by summarizing the chapter in Section 3.8.
3.1 Background on accelerator-rich SoCs
Driven by stagnating performance gains and energy-efficiency constraints, multicore
systems-on-chip (SoCs) that integrate several general purpose cores and highly-specialized
accelerators are being widely adopted [1, 2, 86, 33]. These components are connected
via an on-chip interconnect as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Each accelerator in the system is
designed to execute a specialized task quickly and efficiently. Communication between
the components in these multi-core SoCs is achieved through reads and writes to shared-
memory locations. A shared-memory system presents a single logical memory that all
components can read from and write to. Even though the actual physical implementation
involves a hierarchy of memory elements, some of which are private to components, the
shared-memory abstraction allows components to observe each other’s reads and writes.
Some of these logical memory locations are configuration registers inside the accelerators.
If a thread running on a core wants to invoke a task on a particular accelerator, it writes the
commands and parameters for launching the task to the accelerator’s configuration registers
through writes to the memory locations mapped to the accelerator’s configuration registers.
A launched accelerator performs its task, possibly bringing a chunk of data from shared
memory to its scratchpad memory, operating on it, and finally writing the results back to


































Figure 3.2 Accelerator-rich multiprocessor SoC architecture. Multiple cores, accelerators,
memories, and peripheral components are integrated in a chip through an interconnect. These
components interact via memory operations, which pass through multiple levels of memory and
interconnects to arrive at their destinations. Memory-mapped registers in the accelerators are used
to configure accelerators for execution.
by writing its status to a memory location specified during configuration. The accelera-
tors in the SoC can execute concurrently, possibly stressing the interconnect and the shared
memory implementation.
Often, the components that comprise these SoCs are designed and verified indepen-
dently by different teams, possibly from companies other than the one building the SoC.
Even though these components are supposedly verified, they may still harbor bugs that only
manifest when integrated with other components, in a specific configuration. These bugs
are either due to conditions that are very difficult to sensitize during independent verifica-
tion, or due to incompatible interpretations of specifications and assumptions taken by the
designers of the different components. SoC integration engineers bring components pro-
gressively together and verify the resulting configurations by running tests that sensitize
different interaction scenarios among the components. Each accelerator in the system can
be configured in several different ways, leading to several different modes of operation,
which, coupled with the large number of components in the system, result in a copious
amount of interaction scenarios to be considered for verification. This makes it challenging
for verification engineers to prioritize scenarios, develop coverage models, and generate
tests for the many interaction scenarios that arise.
3.2 APA: benefits and accuracy tradeoffs
AGARSoC automatically analyzes the execution of software on high-level models of the
design to identify the design behaviors to prioritize for verification. Our analysis mech-
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anism operates on architectural memory traces, which contain dynamic, non-speculative,
memory operations and their associated data. For shared-memory multicore SoCs, mem-
ory traces collected from different models, or even from different executions on the same
model, are not guaranteed to be identical. Micro-architectural features that vary among
models / implementations, such as caches, affect the order in which different components
in the system observe memory accesses. Multiple correct program executions, each with
a different interleaving of memory accesses observed by the components of the SoC, are
legal in this context.
In addition to the discrepancy between traces, certain design behaviors may only be
observable at the microarchitectural-level. For example, in an implementation of the ARM
ISA [13], barriers, atomic accesses through exclusive loads and stores, and cache and TLB
maintenance instructions may all trigger microarchitectural events that affect multiple com-
ponents. Not all of these events are readily visible architecturally: i) a microarchitectural
(µ-arch) event may be completely hidden, ii) others may manifest out-of-order, iii) a µ-
arch event may have a delayed manifestation, iv) some may manifest coalesced, and v)
non-concurrent µ-arch events may manifest concurrently.
For these reasons, the insights derived from analyzing multicore SoC memory traces are
not completely accurate. Yet, by factoring the uncertainty of microarchitectural interactions
into the analysis mechanisms, the impacts on accuracy can be minimized. For instance,
an architectural level analysis can relax certain observed orderings among operations be-
cause of the understanding that those operations may be reordered microarchitecturally. In
addition, any sacrifice in accuracy comes with the following benefits:
Early availability: Architectural-level design models are available early and serve as the
golden reference for the RTL design process. This is what enables AGARSoC to analyze
system-level behaviors early in the verification process, to identify the important scenarios
on which to focus verification, and to guide test generation.
Portable automated analysis: Analysis performed on architectural memory traces can be
ported to different models, implementations, or generations of the same design.
Access to software: In modern design flows, software is co-designed with the SoC hard-
ware. Software developers test their software on high-level models of the design. By
analyzing actual software to deployed on the SoC, AGARSoC gathers insight into the as-
pects of a design that are of high priority to software.
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3.3 Prioritizing system-level interactions with AGARSoC
AGARSoC discovers high-priority system-level interactions triggered by software. To
capture software behavior, we analyze memory operation traces collected from software
running on a high-level model. These traces include regular read and write accesses to
memory from processor cores and accelerators, write operations to accelerator configura-
tion registers, and special atomic memory operations for synchronization. Each access in a
memory trace includes the cycle, memory address, type, size, and data for the access.
3.3.1 Analyzing memory traces
We scan the memory traces from the processor cores to detect patterns of memory accesses
belonging to the invocation and execution of tasks on accelerators. Our analysis algorithm
first identifies patterns of accesses to accelerator configuration registers. The mapping of
configuration registers to memory locations is a design property that is provided as input
to our algorithm. We then identify memory operations originating from the just-configured
accelerator, occurring after the configuration event. Finally, we look for special memory
operations that indicate the completion of a task. We bring together these patterns into what
we refer to as an accelerator execution pattern.
It is common for accelerators to be configured for the same type of task multiple times.
In such cases, the multiple accelerator executions may be configured to operate in the same
mode but fetch data from and store results to different memory locations. Multiple execu-
tions of the same mode of operation are uninteresting from the perspective of verification.
For each accelerator execution pattern we detect, we separate configuration accesses into
those that define the mode of operation and those that specify where to fetch and store
data. Our algorithm then keeps track of unique modes of operation, which we refer to as
execution classes, and their associated accelerator execution patterns.
AGARSoC’s analysis is a mostly automated procedure with minimal engineer input.
Engineers specify the memory mappings for the different components, which is obtained
from the SoC configuration. We expect accelerator designers to provide descriptions of
start and end conditions for detecting accelerator access patterns, as well as specify which
configuration writes define a mode of operation for their accelerator. Integration engi-
neers can then encapsulate these conditions as Python functions and easily pass them as
arguments to AGARSoC’s analysis tools. Below are examples of designer-specified condi-
tions for the multi-writers, multi-readers (MWMR) protocol in the Soclib framework [110],
encapsulated in the Python functions shown in Figure 3.3:
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• “An accelerator signals task completion by writing a non-zero value to a memory
location written to configuration register 0x4c”.




if accOp.addr != endLoc or not accOp.isWrite():
return False
return accOp.data != 0
def MWMRConfigHash(configPat):
mode = [configPat.target]
for reg,acc in configPat.accesses.iteritems():
if reg in [0x44, 0x48, 0x60, 0x50, 0x5c]:
mode.append(acc.data)
return tuple(mode)
Figure 3.3 User-defined functions. MWMREndDetector returns True if a particular accel-
erator memory operation is signaling the end of a task. MWMRConfigHash returns a hashable
tuple that contains the mode of execution. The configPat (accelerator configuration pattern) and
accOp (accelerator memory operation) data structures are provided by AGARSoC.
3.3.2 Identifying interaction scenarios
We identified two types of interaction that are likely to lead to scenarios that were not
observed during independent verification. Firstly, concurrently-executing accelerators in-
teract indirectly through shared resources. Any conflicting assumptions about shared
resource usage manifest during concurrent executions. Secondly, the state of the system
after one accelerator execution affects subsequent accelerator executions. Any operation
performed by one accelerator that leaves the system in a state not expected by another
accelerator is likely to cause the second accelerator to malfunction. Our scenario identifi-
cation algorithm discovers concurrent and ordered accelerator executions that might lead
to these two types of interactions among accelerators.
Concurrent accelerator interaction scenarios are groups of accelerator execution
classes whose execution instances have been observed to overlap. The overlap is detected
by comparing the start and end times of the accelerators’ execution patterns. While start
and end times observed from a high-level model may not be exactly identical to those ob-
served in RTL, they represent the absence of ordering constraints and therefore indicate a
possibility of concurrent execution on the SoC. Concurrently-executing accelerators inter-
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act indirectly through shared resources (interconnect, memory, etc..) leading to behaviors
that may not have been observed during the independent verification of the accelerators.
Ordered accelerator interaction scenarios are either intended by the programmer
(program ordered, and synchronized) or coincidentally observed in a particular execution.
We infer three types of ordered accelerator executions:
Program-ordered: non-overlapping accelerator execution classes invoked in program
order from the same thread, detected by comparing start and end times of accelerator exe-
cutions invoked from the same thread.
Synchronized: accelerator execution classes whose instances are invoked from multiple
threads, but are synchronized by a synchronization mechanism. We detect these by first
identifying synchronization scopes (critical sections) from core traces and grouping accel-
erator invocations that belong in scopes that are protected by the same synchronization
primitive. For lock-based synchronization, for instance, we scan the memory traces to
identify accelerator invocations that lie between lock-acquire and lock-release operations.
We group the accelerator execution classes for these invocations by the lock variables used,
giving us groups of synchronized classes.
Observed pairs: pairs of accelerator execution classes whose execution instances were
observed not to overlap. Unlike program-ordered scenarios, which can be of any length,
observed pairs are only between two execution classes.
In primarily targeting concurrent and ordered interaction scenarios, we are focusing
on indirect interactions among accelerators via shared resources. Even though we did not
attempt to capture direct interactions between accelerators in our work, we believe it is pos-
sible to do so. Our analysis algorithm can be enhanced to detect an accelerator producing
data to be consumed by another without the involvement of the processor cores, multiple
accelerators racing to write to shared memory locations, and an accelerator invoking a task
on another.
3.3.3 Abstract representation
AGARSoC creates an abstract representation of software execution from the interaction
scenarios it detects. This representation only retains configuration-specific information,
filtering out information such as specific memory locations and actual contents of data
manipulated by the accelerators. Our representation contains three major categories: ac-
celerator execution classes, concurrent scenarios, and happens-before (ordered execution)
scenarios. Each entry in these categories contains a unique hash for the entry and a count
of how many times it was observed in the analyzed execution. The entries for acceler-
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ator execution classes and concurrent scenarios are directly obtained from the analysis.
The happens-before category contains combined entries for all unique observed pairs and
program-ordered sequences. In addition, we generate all possible non-deterministic inter-
leavings of synchronized accelerator executions. The entries in the happens-before sections
have counts of how many times they were observed in the execution traces. For any gener-
ated ordering that has not been observed, we store a count of 0.
Figure 3.4 illustrates an example of our abstraction process. The SoC in this exam-
ple has 3 cores and 3 accelerators. The software threads running on these cores trigger
multiple accelerator executions, labeled 1 – 6 in the figure. A circle, a diamond, and a
triangle are used to represent invocations of A0, A1, and A2, respectively. The different
colors indicate different modes of operation. AGARSoC will identify 5 different classes
of accelerator execution corresponding to the different accelerators and modes observed
during execution. Executions 1 and 4, 3 and 5, and 3 and 6 overlap, resulting in the three
concurrent scenarios in the abstract representation. Similarly, AGARSoC identifies two se-
quences of program-ordered execution classes. Lock-acquire and lock-release operations
using the same lock variable, indicated by locked and unlocked padlocks, respectively,
mark one group of synchronized accelerator executions. AGARSoC generates all 6 possi-
ble interleavings of sequence length 2 for the accelerator execution classes in this group.
The unobserved interleavings are marked with a count of 0. The immediate observed pairs
extracted from the execution are not shown in the Figure because they have all been in-
cluded in the program-ordered and synchronized interleavings groups shown. Note that the
observed pair resulting from executions 4 and 2 is also a possible interleaving of 2 and 5.
























































Figure 3.4 Abstracting an execution. Accelerator tasks are launched from the general-purpose
cores. We group these task executions into unique execution classes, represented by shape and
color. We represent concurrently-executing execution classes and ordered execution classes. The
ordering among classes is obtained from program-order, generated interleavings of synchronized
invocations, and observed immediate ordered pairs.
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Abstract representations for different software executions can be combined to create a
union of their scenarios by simply summing up the total number of occurrences for each
unique scenario observed across the multiple executions. Through the process of com-
bining, redundant accelerator interactions that are exhibited across multiple programs are
abstracted into a compact set of interaction scenarios. This is one of the key features that
allows AGARSoC to generate compact test programs that exhibit the interaction scenarios
observed across several real programs.
3.4 Coverage model generation and analysis
AGARSoC generates a coverage model that guides the RTL verification effort towards
high-priority accelerator interactions, as identified from software execution analysis. The
coverage model generation algorithm performs a direct translation of the abstract repre-
sentation extracted from the analysis: scenarios are translated into coverage events and
scenario categories are translated into event groups. The coverage events in each event
group can be sorted by the count associated with each scenario entry in the abstract repre-
sentation. A higher count indicates a more likely scenario.
In addition to coverage model generation, AGARSoC’s coverage engine is capable of
evaluating and reporting the functional coverage data from RTL simulation. To take advan-
tage of this capability, the RTL verification environment should output traces of memory
operations. We believe this is a feature that most real-world RTL verification environments
have, since memory traces are valuable during RTL debugging. AGARSoC’s coverage
engine is designed to be very flexible to adapt to changing verification requirements. Cover-
age models that AGARSoC generates can be merged without the need to analyze executions
again. In addition, coverage output files are designed such that a coverage analysis output
for a particular execution can be used as a coverage model for another execution. These
features give engineers the flexibility to incorporate new software behaviors at any stage of
verification, to compare the similarity between different test programs, and to incrementally
refine verification goals.
Figure 3.5 shows a snippet of a coverage report generated by AGARSoC. This report
shows the coverage analysis for an AGARSoC generated program versus a coverage model
extracted from a software suite. The Goal column shows the counts of each coverage event
as observed in the original software suite. AGARSoC currently uses these goals only as
indicators of how frequently scenarios are observed, which can guide the choice of scenar-
ios to include for test generation. The Count column shows how many times the events
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Execution classes
Name Count Goal Seen % of goal
A0.1 7 29 24.1
A1.1 6 24 25.0
A2.1 6 25 24.0
A2.2 5 18 27.8
A1.2 4 4 100.0
A2.2 4 4 100.0
A0.1 3 4 75.0
A1.1 3 7 42.9
Concurrent scenarios
Name Count Goal Seen % of goal
A0.1 A1.1 A2.1 2 2 100.0
A0.1 A1.1 A2.2 2 6 33.3
Happens-before scenarios
Name Count Goal Seen % of goal
A1.2 A2.2 2 2 100.0
A1.1 A1.2 1 3 33.3
A0.1 A0.1 1 4 25.0
A2.1 A0.1 0 0 0.0
Figure 3.5 Sample coverage analysis output.
were observed in the generated test program. The Seen column indicates the presence of
an event occurrence with a green color and its absence with red. The % of goal column
indicates how many times the synthetic events were observed compared to the events in the
original software suite. This column is ignored when all that is required is at least one hit
of a coverage event. However, it becomes relevant when comparing the similarity between
different test programs.
3.5 Test generation
In addition to coverage models, AGARSoC also generates compact test programs that
exercise the accelerator interaction scenarios captured in the abstract representation. By
eliminating redundant execution patterns that exist in the original software suite, these gen-
erated tests can execute much faster. Their compactness making them desirable for RTL
verification where the speed of test execution is critical. AGARSoC allows the user to
choose interaction scenarios to target with the generated tests.
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3.5.1 Generated test program structure
To ensure that a generated test will always exercise the selected scenarios, we chose a
multi-threaded, multi-phased program structure for our generated tests. The generated
tests, which are meant to be run on the processor cores, can invoke multiple accelerators
concurrently from multiple threads. We group these concurrent accelerator task executions
into synchronized phases. All concurrent task executions in a phase are guaranteed to com-
plete before execution of tasks in the next phase begins. Using this program structure,
we can simultaneously incorporate concurrent and ordered interaction scenarios. This is
achieved by choosing a schedule of task executions, i.e.an assignment of task executions to
threads and phases, as will be discussed in Section 3.5.2.
For each SoC design we target, we manually write a C function that implements our
multi-threaded, multi-phased program structure. This function serves as a reusable dis-
patcher of accelerator tasks. This function contains generic code that can read accelerator
task configurations produced by our generator and invokes the accelerators accordingly.
Our program generator produces a queue of task configurations per thread of execution.
The specific queue in which a task configuration resides determines the thread that invokes
the corresponding task, while its position within the queue determines the phase. For in-
stance, the 4th task configuration in the 2nd queue results in a task that is invoked in the
4th phase by the 2nd thread of execution.
Our dispatcher function first creates as many threads as there are queues and assigns
each thread the responsibility of executing the tasks in its respective queue. After executing
a task, a thread will wait for other threads to finish executing their tasks before proceeding
to the next task in its queue. By synchronizing threads after a task execution, we ensure
that they are in the same phase of execution at any given time. The implementation of the
waiting mechanism is dependent on the synchronization constructs available on the target
SoC. If the generated schedule for a thread does not have a task assigned for a particular
phase, then a special null value is placed in the corresponding location in the thread’s task
configuration queue. In such a case, the thread simply does nothing for that phase and
waits for other threads to complete executing their tasks for that phase. The pseudo-code
in Algorithm 1 summarizes the operation of our dispatcher function.
3.5.2 Schedule generation algorithm
The goal of AGARSoC’s test generator is to produce a program that exhibits all the concur-
rent and ordered scenarios selected for generation. Since the dispatcher function discussed
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Function DispatchTasks(taskQueues)
foreach queue in taskQueues do
DispatchThread (queue)
end




while queue is not empty do
Pop head of queue into taskConfig
if taskConfig is not the null configuration then
Invoke an accelerator as per taskConfig
end
Wait for all threads to complete this phase
phase← phase + 1
end
end
Algorithm 1: Task dispatching algorithm common to all generated tests. Our test
generation algorithm produces a schedule of tasks that are grouped into multiple queues.
Each entry in a queue contains a task configuration for a particular phase of test program
execution. The task dispatcher ensures all tasks in a phase are executed concurrently and
phases are ordered.
in Section 3.5.1 is responsible for the actual execution of tasks, the core of the test gen-
erator is responsible for creating a schedule of task configurations. A task configuration
represents an instantiation of an execution class, which includes the values to be written to
the accelerator configuration registers and the layout of the memory that will be accessed
by the task. Our test generator can be configured to populate the memory to be read by the
accelerators with either random data or data that was observed during analysis.
The schedule generation algorithm attempts to optimize for a compact schedule under
two constraints: each concurrent scenario should be scheduled to execute concurrently in a
phase, and all ordered scenarios should be observed from the execution of tasks in consec-
utive phases. For example, consider the following scenarios where A, B, C, and D represent
execution classes: A and B are concurrent, C and D are concurrent, and C happens before
A. The generated schedule will have two threads and should have at least two phases to ac-
commodate the two concurrent scenarios. Consider a case where the schedule generation
algorithm allocates an instance of A to the first phase of thread 1 and an instance of B to the
first phase of thread 2. Our test will then execute these instances concurrently. The schedule
generation algorithm then allocates C and D to the second phase of the two threads. There
are 4 possible ordered executions that will result from these schedule: A→ C, A→ D,
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B→C, and B→ D. However, none of these ordered executions satisfies the ordered sce-
nario C→ A. The schedule generation algorithm will then have to add another phase to
satisfy this happens before scenario, resulting in a schedule with three phases. Instead, if
the algorithm schedules C and D to the first phase and A and B to the second phase, the
C→ A scenario will be satisfied with a schedule that has only two phases. Our schedule
generation algorithm should be designed to prefer the second schedule over the first.
Unfortunately, an algorithm that can guarantee an optimal schedule is computationally
prohibitive, especially when there is a large number of scenarios. Moreover, the number
of execution classes in a concurrent scenario and the lengths of ordered scenarios can vary
based on the characteristics of the SoC, the nature of the analyzed software suite, and user
specified configuration parameters. These variations make it difficult to even define the
optimality of a schedule. An ideal (not necessarily optimal) schedule will have as many
threads as the number of execution classes in the largest concurrent scenario, and as many
phases as there are concurrent scenarios, i.e.all ordered scenarios are satisfied without extra
phases beyond those needed to accommodate the concurrent scenarios.
Our schedule generation algorithm cannot guarantee an optimal schedule but strives to
minimize the length of a schedule. Our algorithm builds a schedule in multiple steps. In the
first step, it trims the lengths of all concurrent scenarios to the number of available threads.
This step is necessary because in our generated program structure, we can only have as
many concurrent accelerator executions as we have program execution threads in our SoC.
If a length X concurrent scenario has to be trimmed to Y threads, then we synthesize all
length Y combinations of the X execution classes to be added to the list of concurrent
scenarios.
In the second step, we iteratively build a schedule of all concurrent scenarios. In each
iteration, we construct a search tree of depth M to from all possible schedules of M un-
scheduled concurrent scenarios. We search this tree for the schedule that satisfies the most
number of ordered scenarios. We then remove the scheduled concurrent scenarios and satis-
fied ordered scenarios before proceeding to the next iteration. This step ends when we have
scheduled all the concurrent scenarios. For N concurrent scenarios and a small, constant
value of M ≪ N, the computational complexity of our algorithm is O(NM). An optimal
algorithm that attempts to find a complete schedule of concurrent scenarios that satisfies
the most number of ordered scenarios will have a complexity of O(N!). Our algorithm is a
much less computationally intensive approximation of this optimal algorithm. Indeed, for
M = N, our algorithm becomes the optimal algorithm.
In our third and final step, we schedule any remaining ordered scenarios. Starting with
an empty list, for each ordered scenario, we first see if all or part of the current scenario is
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contained in the current list. A scenario may be matched fully in the body of the list or in
part at the beginning or the end of the list. If the scenario is matched in part, then we add
the remaining parts either to the beginning or end of the list. If the scenario is not matched
at all, then we append it to the end of the list. Finally, we append the resulting list to the
schedule of the first thread. Algorithm 2 summarizes our schedule generation algorithm.
Function FindSchedule(concurrent, ordered, numThreads, M)
concurrent← Trim(concurrent,numThreads)
schedule← empty list
N← number of scenarios in concurrent
for i = 0 to NM do
if concurrent is empty then
break
end
/* concurrent and ordered are modified below */
subSchedule← FindBestSubSchedule(concurrent,ordered,M)
Append subSchedule to schedule
end
sequential← empty list
foreach scenario in ordered do
if end of scenario partially matches the start of sequential then
Prepend unmatched parts of scenario to sequential
else if start of scenario partially matches the end of sequential then
Append unmatched parts of scenario to sequential
else if scenario does not match then
Append scenario to sequential
end
Append sequential to schedule [0]
return schedule
end
Function FindBestSubSchedule(concurrent, ordered, M)
tmp← find all possible length M schedules of scenarios in concurrent
subSchedule← the schedule in tmp that satisfies the most number of scenarios
in ordered
Remove scenarios in subSchedule from concurrent
Remove satisfied scenarios from ordered
return subSchedule
end
Algorithm 2: Schedule generation algorithm. The algorithm first tries to find a sched-
ule of concurrent scenarios that satisfies several ordered scenarios. It then creates a
sequential schedule for the remaining ordered scenarios. The Trim function trims con-
current scenarios that are larger than the number of threads.
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3.6 Experimental evaluation
We tested AGARSoC’s capabilities on two different SoC platforms. We used Soclib [110]
to create a Soclib ARM platform in SystemC that has 3 ARMv6k cores with caches
disabled, 3 accelerators, 3 memory modules, and 1 peripheral, all connected via a bus.
The three accelerators are a quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulator, a QPSK
demodulator, and a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. All accelerators communicate
with software running on the cores using a common communication middleware. Multi-
threaded synchronization is implemented using locks, which are acquired by code patterns
that utilize ARM’s atomic pair of load-locked and store-conditional instructions (LDREX
and STREX). Using Xilinx Vivado R© Design Suite [3], we created a MicroBlaze platform
in RTL that comprises three MicroBlaze processors with caches and local memories, six
accelerator IP blocks, one shared memory module, and peripheral devices connected via
AXI interconnects. The six IP blocks are a FIR filter, a cascaded integrator-comb (CIC)
filter, a CORDIC module, a convolutional encoder, a fast Fourier transfer (FFT) module,
and a complex multiplier. Synchronization primitives (i.e., lock, barrier, semaphore) are
implemented using a mutex IP.
For each platform, we created software suites that contain several patterns of acceler-
ator execution, as summarized in Table 3.1. We designed our software suites to have a
diverse set of accelerator usage patterns. After analyzing all of the Soclib software suites,
AGARSoC identified 264 accelerator invocations, 130 observed concurrent scenarios, 315
observed happens-before scenarios. Similarly for MicroBlaze, it identified a total 358 ac-
celerator invocations, 592 observed concurrent scenarios, and 502 observed happens-before
scenarios. Figure 3.6 reports average compaction rates from AGARSoC’s abstraction pro-
cess of these observed scenarios. Better compaction rates are achieved for test suites that
exhibit redundant interactions. We report the compaction rates for each suite group and the
Table 3.1 Software suites
suite group # of progs description
Soclib 1 9 sequential accesses with locks
Soclib 2 9 sequential accesses without locks
Soclib 3 9 concurrent accesses with locks
Soclib 4 9 concurrent accesses without locks
Soclib 5 18 combinations of the four above
µBlaze 1 7 no synchronization
µBlaze 2 8 lock, single-accelerator invocation
µBlaze 3 5 lock, multiple-accelerator invocation
µBlaze 4 7 barrier, redundant computations
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Figure 3.6 Compaction rates from abstract representation. The compaction of accelera-
tor executions into unique instances of accelerator execution classes, concurrent scenarios, and
happens-before scenarios for our two software suites. The compaction rate is measured as a ratio of
the number of unique instances versus the total number of instances.
three categories in the abstract representation.
Note that by automatically identifying important scenarios, AGARSoC focuses verifi-
cation to a small, albeit important, portion of the large space of possible interactions. For
instance, for the 17 unique classes identified from the MicroBlaze suites, there can po-
tentially be 680 concurrent scenarios. AGARSoC identified only 74 cases. The potential
number of unique classes is much larger than 17, and it is only due to AGARSoC’s analysis
that we were able to narrow it down to 17. If we conservatively assume that the SoC allows
100 unique classes for instance, then 161,700 concurrent scenarios are possible.
We observed that the test programs generated from the compact abstract representation
exercise 100% of the scenarios captured in the abstract representations. Figure 3.7 sum-
marizes the reduction in simulation cycles achieved by running these tests instead of the
original software suites. The AGARSoC generated tests simulate in only 8.6% of the time
taken by the complete software suite for the Soclib platform and 38% for the MicroBlaze
platform. However, the tests generated independently from the MicroBlaze software suites
1, 3, and 4 offer no execution time reduction, mainly due to the inability of the test gener-
ator to create minimal schedules to satisfy all scenarios. Suite 3 contains a program that is
intentionally designed to exhibit accelerator patterns that push AGARSoC’s schedule gen-
erator to the limit. Also, generated tests potentially exercise more happens-before scenarios
than the original suites, due to all unobserved interleavings generated for synchronized ac-
cesses. Note that we are able to generate a more efficient schedule when the scenarios
observed in all test suites are combined with other suites because we can get more com-























Figure 3.7 Normalized simulation runtime for each test group. While generated tests are usu-
ally shorter than the original test suites, MicroBlaze suites 1 and 3 show longer runtime, because
of the inability of generating minimal schedules. However, the test program generated from all
MicroBlaze suites does not exhibit this property.
suites, the Soclib suites execute more routines that are not related to accelerator execution
and hence are not reproduced in the generated tests.
AGARSoC detects synchronized accelerator executions and generates all possible in-
terleavings as discussed in Section 3.3.3. During execution, only a handful of these possible
interleavings are observed. We can instruct AGARSoC’s test generator to generate tests to
exercise the unobserved interleavings. We evaluated this capability by generating separate
tests for the unobserved scenarios in the MicroBlaze suite groups 2 and 3. Our generated
tests successfully exhibited all of the interleavings that were yet to be observed.
3.7 Related work on the validation of SoCs
While there is a significant body of research into designing accelerator-rich SoCs [34, 99],
there are only a handful of works that attempt to address the impending verification
challenges. Hardware and software co-design and co-verification has been investigated
extensively as a means to shorten time-to-market in designing SoCs [18, 39, 48]. Here,
virtual prototyping platforms allow software engineers to develop and verify their software
while hardware is still in development. AGARSoC extends beyond the current usage of
HW/SW co-verification methodologies to enable early analysis of software with the pur-
pose of guiding hardware verification. We believe that AGARSoC is the first attempt at
leveraging software execution on high-level design models for generating coverage models
and compact test programs.
Simpoints [51] have been widely used to find representative sections of single-threaded
software for use in architectural studies. Ganesan et al. [49] propose a mechanism for gen-
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erating proxy programs to represent multi-threaded benchmarks. These solutions analyze
characteristics from execution traces of a program, collect representative behaviors of the
program, and find test cases to represent the behaviors. Unlike AGARSoC, these are neither
designed for analyzing concurrent interactions in accelerator-rich SoCs nor for guiding the
verification process. AGARSoC is the first attempt at generating compact representations
of multi-threaded programs for the purpose of functional verification.
Functional coverage metrics [92, 107] are widely used in the verification of processors,
providing feedback on the (un)tested aspects of a design. This feedback is often used by
verification engineers to direct testing, either by crafting tests or tuning random test genera-
tors [90] to “plug” coverage holes. Several solutions, under the name coverage-directed test
generation (CDG), have been proposed to automate the feedback process. These solutions
mainly focus on ways to transform the coverage information into constraints / biases / di-
rectives for the random test generator. These include graph- [83, 84] and machine-learning
[45, 22, 101, 65, 66] based approaches. Unlike AGARSoC, these solutions are geared
towards single processor systems and do not attempt to automatically generate coverage
models by identifying high-priority targets for verification. A few solutions have been pro-
posed for generating coverage models from dynamic simulation traces [76], but they focus
on low-level interactions obtained from RTL simulations. AGARSoC’s coverage models
focus on high-level accelerator interactions and are ready much earlier in the verification
process.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we presented our APA-based solution to tackle the challenges of planning
& test generation for accelerator-rich SoCs. Using the APA approach, we identified op-
portunities to automate the discovery of high-priority system-level accelerator interaction
scenarios for verification. We observed that software for the SoC is developed concurrently
with the SoC in a HW/SW co-design/co-verification flow. Such a flow provides an oppor-
tunity to automatically analyze the software to identify the interaction scenarios likely to
be exercised by the software. The results of software analysis allows us to prioritize inter-
action scenarios for verification. Moreover, by utilizing a high-level model of the design
to execute software for fast analysis, we approximate behavior of the actual SoC with the
behavior of its high-level model.
The development of our solution, which we refer to as AGARSoC, was enabled by the
synergistic application of automated software analysis, software-guided prioritization, and
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conservative approximation of design behavior: we analyze the execution of software on
a high-level, approximate model of an SoC to automatically prioritize design behaviors
for verification. AGARSoC generates coverage models that capture the prioritized design
behaviors and test programs that exercise these behaviors. In addition to cutting down the
effort required to identify scenarios for verification and representing them with coverage
models, AGARSoC makes available fast and representative regression suites by generating
tests that represent the original software suite. In our experiments, these generated fast tests
could run up to 11x faster than the original software suite while hitting all of the coverage
goals that AGARSoC discovered. The tools we developed can support the demands of dif-
ferent design efforts. Capturing design-specific knowledge is simple and easily portable
to any verification effort. We were able to adapt AGARSoC to two quite different SoC
platforms with minimal effort. In addition, AGARSoC can analyze and incorporate new
software into the coverage model as it is developed, and generate tests that hit different
coverage goals.
Planning and test generation, which is one of the three major functional verification
activities discussed in Chapter 1, traditionally comprises tedious and manual tasks. Devel-
oped through our APA approach, AGARSoC slashes the time and effort spent on planning
and test generation, bringing us one step closer to efficient functional verification for com-
plex processor designs. In the following chapters, we present solutions that employ the




Addressing Test Execution and Bug
Detection
In this chapter, we discuss our application of the APA approach to tackle the challenges of
test execution and bug detection for complex designs. We recognize that acceleration and
post-silicon validation are being widely adopted for fast test execution. We identify and
prioritize two main bug detection challenges that limit the benefits of fast test execution
on acceleration and post-silicon platforms. Firstly, there is a pressing need for efficient
mechanisms to deploy existing software checkers on acceleration platforms to eliminate
the current inefficient practice of recording signals on the platform and transferring them to
a host computer for checking. We realized that by prioritizing and approximating some
of the functionality of these software checkers, we can realize low-overhead hardware
checkers that can execute on the acceleration platforms along with the designs. Secondly,
checkers for some system-level interactions, which are beyond the reach of software-only
simulation, have to be designed from the ground up for deployment on simulation accel-
eration and post-silicon validation platforms. We identify shared-memory interactions as
the high-priority system-level verification targets. We discovered opportunities for leverag-
ing existing resources in the design and on the validation platforms to implement efficient
shared-memory interaction checkers on acceleration and post-silicon validation platforms.
We designed three APA-based solutions to enable efficient checking on acceleration
and post-silicon validation platforms. Our first solution studies the types of software check-
ers in use today and finds ways to approximate their functionality for automated hardware
checking on acceleration platforms. A direct mapping of software checkers to hardware
would result in large hardware structures whose implementation on acceleration platforms
slows accelerated simulation down. Our approximations tradeoff bug detection accuracy
for size reductions in the hardware implementations of the checkers. In our experiments,
we have found approximation techniques that can reduce the hardware implementation size
by 59% with only a 5% loss in accuracy. Our second solution tries to find a sweet spot be-
tween performance gains from porting checkers to hardware and losses in bug detection
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accuracy. Instead of mapping all complex software checkers into hardware, we develop a
synergistic approach that lets some checkers remain in software while minimizing the data
transfer between the acceleration platform and the host computer running the checkers.
We have found synergistic approaches in our experiments that reduce the data transfer by
32% with a 6% logic overhead and no loss to accuracy. Finally, we developed a solution
that enhances a multicore design to enable the detection of bugs in the implementation of
the design’s memory consistency model. Our enhancements repurpose portions of the de-
sign’s L1 caches to log memory operations, which are then analyzed by software to detect
bugs. In our experiments, we found that we were able to detect a wide range of memory
consistency bugs.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 provides a background
on test execution and bug detection on acceleration and post-silicon validation platforms.
Section 4.2 discusses the benefits and accuracy tradeoffs of the APA approach employed
by our solutions. Sections 4.3 - 4.11 discuss our three solutions in detail and associated
related works. We end by providing a summary of our work in Section 4.12
4.1 Background on test execution and bug detection
In a software-based test execution environment, a software simulator executes tests on the
design while a mix of embedded checkers monitors the correctness of the design’s response.
In simulation, the ability to observe and control any signal within the design allows close
monitoring of the design’s activity and provides comprehensive diagnosis capabilities. Un-
fortunately, this methodology is severely limited by the vast complexity of modern digital
designs. Longer and more complex regression suites are required to explore meaningful
aspects of a design and, to add insult to injury, simulation speed degrades with increasing
design size. As a result, significant portions of a design’s state space are left unexplored
during software simulation. Alternative test execution platforms, namely accelerated sim-
ulation [87, 25], emulation [17, 80] and post-silicon validation [5, 21], are widely used
because of the performance boost they can provide.
There is a strong desire for and a trend towards using simulation accelerators as drop-in
replacements for software logic simulators. To target these specialized acceleration plat-
forms, a design must first be synthesized into a structural netlist, which is then mapped to
the platform. The accelerator exposes the design it is simulating to the complex checkers
in the software verification environment, which, presently, execute on separate host com-
puters that interface with the simulation accelerators. Selected signals are logged on the
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platform itself and periodically off-loaded to the host to be checked for functional correct-
ness. Often the logging and off-loading activities become the performance bottleneck of
the entire simulation.
The difficulty of bug detection is even more pronounced in post-silicon validation plat-
forms. Designers often implement custom hardware structures for checking correctness
on-chip and for logging design signals to later be offloaded and analyzed on a host com-
puter [89]. However, since these structures compete for transistors and chip pins with actual
design features, the number of design signals they can monitor and expose to the software
checkers are severely limited. There is a large body of research on selecting critical design
signals, which contain the most amount of information about a design’s operation, for mon-
itoring [20, 70, 30]. In addition to hardware checking and logging, post-silicon validation
efforts also rely on self-checking tests that check for errors in execution outcomes [7].
Both acceleration and post-silicon validation platforms are used to validate system-
level interactions that are impossible to reach with software simulation alone. Validating
these system-level interactions in modern multi-core processor designs requires the mon-
itoring and analysis of multiple design signals from different subsystems over several
cycles. The multiple cores and memory subsystem must work together to correctly pre-
serve system-level properties as defined by the design’s memory consistency model [104],
i.e., read and write operations to shared-memory by multiple cores must obey the order-
ing requirements of the consistency model. State-of-the-art out-of-order cores rely on
aggressive performance optimizations that reorder instructions, resulting in subtle corner
cases for shared-memory operations that manifest over thousands of cycles. Moreover, the
shared-memory subsystem is typically realized through a hierarchy of connected memory
elements, which themselves might reorder memory operations for increased performance.
Checkers that validate the system-level properties of the memory consistency model should
monitor the ordering of memory operations and validate them against the memory consis-
tency model.
4.2 APA: benefits and accuracy tradeoffs
The first two solutions presented in this chapter adapt complex software checkers for effi-
cient bug detection on acceleration platforms. The goal of these solutions is to minimize
the performance impact of robust checking on acceleration platforms. Due to the hardware-
specific nature of acceleration platforms, a straightforward mechanism does not exist for
on-platform software checkers. Signals are logged by on-platform recording structures and
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periodically offloaded to a host computer for checking. Unfortunately, in addition to lim-
ited storage available in the recording structures, routing design signals to these structures
for recording adds a performance overhead: the more signals recorded, the slower the sim-
ulation [29]. As a way around this problem, the software checkers can be implemented
as hardware structures that are simulated alongside the design. A direct mapping of soft-
ware checkers into hardware, however, will result in prohibitively large structures that are
sometimes larger than the design units they are supposed to check. Again, due to platform
limitations, the larger the hardware to be simulated, the slower the simulation becomes.
In our solutions, we relax the accuracy requirements of our checkers to limit both the
number of signals recorded on platform and the sizes of the hardware checker structures
adapted from the software checkers. To this end, we explore mechanisms to approximate
checker functionality for efficient hardware implementation, identify and implement fully
checkers that can be efficiently implemented in hardware, and to implement in-hardware
compression to minimize the number of signals that are recorded and offloaded to those
checkers that are inefficient to implement in hardware. In our experiments, we found
different approaches, each with its own benefits and tradeoffs. Some of our approaches
result in significant reductions in both the size of the checking hardware and the number
of recorded signals for little or no losses to checking accuracy. Other approaches result in
smaller savings for larger losses in accuracy.
Our third solution implements a mechanism for validating memory consistency model
implementations. Our mechanism trades accuracy off in order to enable efficient and ro-
bust checking that would otherwise not be possible. Our mechanism is designed with other
checking mechanisms in mind: it assumes the correctness of certain properties that we
know are validated by complementary mechanisms. We therefore miss memory consis-
tency bugs that may arise from violations of those properties not checked by our solution.
Our solution may sometimes wrongfully detect a non-existent bug for rare interaction sce-
narios. The impact of these rare false positives on the overall accuracy of our solution is
insignificant.
4.3 Approximating checkers for simulation acceleration
In this section, we introduce the concept of “approximate checkers” illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.1. Approximate checkers trade off logic complexity with bug detection accuracy
by leveraging insights to approximate complex software checkers into small synthesizable
hardware blocks, which can be simulated along with the design on an acceleration plat-
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Figure 4.1 Proposed solution overview. Traditional acceleration solutions rely on off-platform
checkers running on remote host, requiring the transfer of logged data via a low-bandwidth link.
Our solution proposes to embed checkers on platform for high performance checking. Our checkers
must have a small logic profile while maintaining detection accuracy comparable to their host-based
counterparts.
form. We propose a number of approximation techniques to reduce the logic overhead
of the checker while preserving most of the checking capabilities of its software counter-
part. We provide a taxonomy for common classes of checkers; we use these classes to
reason about the effects of our approximation techniques in the absence of specific design
knowledge. The approximation process may lead to the occurrence of false positives, false
negatives and/or delays in the detection of a bug. To properly analyze these effects we
provide metrics to evaluate the quality of an approximation, and present a case study to
demonstrate our proposed solutions.
4.3.1 Checker taxonomy
Our experience with several designs suggests that most checkers are intended to verify
a similar set of design properties. Based on this observation, we present the following
checker classification scheme:
Protocol Checkers: verify whether the design interfaces adhere to the protocol specifi-
cation. An example is a checker that monitors the request-grant behavior for a bus arbiter
checking that the arbiter sets the grant signal within a fixed number of cycles from receiving
a request, or that it never issues a grant when some other requester owns the bus.
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Control Path Checkers: verify whether the flow of data within the design progresses
as intended. An example control path checker is one that monitors I/O ports of a router
to check whether a packet accepted at an input port is eventually transmitted through the
correct output port.
Datapath Checkers: verify whether data operations produce expected results. A datapath
checker for an ALU, for example, verifies that the result of an addition operation is the sum
of its operands.
Persistence Checkers: verify whether or not data items stored in the design remain uncor-
rupted. For example, a checker for a processor’s register file may check that the contents
of each register never change except upon a write command.
Priority Checkers: verify whether specified priority rules are held. A priority rule sets the
order in which certain operations are to be performed, usually selected from some queue.
Consider, for instance, a unified reservation station in an out-of-order processor that must
prioritize addition operations over shift operations. A priority checker for this unit verifies
that no shift operation is issued when additions are waiting.
Occupancy Checkers: verify that buffers in the system do not experience over- or under-
flow. For example, an occupancy checker may verify whether a processor dispatches
instructions into its reservation station only when there is space available.
Existence Checkers: verify whether an item is present in a storage unit. In a processor
cache, for example, an existence checker could verify whether the tag for cache access hit
actually exists in the tag array of the cache.
4.3.2 Approximation techniques
Checkers may need to maintain information about the expected internal design states for
extended periods. Thus, direct mapping of a software checker to hardware, when even
possible, often leads to an extremely complex circuit block, possibly as large or larger than
the design itself. Often the checker hardware could be simplified, targeting only function-
ality rather than also performance or power. For instance, a simple ripple-carry adder is
sufficient for a datapath checker that verifies a Kogge-Stone adder. Below, we propose a
number of approximation techniques to minimize the complexity of embedded checkers.
Boolean Approximation: can be used to reduce the complexity of any combinational
logic block. The “don’t care” set of the Boolean function implemented by the block can
be augmented by simply changing some outputs from 1 or 0 to don’t care (indicated by
X). By appropriately selecting which combinations become don’t cares, it is possible to
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Figure 4.2 Boolean approximation. Replacing some output combinations with don’t cares re-
duces the 2-level function implementation.
greatly reduce the number of gates required for the function. An example is shown in Fig-
ure 4.2, where two minterms are set to don’t care (highlighted by hashing), reducing the
2-level function’s implementation from 6 to 4 gates. Boolean approximation often allows
great reductions in circuit complexity with a minimal amount of don’t care insertions. The
transformation may lead to false positives or negatives for the checker: a 0 approximated
to a 1 would lead to a false positive, and vice versa. Note that it is possible to apply the
technique to a sequential logic checker by unrolling the combinational portion and then
approximating the logic block obtained.
State Reduction: Embedded checkers may include storage elements for a wide variety of
purposes. State reduction eliminates some of the non-critical storage to simplify both the
sequential state and the corresponding combinational logic. Examples of non-critical stor-
age are counter bits used for checking timing requirements of events at fine granularity and
flip-flops for storing intermediate states in a checker’s finite state machine (FSM). Figure
4.3 shows a portion of a protocol checker’s FSM that verifies whether a signal is set for
exactly one cycle. The “DELAY” state can be removed and the check is then performed in
























original FSM approximate FSM
Figure 4.3 State reduction approximation for a protocol checker. The delay state is removed
leading to an approximate checking of events timing (duration of signal high).
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Even though the checker can no longer account for the delay, it can still verify that the
signal is only set for a finite number of cycles. This technique works well for checkers
with reference models since the reference model’s response can arrive before the design’s
response. An approximation that removes delays may allow checkers to compute estimates
before the design’s response. State reduction may also introduce false detections, either
positive or negative.
Sampling and Signatures: The width of a datapath affects many aspects of a design, in-
cluding the width of functional units’ operands and of storage elements. To reduce the
amount of combinational logic and storage required to handle wide data, an approximate
checker can operate either with a subset of the data (sampling) or a smaller size represen-
tation (signature) derived from the data. Bit-fields, cryptographic hashes, checksums, and
probabilistic data structures are valuable signature-based approximations, trading storage
size for signature computation. A checker for an IPv4 router design, for instance, does not
need to track all the data bytes of packets entering the system. In most cases, storing the
control information and an XOR signature of the data is sufficient for checking purposes
(see Figure 4.4). This approximation may result in both false positives and false negatives.
As we show in Section 4.5, one can reasonably estimate the impact of these techniques,
given the probability distribution of the data payloads and the nature of the design.
The checker classes presented in Section 4.3.1 allow us to evaluate our proposed
approximation techniques on a number of checkers without concern of the DUV’s imple-
mentation details. Table 4.1 summarizes the results of this evaluation. Note that Boolean
approximation and state reduction are general techniques applicable to all the classes of
checkers. In contrast, sampling and signatures have limited scope as they are only appro-
priate for situations where monitoring a subset of possible events/combinations enables a
detection.
. . .
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Figure 4.4 Signature approximation for an IPv4 packet. A packet can be uniquely identified
with high probability by using just a few bytes.
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Table 4.1 Approximation to checker matrix. Boolean approximation and state reduction are
generic methods applicable to all.
Boolean State Reduction Sampling Signature
Protocol X X
Control Path X X X X
Datapath X X X X
Persistence X X X X
Priority X X X X
Occupancy X X
Existence X X X
4.4 Measuring approximation quality
An approximate embedded checker may be more relaxed or more restrictive than its origi-
nal software counterpart. Thus, depending on the time and origins of a bug’s manifestation,
detection in the approximate checker may occur (or not) as in the original checker – true
positive (TP) or negative (TN); the bug may be missed by the approximate checker only –
false negative (FN); or the approximate checker may falsely flag the occurrence of a bug
– false positive (FP). In this context, it is important to evaluate the relative detection capa-
bility of an approximate checker with respect to the original. A good approximate checker
should have a small rate of false positives and negatives. If the post-simulation diagnostic
methodology is capable of ruling out false positives, then a high false positive rate would
not be a critical issue for the approximate checker. We propose to evaluate the quality of
an approximate checker with two common statistical metrics deployed in the evaluation of
binary classification tests [36]: accuracy and sensitivity. For proper classification, each test
has to be run either until a bug is detected (correctly, or wrongly) or until completion.
Accuracy ( T P+T N
T P+FP+FN+T N ) measures how accurate an approximate checker is in reproduc-
ing the results of the original checker. A high value exhibits only a few false positives and
negatives.
Sensitivity ( T P
T P+FN ) evaluates the ability of a checker in detecting actual bugs (true positive
rate). A high value of sensitivity indicates that most bugs that are detected by the original
checker are also detected by the approximate checker.
4.4.1 Tuning the approximation tradeoffs
The accuracy and sensitivity of an approximation technique are dependent on several fac-
tors, including the input test vectors, the type of DUV, the class of the approximated
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checker, and the nature of the expected bugs. While we can not offer generic approaches for
estimating the tradeoffs involved with an approximation, we can outline some guidelines
for making reasonable choices.
Firstly, understanding the distribution of input test vectors goes a long way in tuning
approximations. For example, if the changes in the input test vectors are localized to a few
bits, then approximations that do not impact those bits offer hardware savings with mini-
mal impacts on accuracy and sensitivity. If information about the input test vectors is not
available, then it is best to assume that every bit in the input test vector can change with
equal probability. Analysis performed with this assumption is likely to provide an estimate
for the average case.
Secondly, Boolean approximation and state reduction can have significant impacts on
accuracy and sensitivity for usually smaller savings in hardware size. However, due to the
nature of these approximations, their impacts should be obvious to the engineers applying
them. These techniques are best reserved for approximating away functionality that has
already been thoroughly utilized during software simulation.
Finally, signature approximations that reduce data storage size but still retain some in-
formation about the data are likely to have lower impacts on sensitivity and accuracy. For
these techniques, their impacts can be estimated by estimating the collision probability for
the mechanism that generates signatures.
4.5 Experimental evaluation of checker approximation
We evaluated our approaches on a verification environment for a router design. Router is
a VHDL implementation of a 4x4 router used internally at IBM for training new employ-
ees. It can accept variable-length packets from any of its four input ports and routes them to
one of its four output ports based on entries in its statically configurable routing table. This
is accomplished through a set of request, grant, ready, ack, nack, and command signals that
connect to other routers or a configuration host. All router packets are composed of a
source address byte, a destination address byte, up to 60 bytes of data, and a parity byte
(bitwise XOR of all the bytes in the packet). Up to 16 incoming packets, not exceeding
a total of 256 bytes, can be buffered at each of router’s input ports. Router rejects
packets whose destinations do not exist in the routing table, whose parity is bad, or when
there is not enough space in the input buffers. In addition, the interface signals must obey
timing constraints as provided in the protocol specifications.





























































Figure 4.5 Hardware checkers for router. The checkers track packets (several classes), I/O
signals (protocol), routing table (existence).
vestigate the effects of approximation, we manually developed an optimized but complete
hardware version of the e environment. The architecture of the checker design is shown
in Figure 4.5. The properties verified by the checkers are summarized below, based on the
classes presented in Section 4.3.1: a protocol checker, monitoring for correct timing and
validity of a number of control signals (req, gnt, rdy, ack, nack); a control path checker,
tracking validity of outgoing packets; a datapath checker, checking correct parity com-
putation; a persistence checker to detect data corruption in input buffers and routing
table; a priority checker, monitoring correct ordering of outgoing packets and output port
mappings; an occupancy checker checking for input buffer overflows; and an existence
checker, tracking the existence of entries in the input buffers and the routing table.
There could be situations in the router verification environment where a single
checker implementation verifies multiple properties or vice versa. For example, a checker
verifying that a packet transmitted through an output port is valid (control path) also checks
that the routing table provides the correct mapping for the destination address (priority and
existence). The input and output checkers in Figure 4.5 mainly consist of protocol checks.
The flow checker is responsible for maintaining router’s buffers and most of the control
path, persistence, priority, and occupancy checkers are within this module. It lets the in-
put checker know if the buffer for an input port is full. The routing table checker verifies
the existence of output port mappings in the routing table, and predicts whether router
would accept or reject a packet.
The state reduction, sampling, and signature techniques were investigated for this case
study. Using the state reduction approach, a combined total of 40 states and 88 counter
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bits were eliminated from the input and output protocol checker units. This approximation
is unlikely to cause false positives but might produce false negatives. The routing table is
approximated with a sampling technique where only the 4 most significant bits (out of 8)
of the destination and the mask are stored. This reduces storage requirements of the rout-
ing table by 44%. The existence check that utilizes the reference table should still be able
to correctly detect when a destination actually exists in the routing table (true positive).
However, due to the loss of half the information content, it may wrongly assume that a
destination exists in the table when it does not (false positive). For a purely random input
pattern, this existence checker will raise false positives half of the time. This fraction could
be lower if the test inputs to the routing table were constrained to follow a specific pattern.
The signature approximation applied to the flow checker includes only the length of the
packet (6 bits), the source and destination addresses and the parity, and it has a collision
probability of 2−30; sufficient for our design, which can have at most 64 packets in flight.
This approximation alone corresponds approximately to 31% of the router logic. Re-
ducing the packet signature further by removing source and destination addresses saves us
about 32 bytes of storage overall while increasing the collision probability to only 2−14.
We conducted multiple evaluations of our solution, by comparing results from our
approximate checkers with results from their non-approximated, baseline hardware coun-
terparts. We injected multiple bugs of varying complexity and location into our case study
designs one at a time; for each bug, we run separate simulations with the approximate and
baseline checkers. Each simulation could terminate either because a bug was detected or
because the test ran to completion. Each bug detection (or lack thereof) by an approximate
checker was compared to the corresponding detection by its baseline counterpart and then
labeled as a true positive, true negative, a false positive or false negative.
Table 4.2 Bugs injected in router sorted by decreasing difficulty.
id checker description
under flow Input packet list underflow
2sent flow Packets sent twice
badin input Packets with bad parity accepted
ovr output Memory overwrite
ord routing table Wrong routing table search order
badout output Packets sent with bad parity
tim2 output Wrong timing for data ready signal
exist routing table Packet accepted when dest. not in routing table
tim1 output Wrong timing for request signal
































































Figure 4.6 Detection of router bugs. Different simulations were run for individual approxi-
mations and all combined.
Table 4.2 describes the injected bugs. A total of 1,000 tests were executed for each
design variant obtained by injecting a different bug. In most cases, test stimuli were ran-
domly generated and uniform for all design variants. For the few hard-to-sensitize bugs,
we inserted manually-crafted input sequence snippets at random times in the simulation.
Figure 4.6 shows the breakdown of the test outcomes: for each bug, we report how
many tests resulted in each outcome type. The average effects of approximations on ac-
curacy and sensitivity are shown in Table 4.3. The different applied approximations were
tested both separately and combined together. Notice that the signature approximation
technique produces only true positives and negatives, and thus has a perfect accuracy of
1. The state reduction technique has perfect accuracy for all bugs except tim2: this bug is
never detected as it requires accurate timing checks, removed by the approximation. How-
ever, losing some cycle accuracy does not affect all timing bugs, as tim1 is still detected.
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Table 4.3 Average approximation accuracy and sensitivity.
metric router router router router
st. redux signature sample all
accuracy 95.5% 100% 45.8% 45.3%
sensitivity 80% 100% 100% 89.1%
Uniform degradation is observed for the sampling approximation on the routing table, by
introducing false positives for all bugs. Whenever the routing table checker incorrectly as-
sumes that an entry exists in the table, an execution mismatch occurs. To study the impact
of input distribution on the approximate routing table checker, we conducted a separate test
non-uniform packet address masks to imitate real-world network traffic. We observed that
when masks with a higher probability of zeroes in the most significant bits are supplied as
inputs, the number of false positives is significantly reduced.
Based on our findings, we make some general observations: i) sampling approxima-
tions give poor results if they do not account for the nature of the sampled data. ii) When
multiple approximations are combined, the worst-performing one dominates. This is not a
characteristic inherent to any approximation technique, but rather the result of the applica-
tion of a technique to a checker that is not well suited for it. iii) Inaccuracies manifest in
different ways for different types of designs and bugs.
Finally, we evaluated the logic complexity of the baseline embedded hardware check-
ers and compared against our approximate checkers. To this end, we synthesized the router
design and the hardware descriptions of the baseline and approximate checkers using Syn-
opsys’ Design Complier, targeting the technology-independent GTECH library. Since the
process of mapping a digital design onto an acceleration platform is very specific to the
platform being used, we simply considered the total number of logic blocks generated as a
reasonable indicator of logic size. Table 4.4 shows that the signature-based approximation
in the router’s flow checker results in quite significant size reduction, at no impact to
accuracy (see second block in Figure 4.6).
Table 4.4 Logic complexity of approximate checkers. Overall checker overhead for router
reduces from 57% to 23%.
unit technique original approximate reduction
(#blocks) (#blocks) (%)
router input+output state redux 3,764 2,664 29.2
router flow signatures 146,910 56,983 61.2
router routing table sampling 2,526 1,835 27.4
router checker combined 153,200 61,482 59.9
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4.6 Hybrid checking on acceleration platforms
In our checker approximation approach, we strive to map software checkers completely
onto acceleration platforms to eliminate platform-to-host communication. Fully-embedded
approximate checkers are diametrically opposite to fully-software checkers. We recognize
that the spectrum of efficient checking on acceleration platforms also includes synergistic
software and hardware checking mechanisms. Thus, we present another solution, illus-
trated in Figure 4.7, that exploits embedded logic and data tracing for post-simulation
checking in a synergistic fashion to limit the associated overhead. Embedded logic can
be used for synthesized local checkers that enable checking on acceleration platforms with
minimal logic footprint where possible and for compressing the traced data to reduce the
number of bits that have to be recorded and offloaded to a software checker. Checkers that
have a small logic footprint when synthesized can be embedded and simulated with the
design – we call these “local assertion checkers” On the other hand, checkers that must
adopt the “log and then check” approach because of their complexity, compress activity
logs relevant to the check using on-platform compression logic and then perform the check
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Figure 4.7 Hybrid checker-mapping approach. We use a mix of embedded logic and data-
compression techniques for data that must be logged. For the latter, a software checker analyzes the
logged data after simulation.
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We demonstrate our methodology on the software verification environment for a mod-
ern out-of-order superscalar processor design. This environment contains a number of
microarchitectural-block checkers and an architectural checker, which together provide a
setup representative of real world experiences. Adapting these checkers to an accelera-
tion environment provides a challenge that is representative of those faced by verification
engineers working in the field. We provide insights on how the checking activity for a
microarchitectural block can be partitioned into local assertion checkers and functionality
checkers. We classify essential blocks of an out-of-order processor from a checking per-
spective. Finally, we demonstrate novel techniques to reduce the amount of recorded data
with the aid of lightweight supporting logic units, leading to only a marginal accuracy loss.
4.6.1 Synergestic checking approach
The most common method of checking microarchitectural blocks involves implementing a
software reference model for the block. The design block updates a scoreboard during sim-
ulation, which, in turn, is checked by the software reference model [113]. This approach is
viable in software simulation, but not directly applicable to acceleration platforms. Since
acceleration platforms only allow simulation of synthesizable logic, one option is to imple-
ment the reference model in hardware; however, this option is often impractical. Another
option is to record all signal activity at the microarchitectural blocks’ I/O and cross-validate
it against a reference model maintained in software after the simulation completes. How-
ever, that solution requires recording of a large number of bits in each cycle, leading to an
unacceptable slowdown during simulation. Thus, neither solution outlined scales well to
complex microarchitectural blocks. We present a novel, two-phase approach that solves this
problem by making synergistic use of these two methods while avoiding the unacceptable
overheads of both. It may be argued that we do not always need fine-grain checking capa-
bilities on acceleration platforms: engineers may turn off signal tracing during an overnight
run and only record the final outcome of the test, while fine granularity checking requiring
extensive tracing is enabled only on sighting of a bug. Unfortunately, this approach prevents
accelerated simulation to obtain the same-level of coverage as software-based simulation,
since a buggy behavior can often be masked in the final test outcome. Moreover, in this ap-
proach debugging is still performed at a compromised simulation performance, while the
proposed approach achieves both higher coverage as well as debugging support without
sacrificing performance.
The first phase performs cycle-by-cycle checking using embedded local assertion






























Figure 4.8 Two-phase checking. Local assertion checks are performed by embedded logic in
a cycle-accurate fashion, while microarchitectural events are logged and compressed on platform
with additional logic, and then evaluated for correctness by an off-platform functionality checker
after simulation.
terface activity and local invariants, which can be expressed as local assertions. During this
phase, we also log and compress (with embedded logic) relevant microarchitectural events
to enable off-platform overall functionality checking. In the second phase, the logged data
is transferred off-platform and compared against a software model to validate the functional
activity of the block. This approach is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The main idea behind
this two-phase approach is the separation of local assertion checking from functionality
checking for a block.
Local assertion checking often requires simple but frequent monitoring. Hence it must
be performed in a cycle-accurate fashion and can often be achieved via low overhead em-
bedded logic, with minimal platform performance loss. Indeed, most local assertions are
specified over a handful of local signals and can be validated in an analysis’ windows of a
few cycles (e.g., a FIFO queue must flush all of its content upon receiving a flush signal,
FIFO head and tail pointers should never cross over, etc.). These checkers do not require
large storage of intermediate events; rather they must maintain just a few internal states to
track the sequential behavior of relevant signals.
In contrast, functionality checking can be carried out in an event-accurate fashion.
From a functionality perspective, most microarchitectural blocks can be abstracted as data
structures accessed and modified through events of read and update operations. The main
goal of functionality checking is then to verify the legality and consistence of opera-
tions on this data structure. In addition to monitoring the data associated with events, an
event-accurate checker also needs to perform bookkeeping of the internal contents of the
microarchitectural block, and thus an embedded logic implementation would be grossly
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Do ROB head and tail pointers ever
cross each other?
Do instructions retire with cor-
rect destination register values?
Reservation Station
(RS)
Are the contents of the RS flushed 1
cycle after an exception?




Are loads whose address has been
computed sent to the data cache
within a bounded number of cycles
(unless flushed)?
Do store operations send correct
data to the correct address?
Map Table (MT) Are all register values marked as in-
flight, are in the ROB, or are in the
register file?
Are correct tags provided to each
dispatched operand field whose
value is not ready?
Table 4.5 Examples of local assertion checkers vs. functionality checkers for core blocks of
an out-of-order processor with an Intel P6-like microarchitecture. Note that functionality checks are
relatively more complex and high-level.
inefficient. Therefore, for functionality checking, the data associated with events should be
recorded and transferred off-platform for post-simulation analysis in software, where the
validity of the recorded sequence of events is checked. Since events need to be recorded
only as they occur, there is no need to record signal values on every simulation cycle.
Moreover, we notice that we can further reduce the amount of data recorded by leveraging
on-platform compression, while still achieving high-quality functionality checking. Table
4.5 provides examples of local assertion and functionality checks for a few blocks.
4.6.2 Checker partitioning guidelines
It is technically possible, though inefficient, to express any collection of checks entirely
as an embedded hardware or entirely as a post-simulation software checker (preserving
cycle-accurateness via tracing cycle numbers, if needed). The partitioning of software-
based checkers into local assertions and functionality checkers amounts to one of the most
critical design decisions for the verification infrastructure and requires the involvement of
a verification engineer who can extract the aspects that can be mapped into local assertions.
However, there are high-level guidelines that we gained from experience and that can be
used to guide and simplify this task. As discussed above, verifying the high-level function-
ality of a block is naturally a perfect fit for event-accurate functionality checking, whereas
verifying simple interface behavior and component-specific invariants with cycle bounds is
a better fit for local assertion checking. The primary criterion when making this distinction
should be whether event-accuracy is sufficient or cycle-accuracy is needed to implement
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Figure 4.9 Reservation station block: interfacing units and example checks.
a check. Another governing principle is that the logic footprint of a synthesized local as-
sertion should be small. Hence, a sufficiently complex interface check that will result in a
large logic overhead upon synthesis should be implemented as a post-simulation software
checker. Once a checker is selected for local assertion checking, it can be coded as a tem-
poral logic assertion and synthesized with tools such as those in [4, 24]. Note, however,
that for our evaluation, we simply coded the assertions directly in synthesizable RTL.
Let us illustrate our approach using the reservation station (RS) block shown in Figure
4.9. This block stores instructions whose source operands are not yet ready and/or are wait-
ing for a functional unit (FU) to become available. It receives input data from: i) a dispatch
unit (DSPU) to allocate new instructions, ii) a map table (MT) to get source registers’ tags
(for not-yet-ready source values), iii) a reorder-buffer (ROB) to receive unique tags for each
newly allocated instruction, and iv) a common data bus (CDB) to gather source operand
values as they become available on the CDB. The RS unit releases instructions, whose
source operands are ready, to multiple functional units. Thus we can abstract the RS to
a data structure that allocates an entry upon receiving a new instruction from the DSPU,
receives updates from the CDB, and releases ready instructions to the FUs.
One can identify several properties that must be upheld for the correct operation of the
RS, three of which are shown in Figure 4.9: i) the DSPU must stall when the RS is full,
and resume when a slot is available in the RS, ii) the RS must clear all of its contents on
the cycle following an exception, and iii) each instruction must be released by the RS with
the correct source operand values. The first two properties are localized to a few interface
signals and require cycle-accuracy. Their checkers are also simple to implement, result-
ing in small logic footprints when synthesized; hence, suitable for implementation as local
assertions. The third property pertains to correctness of source operand updates for instruc-
tions waiting in the RS block. Its checker must monitor source operand updates from the
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CDB, identify the instructions updated, and preserve the operand values for later verifica-
tion upon release. Note that the checker must take action only during an update event from
the CDB and a release event from the RS. Since this checker verifies a complex high-level
property spanning the lifetime of an instruction in the RS and can perform its checks in an
event-accurate manner, it is best implemented as a functionality checker.
4.6.3 Microarchitectural block classification
We have observed that most microarchitectural blocks can be evaluated as blackboxes that
receive control and data inputs from other microarchitectural blocks or shared buses, and
either output information after some amount of processing, or perform internal bookkeep-
ing. We label the events associated with input, output, and internal bookkeeping as allocate,
release and update, respectively. We present a general classification of microarchitectural
blocks’ behavioral characteristics based on the types of events they receive and generate.
This classification can help us decide the appropriate checker type, as well as the type of
compression scheme, that fits best a given unit. We identify three main types of microar-
chitectural structures discussed below.
Type 1: Structures with allocate and release
This type of structure accepts bundles of information indexed by a unique tag, stores
them temporarily, performs some operations on the data in the bundles, and finally releases
the transformed bundles. Common examples are processor functional units: they receive
operand values indexed by unique ROB-tags, operate on them and release the result to the
CDB. For this type of structure, our functionality checker must simply log the allocate and
release events during simulation and must find the matching reference events during post-
simulation analysis. The unique ROB-tags associated with each bundle are used to identify
and match events.
Type 2: Structures with allocate, update and release
This type of structure also targets bundles of information indexed by a unique tag; how-
ever, in this case the bundles include placeholders for values to be updated with a final
value (by a third party) while the bundle is being processed by the structure. Update events
generally relate only to specific entries in the structure, which are identified via a unique tag
provided in the update event. A bundle is released (becomes “ready”) when all its expected
updates have been received. The “ready”-ness criteria is defined by the microarchitectural
context. The control information associated with each bundle are the tags for the value




update event release event
ROB dispatch execution complete inst. retire
RS dispatch register value available on CDB inst. issue
MT dispatch execution complete (tag match) inst. retire (tag match)
LSQ dispatch i) address update on computation ii) value
update on cache response
inst. retire
Table 4.6 Allocate, update and release events for essential blocks of an out-of-order proces-
sor with Intel P6-like microarchitecture.
This type of structure comprises some of the core microarchitectural blocks of an out-
of-order processor. For instance, in an ROB, allocation occurs when a new instruction is
dispatched. The update event (in this case just one) occurs when the instruction execution
is completed, as indicated by the common data bus producing the corresponding tag. The
release event is the instruction’s retirement, indicated by the head entry in the ROB buffer.
Table 4.6 presents a few of the structures of this type included in an Intel P6-family out-
of-order processor: for each structure, we indicate the allocate, update and release events.
Several other families of microarchitectures for out-of-order processors (e.g., MIPS R10K)
exhibit similar behavior.
Type 3: Combinational/Arbitration structures
The last type of structure consists mainly of combinational blocks, or blocks with
a small amount of state information. They are often used for issue, dispatch, or bus-
arbitration logic. They must make arbitration decisions based on pending requests in the
current cycle: here local assertion checkers generally suffice.
4.6.4 Compression of recorded data
In our solution, our functionality checkers gather all the relevant events for each microar-
chitectural block, as described above, by logging the associated control and data signals
on-platform for later transfer and post-simulation analysis. During the logging process,
however, we also compress the collected information so as to reduce transfer time. Our
goal is to achieve compression in the recorded information without sacrificing accuracy.
From a verification perspective, control signals are more informative than data signals;
hence, the guiding principle is to preferentially compress data content over control infor-
mation. Indeed, the control information is critical in keeping the post-simulation software
checker in sync with the design block. Since compression is performed using an embedded
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Figure 4.10 Compression techniques for functional events.
parity checksums, which can be computed with just a few XOR gates. In [29] it was shown
that blocked parity checksums are generally sufficient to detect value corruptions due to
functional bugs in modern complex processor designs. In light of this, we devised three
compression techniques, presented below.
Data checksum with lock-step control Often, the post-simulation software must be able
to follow the same sequence of control states as the design block to validate its behavior.
Based on this observation, we compress the data portion of all events using a checksum
(see Figure 4.10.1), while keeping control information intact. In cases where design and
test constraints place limits on data range (e.g., when the address field in a data packet is
restricted to use only a specific address range), considering only portions of the data may
allow for further compression of the recorded information. Moreover, some types of events
may undergo additional compression steps as discussed in the next two subsections.
Sampling with lock-step control Taking advantage of the relative importance of control
and data signals further, it is sometimes sufficient to record allocate, update and release
events with their corresponding control signals, and simply drop the data components of
the event (see Figure 4.10.2). In addition, a number of release events contain control signals
that do not affect the state of a microarchitectural block. For such events, either sampling
intermittent events, or considering only parts of the control signals is a viable approach.
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Figure 4.11 Microarchitectural blocks in our experimental testbed.
checking individual release events, we can construct their “checksum digest” (see Figure
4.10.3). This is beneficial when only a small fraction of release events may contain errors.
Also, note that this approach is complementary to individual event checksums, since the
data associated with each event is already compressed.
Choice of technique: The first two techniques are applicable to both type 1 and type 2
structures for compressing data associated with all 3 types of events, while the data merg-
ing technique is only applicable to release events for these structures. Some examples of
checksum decision choices on a case-study design are presented in 4.7.
4.7 Experimental evaluation of hybrid checking
We applied our checker-mapping solution to a number of representative microarchitectural
checkers that are part of the verification environment of a 64-bit, 2-way superscalar, out-
of-order processor design, resembling the Intel P6 microarchitecture and implementing a
subset of the Alpha ISA. Due to the absence of any open-source out-of-order microproces-
sor design we used a student project as our design and developed a verification environment
around it. Our verification environment consisted of multiple C/C++ microarchitectural
block-level checkers, one for each of the blocks reported in Figure 4.11, and an archi-
tectural golden model checker (arch-check) connected to the design via a SystemVerilog
testbench. We also equipped our verification environment with a time-out condition on
instruction retirement, indicating whether the processor had hung (µP hang).
We synthesized the design (excluding caches) using Synopsys Design Compiler target-
ing the GTECH library. Table 4.7 reports the contribution of each block to the total logic
size: as it can be noted, the lion’s share is contributed by structures that are state-heavy,
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ROB RS LSQ MULT RF Others
# GTECH blocks 158,163 53,086 46,765 40,894 24,702 30,546
% of total 44.7% 15.0% 13.2% 11.5% 7.0% 8.6%
Table 4.7 Block sizes of our testbed design. The design has a combined 16-entry RS, 64-entry
ROB, 32-entry LSQ and an 8-stage multiplier.
such as ROB, RS and LSQ. Developing acceleration-based checkers for such blocks has
been traditionally a challenge as: i) if the checker is entirely implemented in hardware, the
logic overhead becomes unacceptable – comparable in size to their design counterpart, and
ii) these blocks generate many events, thus logging entails lots of storage, data transfer and
analysis. Hence, we believe that the validation of these blocks will benefit the most from
our solution.
We evaluated the feasibility of our hybrid checking methodology by analyzing several
schemes on the checkers in our testbed. The validation stimulus was generated using a
constrained-random generator that created a test suite of 1000 assembly regressions. In
evaluating the quality of our solution, we considered the three most relevant metrics: av-
erage number of bits recorded per cycle, logic overhead and checking accuracy. The
first metric reflects the amount of data to be recorded on platform and later transferred; we
estimated the second one by using tracing logic similar to [29]; the third one is obtained by
comparing our hybrid checkers against the bug detection quality of a software-only checker
in a simulation solution. Note that industry experience suggests that the average bits/cycle
metric is the most critical for acceleration performance. A recording rate of only 162 bits/-
cycle is reported to induce a 50% slowdown for the acceleration platform used in [29]. We
use this metric as a proxy for relative performance overhead independent of any specific
platform architecture.
We injected a number of functional bugs in each microarchitectural block to evaluate
the bug-detection qualities of our solution. To measure the checking accuracy of any com-
pression scheme, the full set of regressions were run with only one bug activated at a time,
and this process was repeated for each bug to create an aggregate checking accuracy mea-
sure. Each microarchitectural checker was only evaluated over the bugs inserted into its
corresponding design block. The quality of each checker is based on its accuracy of detec-
tion. We quantified this aspect by computing what percentage of the bug manifestations it
detected.
While we investigated our solution on most type 1 and type 2 blocks, and some of the
type 3 blocks of Figure 4.11, for reasons of space we report below our findings for only one
representative block for each category: a multiplier checker (type 1), a RS checker (type 2)
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Name Compression scheme
csX compress 64-bit output into X checksum bits
merge merge results of 5 consecutive release events
samp record data for only 1 out of 5 instructions going through the block
Table 4.8 Multiplier checker – Compression schemes.
and a dispatch checker (type 3). Note that, as discussed in Section 4.6.3, type 3 checkers
can typically be fully mapped to local assertions and do not require a functionality checking
component.
Multiplier Checker
Our design contains an 8-stage pipelined multiplier, which allocates mult instructions
with operand values obtained from the issue buses, and releases the result on the CDB after
computation. Associated with each instruction are data signals: two 64-bit operand values
on the input side, one 64-bit result on the output side and a 6 bit-wide control signal (the
tag), on both directions. For this block, the only local assertion was for instruction com-
pletion within 8 cycles, excluding stall cycles. Functionality checking was used to verify
computation performed by the block. A data checksum with lock-step control compression,
possibly with data merging, is a natural choice for compressing events for the functionality
checker; using a checksum scheme on the data output while preserving the whole 6 bits of
control. However, to verify the result of the computation, we still need all operands’ bits for
each passing instruction. Finally, sampling with lock-step control can also be used as long
as we keep track of all instructions going through the block but record operands and results
in a sampled fashion. Table 4.8 details the set of compression schemes for evaluation. We
modeled five distinct functional bugs (see Table 4.9) on the multiplier block to evaluate the
quality of our checking schemes.
Figure 4.12 explores the trade-off between the checking accuracy of different data com-
pression schemes and their average recording rate: the first bar on the left is for the the full
software checker tracing all active signals and leading to an average rate of 25 bits/cycle.
In contrast, the hardware-only checker does not entail any logging. Note that the average
recording rate is much smaller than the total number of interface signals for the block,
Multiplier’s functional bugs
- Incorrect multiplier pipeline control signal - Partial result over-written
- Wrong product bit assignment at pipeline stage - Corruption of result’s MSB
- Release of result on the wrong lines of the CDB














































Figure 4.12 Multiplier checker – Accuracy vs. compression. The checksum schemes achieve
almost perfect accuracy, logging only about 16 bits/cycle.
since only a fraction of instructions require a multiplier. The other bars represent sampling
(low logging rate and low accuracy), merging, and various checksum widths. Note that our
checksum compressions provide very high accuracy at minimal logging cost. We believe
this is due to i) the ability of checksums to detect most data errors, and ii) the fact that some
control flow bugs impact data correctness as well.
Figure 4.13 plots the logic overhead for all the compression schemes evaluated, relative
to the multiplier block size. Note that the merging scheme has a slightly higher tracing
logic overhead since it needs additional logic to maintain the running checksum.
Reservation Station (RS) Checker
The reservation station (RS) block is especially interesting since it is central to the out-
of-order core architecture as it interfaces with almost all other microarchitectural blocks
and generates the most events. The task of a RS is to hold instructions whose operand val-






















compression + tracing local assertions
~101%
Figure 4.13 Multiplier checker – Logic overhead relative to the multiplier hardware unit for a
range of compression schemes. Note that the logic overhead for the local assertion checkers does
not vary between schemes since the same local assertion is used for every scheme.
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Name Compression scheme
csX both 64 bit operand fields are compressed to X bit parity checksum,
control and tag stay intact, all other data bits are ignored
twX Only last X bits of the 6 bit tag are recorded, control bits stay intact,
operand fields and all other data bits are ignored
Table 4.10 RS checker – Compression schemes.
the simpler aspects: stall, flush and instruction residency time bounds. From the function-
ality checking perspective, the dispatch unit allocates instructions to the RS, the common
data bus (CDB) updates the RS with ready operands, and the RS releases ready instruc-
tions to the functional units. Associated with each instruction are control and data signals:
a unique ID tag, operand “ready”-bits, operand values if operands are ready, or correspond-
ing tags otherwise, and decoded instruction data. The control signals for an allocate event
(instruction tag, operand tags and readiness bits) require only 20 bits. The data signals for
the same event, on the other hand, require a total of 326 bits. We observed this skewed dis-
tribution of data and control signals in the update and release events of most other blocks as
well. Thus, we expect our data checksum with lock-step control method to be very effective
in compressing these events. Table 4.10 lists the compression schemes that we studied for
this block. We modeled seven distinct effects of functional bugs (see Table 4.11) for the RS
block to evaluate the accuracy of our solution. Note that these bug manifestations capture
a large class of design bugs, since a number of functional bugs produce similar effects.
Similarly to what we did for the multiplier checker, Figures 4.14 and 4.15 report the
trade-off between accuracy and logging sizes, and logic footprints for several compression
variants when applied to the RS checker. In this case, the software checker must log a very
high 313 bits/cycle. Note from Figure 4.14, that the “cs5” scheme provides almost perfect
accuracy at a logging rate of only 23 bits/cycle, a 92.7% reduction. In Figure 4.15 we note
that the same scheme can be implemented with a fairly small logic overhead (18%), com-
pared to the extreme H/W only checker (101%). Finally, we observe that the logic footprint
of the various tracing schemes decreases with the number of checksum bits calculated, as
one would expect.
Reservation station’s functional bugs
- Wrong operand value on issue - Wrong ROB tag released on issue
- CDB update overwrites ready operand - Missing a CDB update
- Corruption of decoded instruction within RS - Ready instruction in RS stalled
- Erroneous ROB tag recorded on allocate












































Figure 4.14 RS-checker – Accuracy vs. compression. A cs5 (64-bits operands compressed to
5 bits) compression scheme delivers an almost perfect bug detection accuracy at a recording rate of
only 23 bits/cycle.
Finally, in Figure 4.16, we show a distribution of which of the checkers in our verifica-
tion infrastructure detect each bug first. The portions labeled RS-local and RS-func. repre-
sent the fraction detected by the local assertion and functionality checker of our synergistic
RS-checker as described in this paper. other-check refers to another microarchitectural
block checker, and arch-check is the fraction detected by the architectural checker (see the
beginning of Section 4.7). Finally, µP hang represents the fraction detected by our timeout
monitor. For the S/W-only version, both RS-func. and RS-local checks are implemented
as post-simulation software checkers. While some bug manifestations are only detected by
the architectural checker, overall, all bugs are detected by at least one of the checkers in
place. Among the variants of our solution, the synergistic checker with cs5 compression
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Figure 4.16 RS checker – First detecting checker over various compression schemes. In most
cases either the embedded checker or the functionality checker is able to detect a bug before it
propagates to the architectural level.
indicating that our solution is effective for a wide range of bugs.
Note that, almost all bugs eventually manifest at the architectural level; hence, the pri-
mary reason to validate at the microarchitectural level is to localize the bug in time and
space more accurately, easing debugging. To evaluate the success of our solution on this
front, we also conducted a study on the latency of bug manifestation in Figure 4.17 , where
we plot the difference in cycles between when a bug is detected by our solution and when
it is detected at the architectural level. It can be noted that we can flag a bug up to 5,900
cycles earlier, a great benefit for debugging purposes.
Dispatch Checker
The main purpose of the dispatch logic is to dispatch each decoded instruction with cor-
rect value or tag (depending on whether the value is available). The block is implemented
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Figure 4.17 RS checker – average latency between detections at microarchitectural (earlier)
and architectural (later) level. The maximum bug detection latency is reported above the bars.
Our RS checker with cs5 scheme can detect a bug up to 5,900 cycles before it propagates to the
architectural level.
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ated flags. All checks for this block are implemented via local assertions whose footprint
was less than 80% of the size of the block. Even though this is a relatively large footprint,
the block itself is very small w.r.t. the whole design, hence the approach is affordable.
4.8 Efficient memory consistency validation
The solutions discussed so far focus on adapting software checkers for checking on accel-
eration platforms. We complete this chapter by discussing a a solution designed from the
ground up for detecting memory consistency bugs during accelerated simulation and post-
silicon validation. Our solution offers high bug detection capability, debugging support,
low area overhead, and can be deployed on a wide range of systems, spanning multiple
memory consistency models. When using our solution, a portion of the first-level data
caches in the processor-under-verification are claimed to record memory interactions dur-
ing test program execution. These memory access logs are then aggregated into main
memory and analyzed in software. This approach results in a significantly smaller silicon
area overhead than similar solutions proposed in the literature. Furthermore, our solution is
transparent to the end user as logging and analysis is disabled and cache space is released
upon product shipment. We demonstrate our approach on a CMP with out-of-order cores,
each with private L1 caches.
Our solution partitions test program execution into multiple epochs, each comprising
three distinct phases, as illustrated in Figure 4.18. In the first phase, program execution pro-
gresses while memory accesses are tracked in the background and logged into a reserved
portion of the processor’s L1 data caches. A small amount of additional logic is required to
perform this task, but note that the additional hardware is off the critical computation paths.
When the system exhausts logging resources, program execution is temporarily suspended
and program state is saved, to be restored later at the start of a new epoch. The system then
transitions into the second phase, where the memory access logs from all the caches are
aggregated into main memory. In the third phase, these logs are analyzed by software that
checks whether memory consistency violations have occurred during program execution.
Our analysis algorithm builds a specialized directed graph using the information in the
memory access logs. Each vertex in the graph represents a memory access, while directed
edges are generated between memory accesses based on the observed order of the memory
operations and on the requirements of the memory consistency model. The presence of a
cycle in this graph indicates that a memory consistency violation has occurred [31, 100].
The information in the memory access logs and the architectural state at the end of each
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Figure 4.18 System overview. Each core is modified to track memory accesses. A portion of the
L1 caches are temporarily reserved for logging memory accesses. A store counter is attached to
each cache line to track the order of writes to the line. Finally, the analysis of the logged data is
performed in software, which can be carried out on a processor/host available for the task.
epoch provide insight into the activity of the CMP during an epoch, which can be used
to find the root cause of a consistency violation. This analysis can be carried out on- or
off-chip, based on available resources and validation strategy.
In Figure 4.18, we outline the hardware modifications required to implement our so-
lution. Each core is augmented with a small amount of logic to enable memory access
tracking. A store counter is added to each cache line for tracking the order of writes to the
line. When a cache line is transferred to a different core, its store counter is also transferred
with it. In addition, the L1 cache controllers are modified to temporarily reserve and utilize
portions of the cores’ L1 data caches for storing memory access logs. All of these modi-
fications can be completely disabled after validation, resulting in virtually no performance
and energy overheads to the customer.
Our solution allows the log analysis to be performed in a range of time interleavings,
as illustrated in Figure 4.19. For instance, if the only goal for a test is the verification of
memory interactions, then it is reasonable to analyze the recorded logs right after each ex-
ecution phase and terminate the test if a violation is detected. Here, the analysis may be
serialized as in Figure 4.19a or overlapped with the next epoch’s execution as in Figure
4.19b. The scenario in Figure 4.19a would allow for the analysis software to run on the
same processor under verification. In cases where logs have to be transferred off the vali-
dation platform for analysis on another host, it may be more efficient to adopt the scenario
in Figure 4.19c to amortize log transfer overheads. This latter setup is especially useful
for emulation-based validation flows, where it may be impractical to execute the analysis
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a) analysis  
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Figure 4.19 Timeline scenarios. When logging resources are exhausted, test program execution
is suspended and logs are aggregated for analysis. The analysis may then be done a. before begin-
ning the execution phase of the next epoch b. overlapped with the execution phase of the next epoch
c. at the end of the test program execution.
4.8.1 Manifestations of memory consistency bugs
The memory subsystem in a typical modern chip-multi-processor consists of two or three
levels of caches and a main memory that service memory requests from load-store units
in out-of-order cores. From the perspective of the programs running on the processor,
the memory subsystem has to appear as if it were one monolithic structure that preserves
the ordering properties specified by the memory consistency model. Several consistency
models have been proposed and adopted over the years ([104, 8]), mainly driven by the
need to allow high performance CMP implementations. A consistency model for a particu-
lar architecture specifies the acceptable orderings of memory accesses that multi-threaded
shared-memory programs should expect. Below is a brief description of the ordering re-
quirements for three representative models:
Sequential Consistency (SC) [69]: All memory operations from each core must be per-
formed in their respective program order. In addition, there should exist a unique serializa-
tion of all memory operations from all cores.
Total Store Order (TSO) [112]: All memory operations from each core must be performed
in their respective program order, except for when a store operation to a memory location
is followed by a load operation from another location. In such cases, a core is allowed to
execute the load early, before the store completes. Finally, all cores should observe the
same unique serialization of all store operations in the system.
Relaxed Memory Order (RMO) [112]: No implicit ordering requirements are enforced
amongst memory operations to distinct memory locations. The programmer can explicitly
enforce ordering by inserting fence (barrier) instructions.
Weak memory consistency models, such as RMO, rely on fence instructions to ex-
plicitly order memory operations. These fence instructions include a field to specify the
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ordering constraint being enforced by the instruction. For instance, the SPARC V9 ISA
[112] includes a MEMBAR instruction with two mask fields - mmask (4 bits) and cmask
(3 bits). Each mmask bit represents the possible combination of memory operations that
cannot be reordered across the instruction (bit 0: load→load, bit 1: store→load, bit 2:
load→store, bit 3: store→store) – if all four mmask bits are set, then no memory op-
eration reordering is allowed across the MEMBAR. The cmask bits are used to specify
ordering requirements between memory operations and other preceding instructions. Here,
we limit the scope of our work to consider ordering only with respect to other memory
operations. Note that several consistency models can be modeled using RMO with an ap-
propriately masked fence instruction inserted after each memory operation. For example,
we could model sequential consistency by inserting MEMBARs, with all mmask bits set,
after each memory operation. In addition, the most commonly used synchronization in-
structions (test-and-set, exchange, compare-and-swap, load-linked and
store-conditional) can be modeled as sequences of reads, writes and fences.
Previous work has shown that bugs in an implementation of a memory consistency
model can be detected by constructing a directed graph from observed memory operations
and then searching for cycles in the graph [42, 31, 54, 27, 15, 96]. The graph should be
acyclic if the execution satisfies the ordering rules given by the consistency model. We
present an example of such a graph in Figure 4.20 for a multi-threaded execution on a
system based on the RMO consistency model. Figure 4.20a shows snippets of memory op-
erations from three different cores for a multi-threaded program. Our mechanism tracks the
ordering requirements of the fence instructions and the data dependencies between mem-
ory operations. Consider a case where each core performs its memory accesses in program
order and accesses from multiple cores are arbitrarily interleaved. Figure 4.20b reports a
graph obtained from such an execution. The vertices in the graph represent memory ac-
cesses, the red dashed edges are generated from the ordering requirements of the fence
instructions, and the solid black edges are generated from the data dependencies observed
during execution. A different execution may result in different data dependencies, and
hence a different graph. Assume core 0 executes LD A before the preceding memory ac-
cesses complete, violating the explicit ordering requirements of the two fence instructions
in its instruction stream. In this case, core 0 would load the value that is set in its store
queue, written by the ST A in its instruction stream, instead of the value from core 1. This
results in a different graph as reported in Figure 4.20c. Note that violating the ordering
requirements of the fence instructions introduced a cycle in the graph.
The main focus of this work is the detection of memory consistency bugs that may




































Figure 4.20 Memory access graph examples. a. Sequence of memory operations and fence
instructions from three processor cores. b. Memory access graph for an execution that abides RMO
rules. Solid black edges represent data dependencies, while dashed red edges represent fence-
enforced orderings. c. Core 0 executes LD A out of order, in violation of the fences in its instruction
stream. This violation manifests as a cycle in the resulting memory access graph.
cache-coherent CMP that enforces a single writer to a cache line at a time, while allowing
multiple readers, ii) the L1 caches implement a write-allocate (fetch-on-write) policy for
store misses iii) the threads executing on the CMP interact only through shared memory
accesses and iv) intra-thread data dependencies are handled correctly or there is an orthog-
onal mechanism addressing this type of issues, possibly among those listed in [67]. In
developing our solution, we also make use of the following observations:
1. If a thread does not share data with other threads, the core executing it can reorder
memory operations compatibly with the correct enforcement of data dependencies.
In this case, the thread’s execution abides the constraints of any consistency model.
2. If a thread shares data with other threads, it can re-order its memory operations as
long as no other thread observes memory access orderings that violate the system’s
consistency model. If violations do occur, they manifest as cycles in the correspond-
ing memory access graph, involving both inter-thread edges and edges derived from
the rules of the consistency model.
3. For a cache-coherent CMP, as we assume, a unique serialization must exist for all
stores to an individual cache line.
4. The inter-thread edges in the memory access graph can only result from inter-thread
data dependencies.
Observation 2 dictates that we collect information required to construct the required
edges to detect violations. In order to construct the edges imposed by the consistency
model, our solution collects information about the relative ordering of memory accesses as
dictated by the memory consistency model. To construct the inter-thread edges, we collect
information about data dependencies, utilizing the property in observation 4. Observation 3
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provides us with a mechanism to keep track of data dependencies; by uniquely identifying
each store to a cache line, not only are we able to determine the order of write accesses to
a cache line, but also which store operation produced a value for a subsequent load. We
can capture read-after-write (RAW), write-after-write (WAW), and write-after-read (WAR)
data dependency edges with this mechanism. The following sections describe in detail
how this information is collected and then used to construct memory access graphs for the
subsequent analysis.
4.8.2 Tracking memory access orderings
Our solution tracks two types of ordering information: i) implicit or explicit ordering en-
forced by the consistency model on memory accesses from the same thread (henceforth
referred to as consistency order) and ii) ordering observed during execution due to data
dependencies between memory accesses (henceforth referred to as dependence order). We
utilize some of the processor’s L1 data cache space to temporarily store this information.
We present the details of the information collection mechanism below.
Capturing consistency order
Our solution tags each memory access with a sequence identifier that marks its posi-
tion in consistency order, relative to other memory accesses from the same thread. The
generation of sequence identifiers is dependent on the memory consistency model under
consideration. Sequential consistency, for instance, requires program order to be enforced
between all memory accesses (consistency order is the same as program order). Therefore,
unique and monotonically-increasing sequence identifiers are required to capture the order-
ing requirements. These sequence identifiers can be generated by using a simple per-thread
counter that is incremented on every memory access. On the other hand, RMO does not
impose any implicit ordering constraints between memory accesses to different addresses.
A programmer can explicitly enforce ordering through the MEMBAR fence instruction. De-
pending on the mmask field of the instruction, loads and/or stores before the MEMBAR are
required to be ordered before loads and/or stores after. For such a case, a sequence identifier
needs to identify the relative position of memory accesses with respect to fence instructions.
Since not all memory accesses are affected by a particular fence instruction, the sequence
identifier must also encode the mmask fields of the MEMBAR instructions. The sequence
identifier for a memory access can thus be constructed from a {count,mask} tuple where
the count is the number of MEMBARs encountered before the memory access instruction










ST A : 0,0x0
.count++, .mask=0x2
LD B : 1,0x2
.count++, .mask=0x1
LD A : 2,0x1








Figure 4.21 Memory access tagging. Upon dispatch, a memory operation is tagged with the
value currently stored in the sequence identifier register. A fence instruction causes the count field
in the sequence identifier register is incremented and its mask is copied to the mask field.
We observe that a generic solution based on sequence identifiers for RMO can be ex-
tended for use with any other consistency model. For instance, for sequential consistency
and TSO, the count field of the sequence identifier tuple is incremented after every mem-
ory instruction, while the mask field is kept at a constant value to reflect the restrictions on
the types of memory accesses that can be reordered – no reordering is allowed for sequen-
tial consistency (i.e., seq id.mask = 0xF) and loads are allowed to be reordered w.r.t.
previous stores for TSO, while every other reordering is restricted (i.e., seq id.mask =
0xD). We can then model sequential consistency and TSO using RMO by assuming the
existence of MEMBARs with mmask 0xF and 0xD, respectively, after each memory access
instruction. We will use this generic model to discuss our solution without delving into the
particulars of any memory consistency model.
We add a special sequence identifier register, with count and mask fields, to each core.
When a fence instruction is dispatched, the count is incremented and the ordering con-
straints imposed by the fence instruction are stored in the mask field. We also add a
“retirement sequence identifier register” which is updated in a similar fashion when a fence
instruction is retired. The precise (non-speculative) value in this register is copied into the
actual sequence identifier register when the pipeline is flushed. Upon dispatch, all memory
accesses are tagged with the value in the sequence identifier register. Figure 4.21 illustrates
an example of the sequence identifier generation process. The first ST A access is tagged
with a {count, mask} tuple of {0,0x0}, from the 0-initialized sequence identifier register.
The fence instruction following the store causes the sequence identifier register to be up-
dated; the count is incremented and the fence instruction’s mask is copied to the mask field
(mask = 0x2, i.e., loads can not be re-ordered w.r.t. previous stores). All subsequent
memory instructions are then tagged with the new sequence identifier, until a new fence
instruction causes a sequence identifier register update.
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In an Intel R©P6-like microarchitecture, the sequence identifiers for all in-flight mem-
ory instructions can be appended to entries in the load and store queues. When a memory
instruction is finally performed, the logging mechanism reads its sequence identifier and
stores it in the portion of the cache temporarily reserved for our solution’s logging.
Capturing dependence order
A unique serialization of all stores to a cache line exists for a program executing on a
cache-coherent CMP. We attach a store counter to each cache line, which is incremented
upon each write to an address in that line. To hold the store counter, we repurpose the ECC
bits of the cache line. Note that the counter value is transferred along with the cache data
of the line to the cores and through the memory hierarchy. The ECC update mechanisms
for all memory elements in the hierarchy are repurposed to preserve the transferred ECC
bits. A memory access is tagged with the most recent store counter value for the cache
line it accesses. This allows our solution to infer the relative order among shared-memory
operations to a given cache line, and thus to derive read-after-write (RAW), write-after-
read (WAR) and write-after-write (WAW) dependency edges in the memory access graph.
In addition, these counters enable a straight-forward mechanism for verifying the single-
writer-at-a-time requirement of a cache-coherent CMP – each write access to a cache line
must be tagged with a unique count. A memory operation that accesses multiple cache
lines is split into multiple log entries to preserve the store counter values for all the ac-
cessed lines. During analysis, such accesses will be merged and all the relative orders
inferred from the multiple store counters will be included.
Figure 4.22 illustrates the store counting mechanism and memory access logging for 3
cores executing the program snippet shown in Figure 4.20a. Assume that the cores perform
one memory access at a time in the following order: core 0, core 1, core 2, core 2, core 1,
core 0. This would result in the memory access graph shown in Figure 4.20b. Note that
all memory accesses are tagged with appropriate sequence identifiers as discussed before.
When core 0’s ST A writes to core 0’s cache, the store count for the written cache line is in-
cremented to 1. Figure 4.22a shows the snapshot of this store count, the sequence identifier
tuple, the type of memory access and the address logged in core 0’s log storage space. Core
1’s ST A instruction causes core 0’s corresponding cache line to be invalidated and the store
count to be shipped to core 1. The store count is then incremented and its snapshot is stored
in core 1’s log storage space, along with the rest of the log entry, as shown in Figure 4.22b.
This updated store count is shipped to core 2, along with the data for the corresponding
cache line, when core 2’s LD A is executed. The log entry for core 2’s LD A access then
contains a store count of 2 as shown in Figure 4.22c. Figure 4.22d shows the final state of
the memory access logs after all memory accesses have been performed.
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core 0 core 1 core 2
ST A: {0,0x0},1
core 0 core 1 core 2
ST A: {0,0x0},1 ST A: {0,0x0},2
core 0 core 1 core 2
ST A: {0,0x0},1 ST A: {0,0x0},2 LD A: {0,0x0},2
core 0 core 1 core 2
ST A: {0,0x0},1 ST A: {0,0x0},2 LD A: {0,0x0},2
ST B: {0,0x0},1 LD B: {1,0x2},1
LD A: {2,0x1},2





Legend: type address: {count, mask}, store count 
sequence identifier
Figure 4.22 Memory access logging example for the program snippet in Figure 4.20a. a. Core 0
performs its first store to line A, updating the store count for A to 1 and taking a snapshot. b. Core 1
performs a store to A invalidating core 0’s cache line. A is transferred to core 1 with an incremented
store count of 2. c. Core 2 loads A, which is transported along with the store count of 2 from core
1. d. Final contents of the logs that generate the graph of Figure 4.20b.
Note that if core 0’s LD A had received its value forwarded from core 0’s store queue,
the store count associated with this access would have been 1 and as a result, the memory
access graph shown in Figure 4.20c would have been generated.
Logging mechanism
We reserve portions of the cores’ L1 caches for log storage at a granularity of cache
ways. Groups of blocks in each set are made unavailable for regular memory operations.
The cache controllers are modified to use these restricted blocks for log stroage, without
requiring changes to the cache addressing scheme. A single log entry holds information
about the type of memory access, the memory address, the sequence identifier and a snap-
shot of the store count for the cache line. For the type information, one bit is used to
indicate if the access was a load or a store and a second bit is used to indicate whether it
should be merged with the preceding access during analysis. Merging is needed for log
entries of memory access that cross cache line boundaries. The data arrays in the reserved
cache ways are repurposed to hold log entries, with each entry aligned to byte boundaries.
After the execution phase of an epoch, the log entries from all cores must be aggregated
for analysis. A section of the address space is allocated for storing the aggregated logs. We
utilize the existing cache line eviction mechanism to move the log entries down the mem-
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Figure 4.23 Logging mechanism: the data arrays in the reserved cache ways are used to store log
entries. The tag arrays store address bits to direct the log entries to their allocated space in memory
during log aggregation. In the figure we report the tag computation for the case when only one way
of each cache is reserved for log storage.
ory hierarchy. To enable this simple transfer mechanism, the tag arrays in the cache ways
reserved for log storage are populated with the appropriate address bits to direct the logs to
the proper memory locations. Figure 4.23 shows the details of the logging mechanism.
Log-delay buffer
The logging of a memory access needs to be delayed for certain special cases. First,
obtaining the store count values might not be straightforward for load operations that ob-
tain their values forwarded from stores in a load-store queue or a store buffer. For such
loads, the store count that needs to be associated with the corresponding log entry can not
be obtained until the forwarding store accesses the cache and updates the store count. Sec-
ond, when multiple stores to a cache line are coalesced in the store buffer, the store count
updates corresponding to each store must be applied, even though the cache line is accessed
only once. Third, a speculative memory access should not be logged until the instruction
that issued the access has retired. Lastly, all available L1 write ports maybe in use when our
mechanism has an entry to write into the portion of the L1 cache reserved for log storage.
To handle these cases, we incorporate a log-delay buffer for saving log entries waiting to be
written to the log storage space. Our logging mechanism ensures that entries update their
information and leave the log-delay buffer whenever the event they are waiting for occurs.
Logging is performed in the background during program execution until log resources
are exhausted. A store count reaching the maximum value, a data block in the reserved log
storage filling up, or the log-delay buffer running out of space signal the end of an epoch.
The log-delay buffer is designed to handle at least as many entries as the combined sizes
of the store buffer and the load-store queue, to reduce the probability of filling up. The
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Figure 4.24 Log analysis algorithm. The algorithm first creates sorted data structures. The
sorted memory accesses for each line address are checked for valid store ordering. The graph con-
struction algorithm infers all ordering edges from the sorted memory access lists. The resulting
graph is topologically sorted to detect cycles.
mum number of memory operations that can be in flight at any given time. This allows our
analysis software to easily detect when the counter has wrapped around for the log entries
so that it updates all entries thereafter with correctly increasing count values.
4.8.3 Log Aggregation and analysis
At the end of the execution phase of an epoch, our system makes a transition from normal
program execution mode to log aggregation mode by i) saving the architected state of the
processor to memory, much like how it is done during a conventional context switch, ii)
disabling the lower level caches and portions of the L1 caches that were used for normal
program data and iii) running software that triggers evictions for the cache lines holding
the logs. At the end of the log aggregation phase, the logs of memory interactions and the
final architected state of the test program reside in main memory. The analysis phase can
then resume in one of three ways as described below.
Analysis leveraging the processor under verification: The tracking and logging mecha-
nism is temporarily disabled and the analysis software is loaded and executed.
Analysis on a separate processor connected to the same memory: The analysis software
is executed on the separate processor.
Analysis using a separate host: The logs are first transferred from the memory connected
to the processor under verification to the memory of the separate host machine. The analy-
sis software is then executed on the host.
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Figure 4.25 Coherence bug example. a. Core 0 writes to line A. b. Core 1 gets line A from core
0 to perform a store, however, core 0’s cache fails to downgrade its permission to line A. c. Core
0’s store to line A updates the store count, leading to a conflict detected by the store order checker.
creates two data structures that provide easy access to the memory access logs – the Core
List data structure (CL), which keeps each core’s memory accesses in a list sorted by con-
sistency order, and the Address List data structure (AL), which keeps each store to a cache
line in a list sorted by store count. These data structures, generated by the “group and sort”
process in the flowchart of Figure 4.24, enable efficient implementations of the store order
checker, the graph constructor and the cycle detector, which are discussed below.
Checking order of writes to a cache line
For a cache-coherent CMP, there must exist a strictly increasing sequence of store
counts, per cache line, if only one writer is allowed to a cache line at a time. Figure 4.25
shows an example for a cache coherence bug that allows two stores to write to a line simul-
taneously. Core 0 fails to downgrade its permission (transition from Modified to Invalid,
for a simple MSI protocol) to cache line A before core 1 upgrades its permission. This
violates the single-writer-at-a-time invariant, enabling both cores to write to A at the same
time. This violation manifests as two consecutive stores with the same store count in the
Address List for line address A (AL[A]).
Graph construction and cycle detection
The graph construction subroutine constructs a directed graph from the observed mem-
ory accesses, their data dependencies, and the ordering constraints imposed by the memory
consistency model. A vertex in the resulting graph represents a memory access and an edge
between two vertices represents the order between the two accesses. Dependence order
edges are constructed using the store count snapshots. Every memory operation is placed
in between two stores – one occurring right before it and the other occurring right after, in
dependence order. The sequence identifier information attached with each log entry is used
to construct the consistency order edges.
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core 0 core 1 core 2
ST A: {0,0x0},1 ST A: {0,0x0},2 LD A: {0,0x0},2
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CL[0] = {  1  ,  2  ,  3  } CL[1] = {  4  ,  5  } CL[2] = {  6  ,  7  }
cycle:   3 4 6 7 5 2 3 d.
Figure 4.26 Graph construction example. a. Memory access logs from the example introduced
in Section 4.8.1. b. Contents of CL and AL derived from the logs. c. The graph construction al-
gorithm generates edges utilizing the entries in CL and AL. d. A cycle is identified in the resulting
memory access graph.
Figure 4.26 details our graph construction algorithm using the example introduced in
Figure 4.20. Note that the logs shown in Figure 4.26a are from an execution where core
0’s LD A violates the ordering requirements and obtains its value early from the ST A in its
instruction stream. The memory access logs are first organized into two lists as presented
in Figure 4.26b. For each core i, accesses are placed in CL[i] in increasing order of their
sequence identifiers. Stores to each cache line x are placed in AL[x] in increasing order of
their store count. The graph construction algorithm walks through each access in CL[i] and
attempts to construct directed edges to and from the access. First, dependence order edges
are constructed by identifying preceding and succeeding stores in dependence order. This
is easily achieved by directly indexing AL using indices derived from the address and the
store count of the memory access. Next, for each preceding access in CL[i], the algorithm
checks if the effective ordering requirement warrants an edge to the current access. The
effective ordering requirement is obtained as a bitwise AND of all masks in the sequence
identifiers of the memory accesses appearing between the two memory accesses in CL[i].
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The edges derived by our algorithm and the resulting memory access graph are shown in
Figure 4.26c. The cycle due to the violation of the ordering requirements is presented in
Figure 4.26d.
4.8.4 Strengths and limitations
Debugging support: The memory access logs, preserved architectural state and the state
of the memory at the end of each epoch can be leveraged to identify the root cause of an er-
ror. We can further enhance the debugging capability that our solution provides by adding
a slow debug mode where additional useful information can be collected.
Low-overhead store tracking: In our previous work [42], we found that using access
vectors to track the order of stores to an individual cache line resulted in an efficient anal-
ysis algorithm. However, such a mechanism for storing and transferring access vectors
with each cache line cannot scale well with increasing core count. Our single store count
can be piggy-backed on the ECC bits for a cache line, obviating the need for extra stor-
age and bandwidth. In addition, our improved graph construction algorithm eliminates the
inefficiencies that required the use of access vectors in the first place.
Configurable granularity: Our solution can be easily configured to infer memory access
ordering at multiple granularities, trading off log storage and analysis complexity for accu-
racy. Inferring at a cache-line granularity is the natural choice, since we track store counts
per cache line. It also lets us handle multi-byte reads and writes that do not cross cache
lines. This approach might introduce extra dependence edges, potentially resulting in false
positives but no false negatives. Even while tracking store counts per cache line, we can
infer memory access ordering at a byte granularity by storing byte addresses in the access
logs along with the sizes of the accesses. The analysis algorithm will then infer dependence
edges only between overlapping memory accesses.
Multi-threaded cores and multi-level cache hierarchy: Our solution can be easily ex-
tended to handle multi-threaded cores by maintaining per-thread sequence identifiers in
each core and attaching a thread-identifier with each memory access log entry. If there are
multiple levels of private caches per core, any of the caches can be utilized for logging.
No-write-allocate L1 caches: Our solution can be extended with some effort to support
L1 caches with a no-write-allocate policy. For such caches, current store counts will not
be available at the L1 for stores that miss in the L1. We can work around this issue by
moving the store count update mechanism to the L2. This solution will, however, require
a specialized, implementation-specific approach to handle loads that forward their values
from previous stores that missed in the L1.
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Test quality: The detection capability of our solution depends on the quality of the stim-
ulus; hence, our solution can only discover bugs exposed by the test programs running on
the CMP. Even though we use constrained random test cases designed to stress the memory
subsystem and expose bugs, we do not address the issue of test generation in this work.
Out-of-order core correctness: Even though a memory consistency model allows a core
to reorder memory operations from a single thread, the core must enforce data dependence
ordering between memory operations. These may be direct dependencies between mem-
ory operations to the same address or indirect dependencies between memory operations to
different addresses through other instructions in the thread. We notice that this requirement
is a subset of the fundamental requirement for an out-of-order core to preserve the illusion
of sequential execution and, therefore, we believe its verification is a well-researched prob-
lem, orthogonal to the verification of shared-memory multi-processor interactions. Our
solution does not attempt to detect violations in these requirements.
Execution perturbation: Theoretically, the search for consistency violations should be
performed on a memory access graph constructed from the entire execution of a program.
Our solution, however, breaks program execution into multiple epochs due to limited log-
ging resources. The cores in the system drain their pipelines and complete all outstanding
memory requests in between epochs. Therefore, RAW data dependencies between an epoch
and all subsequent epochs cannot exist. i.e., a load in epoch i can never read a value writ-
ten in epoch i+1. This perturbation of program execution may hinder the sensitization of
certain functional errors.
Graph size: The analysis phase is dominated by the topological sort algorithm for detect-
ing cycles. The worst-case time complexity of this algorithm is O(|V |+ |E|), where |V |
represents the number of vertices and |E| the number of edges [35]. Previous works have
demonstrated techniques that reduce memory access graph size [31, 42], by recording only
those accesses that create inter-thread dependence edges and inferring the transitive closure
of intra-thread edges. We can also utilize these optimizations to reduce graph size.
Verifying coherence: While our solution can identify coherence violations that manifest
as improper store serializations to a single cache line or cycles in a memory access graph, it
is not a complete cache coherence verification solution. However, the mechanisms used in
our solution are similar to those utilized by the CoSMa coherence verification solution [40].
Therefore, an enhanced hybrid technique that also logs cache line states and incorporates
the CoSMa checking algorithm can provide a more robust memory coherence verification
solution, albeit with some degradation in performance.
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4.9 Experimental evaluation of memory consistency
validation
Experimental Framework
Our experimental framework is built upon the Ruby memory system simulator in the
Wisconsin Multifacet GEMS toolset [79]. We configured Ruby to simulate the memory
hierarchy for a 16-core CMP using the MOESI directory-based cache coherence protocol
with 32kB, 8-way private L1 data caches, a single shared 8MB L2 cache and a 4x4 on-chip
mesh interconnect. Cache lines are 64 bytes in size. We augmented the existing trace-based
memory operation request driver with support for fences and intra-core memory operation
re-ordering windows. This gives us the ability to investigate the effects of memory in-
struction re-ordering, fence instructions and a range of memory consistency models. We
implemented a reordering window of 16 memory operations and a constrained random
re-ordering policy that respects the requirements of the memory consistency model. We
configured our solution to track memory accesses at a cache-line granularity.
We developed a constrained-random test suite of 10 multi-threaded traces consisting
of memory requests and fence instructions. Each test in our suite contained 1.6 million
load, store and fence instructions (100,000 per thread) tuned to exhibit various data-sharing
characteristics as summarized in Table 4.12. In addition, we modeled and probabilistically
test sync %ld %st %fc addr. pool false sharing
low-sharing 0 50 50 0 100,000 none
few-writes 0.5 60 20 20 10,000 none
few-reads 0.5 20 60 20 10,000 none
synch40 0.4 60 40 0 1,000 none
false-sharing 1 - - - 1,000 high
fence40 0 30 30 40 10,000 none
mixed-medium 0.3 40 40 20 10,000 medium
mixed-low 0.2 30 30 40 100,000 low
synch100 1 - - - 1,000 none
high-sharing 1 - - - 10 none
Table 4.12 Characteristics of the evaluation test suite. Each test in our suite consists of 16
threads. Our constrained-random trace generator produces special synchronization sequences to
maximize sharing between the threads. These sequences are generated with the probability shown
in the sync column. When a synchronization sequence is not generated, load, store and fence instruc-
tions are produced with the percentages in the %ld, %st and %fc columns, respectively. The size
of the address pool, listed in the addr. pool column, is used to control how many unique addresses
are generated. We introduce false sharing in some of our tests by generating multiple addresses that
map to the same cache line.
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id type description
bad-order-LD local some intra-thread load re-ordering restrictions are violated
bad-order-ST local some intra-thread store re-ordering restrictions are violated
bad-order-all local some intra-thread load and store re-ordering restrictions are
violated
bad-fence-timing local fences have no effect on memory operations dispatched on
the same cycle
data-dep-violated local ordering that violates local data dependency
store-reorder local stores reordered in store buffer, regardless of fences
nonatomic-store global a store is not visible to all cores at the same time
silent-owner global owner of a cache line doesn’t respond to GET requests
invisible-store global store invisible to other cores
simult.-writer global multiple writers to a cache line
Table 4.13 Injected bugs. We injected two types of bugs – those that affect ordering local to a
core and those that affect global ordering. The local ordering bugs were injected in the instruction
scheduling logic and manifest as violations of the ordering constraints set by the consistency model.
Note that the bad-order-* bugs affect both the implicit ordering constraints in TSO and SC, and the
explicit fence constraints in RMO. The global ordering bugs were injected in the memory subsystem
and manifest as violations of the data dependencies enforced by a coherent system.
injected a total of 10 bug manifestations, described in Table 4.13, to investigate the ability
of our solution to detect bugs.
Evaluating bug detection capability
We investigated the capability of our mechanism to detect a sample set of local and
global ordering violations. In Figure 4.27, we show a summary of bug detection results
for all the bugs and memory consistency models investigated. In these experiments, our
solution was configured to use 16kB per core for log storage. Each bar in the graph indi-
cates the number of tests, out of a total of 10, that exposed a bug manifestation which was
detected either as an illegal store ordering (shown in light blue) or as a cycle in the memory
access graph (shown in purple). Red cross marks are used for bugs that were not detected
by our solution. Note that our solution constructs a graph and performs cycle detection
only if a bug is not detected by the store order checker, as illustrated in Figure 4.24.
We observe that, with the exception of two bugs, our solution detects the injected bugs
for more than 80% of the test cases. For the bad-fence-timing bug to manifest, a mem-
ory operation must be dispatched on the same cycle as a fence instruction restricting its
ordering. This bug is a rarely occurring event in our RMO configurations. Our TSO and
SC configurations are not affected, since ordering rules are implicitly enforced without the
need for fence instructions. As discussed in Section 4.8.4, our solution does not address
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Figure 4.27 Bug detections. We configured CMPs with RMO, TSO and SC consistency models.
We ran our experiments by injecting one bug at a time in each configuration and running our 10
tests. We report the number of tests where the injected bug was detected. The store order checker
detects bugs that manifest as incorrect store serializations. The cycle detector constructs a memory
access graph and detects bugs that manifest as cycles.
thread data dependencies, is never detected by our system. For the remaining cases, the bug
manifestation did not create a cycle in the memory access graph for some of the test cases.
This situation arises when none of the other cores execute memory instructions that allow
them to observe the wrong ordering in the affected core.
Our store order checker is able to detect global ordering violations that result in illegal
serialization of stores to a single cache line. It therefore misses the nonatomic-store and
silent-owner bugs that do not manifest as incorrect store serializations. However, these
bugs still produce cycles in the memory access graph.
Evaluating log storage sizes
We designed our system with 10 byte log entries (16 bits for the store counter, 20 bits
for the sequence identifier, 2 bits for the request type, 42 bits for the physical line address).
This configuration was found to be more than sufficient even for our most demanding tests.
To study the impact of log storage size, we created 8 L1 data cache configurations, simulat-
ing 1 – 8 ways dedicated for log storage. The data arrays for a single cache way provide us
with up to 4kB storage, allowing us to store up to 409 entries per cache way. For each con-
figuration, test-case and consistency model combination, we ran two experiments allowing
us to investigate log sizes ranging from 2kB to 16kB per core. The logs collected were
then analyzed by our single-threaded analysis algorithm running on a host with a 2.80GHz
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(c) total graph analysis time
Figure 4.28 The effect of increasing log storage size. a. The number of epochs required to
complete execution decreases with increasing storage. This also reduces the total execution slow-
down caused by the reduced cache capacity and the phase switching overheads. b. The sizes of
the constructed access graphs appear to increase linearly with increasing log storage size. c. Total
graph analysis times (sums of analysis times for each epoch) are minimally affected by increasing
log size.
Figure 4.28 summarizes the impacts and computation demands of our solution as a
function of log storage size for our RMO configurations. In Figure 4.28a , we observe the
impact of log storage size on the total test execution time, for the test case exhibiting the
worst-case execution time. Note that the total execution time here is the sum of the test pro-
gram execution times for all epochs and does not account for the time required to aggregate
and analyze the logs. We present the slowdown in execution time relative to test execution
on a configuration where our solution is completely disabled. This slowdown is due to
the following reasons: i) by reserving a portion of the L1 data caches for log storage, we
reduce the effective cache capacity that the test program can utilize, potentially resulting
in increased L1 capacity misses. We do not observe any significant changes in miss rates
for the test programs in our experiments. ii) At the end of each program execution phase
in an epoch, the system waits for all pending operations to drain before proceeding to the
next phase. This per-epoch drain time is an overhead that is independent of log storage size
and thus remains almost constant across all epochs and configurations. The total overhead
for an execution is the sum of these drain times and increases with increasing number of
epochs. Note that the number of epochs is a function of log storage size – the larger our
log storage size, the fewer our epochs.
For each test program, we identified the largest observed graph size under the differ-
ent log storage configurations; graph size is the sum of the number of vertices and edges.
We observed that the worst-case graph size increases roughly linearly with increasing log
storage size for all test programs. The synch40 test program exhibits the maximum worst-
case graph size for all log storage sizes while the low-sharing test program exhibits the
minimum. Figure 4.28b presents the results for the average of all test cases, synch40 and
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low-sharing. It is worth noting that the per-epoch graph size is also dependent on the con-
sistency model, the frequency of fence instructions (if any), and the amount of data sharing
between the multiple interacting threads. These results are from multiple synthetic tests
of varying characteristics running on a configuration with the RMO consistency model.
Real-world applications would generate far smaller graphs due to limited inter-thread in-
teractions and far fewer fence instructions.
Figure 4.28c summarizes the sum of per-epoch graph analysis times for synch40, low-
sharing and the average of all test programs. Even though a larger log storage size results
in larger graphs – hence larger graph analysis times per epoch – there are fewer epochs to
analyze. Therefore the total analysis time changes fairly slowly with increasing log stor-
age size. In fact, the maximum increase we observe for an 800% increase in per-core log
storage size (from 2kB to 16kB) is 55% for the low-sharing test program.
Table 4.14 provides a detailed look into a memory access graph constructed from one
execution epoch of the synch40 test program. The system was configured with the RMO
consistency model, 16kB of per-core log storage and had the bad-order-LD bug injected.
The resulting graph had a total of 26,563 vertices and 316,271 edges. The bug manifested
as a cycle in this graph spanning only 4 memory accesses from two cores, reading and





0 1620 57,007 5019
1 1624 17,086 2421
2 1624 15,541 2232
3 1621 15,864 2225
4 1621 16,342 2340
5 1622 15,331 2220
6 1623 15,505 2270





8 1623 13,719 2099
9 1620 13,023 2025
10 1618 13,786 2062
11 1619 14,373 2135
12 1618 13,974 2145
13 1617 16,332 2282
14 1622 12,764 1975
15 1618 14,035 2117
Total 26,563 278,617 37,654
Table 4.14 Memory access graph case study. The bad-order-LD bug was exposed after the
first epoch of the synch40 test program executing in RMO mode when using 16kB log storage.
We present a breakdown of the resulting memory access graph. For each core in the system, we
show how many memory accesses, consistency order (local) edges and outgoing dependence order
(global) edges were added to the graph. Our algorithm found a cycle involving 4 memory accesses
to 2 distinct addresses performed by 2 cores.
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Hardware Overheads
Our solution adds a modest amount of hardware overhead. This overhead is mainly
due to the extra storage required to track information for in-flight memory operations. A
20 bit sequence identifier register and its associated retirement register are added to each
core. Each entry in the load and store queues is increased by 20 bits to hold the sequence
identifier for in-flight memory operations. Assuming a size of 32 entries for both the load
and store queues, the total overhead due to this augmentation becomes 160 bytes. The log-
delay buffer needs to buffer 10 bytes of information per entry. If we design our log-delay
buffer to hold as many entries as the load queue, the store queue and the post-retirement
store buffer (assumed to be 16 entries), we have an overhead of 800 bytes. The overall
per-core storage overhead of our solution is then 965 bytes, which is less than 72% of the
size of the Intel R©Haswell physical register file [52].
The hardware modifications we introduce are not on the critical computation paths, as
all of the control logic we add operates in parallel with the normal processor paths. Our ad-
ditions interfere with normal processor paths in two places: i) when sampling signals from
the normal paths and ii) when driving multiplexers that choose between our control/data
and normal processor control/data. For the latter, we would add at most 2 NAND gates
(approximately a 50ps delay at 22 nm) to the normal processor path, which is hardly suf-
ficient to make a non-critical path critical. The former can increase capacitive loading on
the outputs of some gates. However, we can use sleep transistors to disconnect our solution
from the power rails, effectively eliminating the capacitive load during normal operation.
4.10 Related work on validation on acceleration platforms
A plethora of solutions are available for simulation-based validation of digital designs
using software-based simulation [113]. A simulation-based validation environment com-
monly involves checkers that are connected to the design. These checkers are written in
high-level languages, such as C/C++, SystemVerilog, and interface with the design via a
testbench. Unfortunately such validation schemes cannot leverage the performance offered
by hardware-accelerated platforms for validation, namely simulation acceleration, emula-
tion, or silicon debug. Prior research has investigated synthesis of formal temporal logic
assertions into synthesizable logic [4, 38], targeting those platforms [23, 24]. Techniques
for using reconfigurable structures for assertion checkers, transaction identifiers, triggers
and event counters in silicon have also been explored [5]. However, synthesizing all check-
ers to logic is often not viable for multiple reasons. Software checkers are often developed
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at a higher level of abstraction for a design block, thus a direct manual translation to logic
will run into the challenge of addressing logic implementation details and can be error
prone. Though these checkers can be translated into temporal logic assertions and subse-
quently synthesized with tools such as those described in [4, 24], the size of the resultant
logic is often prohibitive for our context. Indeed, the logic implementation of a checker
implementing a golden model for a microarchitectural block is often as large as the block
itself, and such vast overhead is not tolerable for large blocks. Schemes to share checking
logic by multiple checkers via time-multiplexing has been proposed for post-silicon domain
[50], however the range of multiplexing is too limited to offer the same degree of flexibility
as software checkers. Our checker approximation work is the first attempt at consciously
approximating the checking functionality of traditionally software-only checkers so as to
realize low-overhead hardware implementations geared towards acceleration platforms.
On the data logging front, acceleration and emulation platforms permit recording the
values of a pre-specified group of signals [115], which can be later verified for consistency
by a software checker. Recently, a solution was proposed for adapting an architectural
checker for a complex microprocessor design to an acceleration platform [29] using this ap-
proach: low overhead embedded logic produces a compressed log of architectural events,
which is later checked by an off-platform software checker. However, an architectural
checker cannot provide the level of insight on design correctness, which a number of lo-
cal checkers for microarchitectural blocks can. At the architectural level, the information
gathered is limited to events modifying the architectural state of the processor; in contrast,
microarchitectural checkers track events occurring in individual microarchitectural blocks,
generally entailing many more signals. We believe that our synergistic checking approach
is the first attempt at adapting several microarchitectural checkers for efficient checking on
acceleration platforms.
Finally, approximation of logic functions has been proposed in other related domains,
including binary decision diagrams (BDD) [95], timing speculation [43], typical-case opti-
mization [16, 28], and approximate computing [53, 85]. To the best of our knowledge, ours
is the first work to leverage approximations for efficient functional verification.
4.11 Related work on memory consistency validation
When verifying a shared-memory multiprocessor, a precise understanding of its consis-
tency model is required. Lamport formalized sequential consistency in [69]. Since then,
several consistency models have been proposed with the intention of allowing optimized
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hardware implementations and/or improving the programmability of shared-memory mul-
tiprocessors [8, 77]. Several works attempt to analyze and formalize various memory con-
sistency models implemented by modern shared-memory multiprocessors [15, 98, 97, 9].
Our solution is designed to verify the correctness of memory consistency model implemen-
tations. It is designed to be adaptable to different types of memory consistency models.
A directed graph constructed from the dynamic instruction instances in a multi-
threaded execution has been used to analyze the performance and correctness of executions
[100, 27]. Researchers have proposed verification solutions that leverage the property that
an ordering violation manifests as a cycle in such a graph. TSOtool [54] is a software-based
approach that constructs a graph from program order and data dependencies captured from
pseudo-randomly generated test programs. To capture data dependencies, these programs
are generated with unique store values and special code to observe loaded values. Roy et
al. [96] use an approach similar to TSOtool. Chen, et al. [31] augment a shared-memory
multiprocessor with hardware to capture and validate memory operation ordering. DA-
COTA [42] is post-silicon solution that captures memory operation ordering in hardware
by repurposing existing resources and performs graph construction and analysis using soft-
ware running on the multiprocessor under verification. Our solution is similar to this line of
research in that we capture memory operations in hardware and construct a graph to check
for bugs. However, our consistency model agnostic mechanisms for capturing memory
operations are novel contributions.
Other researchers have proposed solutions that do not rely on graph analysis to ver-
ify the correctness of shared-memory multiprocessors. Lin, et al. [72] insert operations in
multi-threaded test programs that check the correctness of values loaded from memory.
Meixner and Sorin [81] conquer the memory consistency verification challenge by identi-
fying three invariants and designing hardware checkers for each. Special programs known
as “litmus tests” have been used to systematically compare and contrast between multiple
memory consistency models [75, 10].
4.12 Summary
In this chapter, we presented three APA-based solutions to tackle the challenges of effi-
cient test execution and bug detection on acceleration and post-silicon validation platforms.
These platforms can execute tests at high speeds, allowing functional verification to reach
to the system-level design behaviors that are impossible to reach with software simulation
alone. Unfortunately, they offer limited visibility into the design’s internal signals at any
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given time. Often engineers have to sacrifice test execution performance and spend extra
effort to implement bug detection mechanisms for these platforms. Our solutions offer
mechanisms for automated and robust bug detection on these platforms that prioritize the
ability to detect system-level bugs efficiently. In addition, they consciously trade detection
accuracy for efficiency.
In our first solution, we propose mechanisms that approximate the functionality of ro-
bust software checkers to enable their deployment on acceleration platforms. This is the
first time intentional approximation of checking functionality was used to reduce the size of
hardware checkers during accelerated simulation. Our checker approximation techniques
reduce hardware overhead by 59% with only a 5% loss in accuracy. In our second solu-
tion, we demonstrated some checking approaches that embed checking and compression
hardware while keeping some complex checkers in software to reduce data communication
by 32% with only a 6% hardware footprint. To the best of our knowledge, this solution
is the first attempt at enabling robust microarchitectural-level checking with reduced com-
munication overhead on acceleration platforms. Finally, we developed a mechanism for
uncovering bugs in the implementations of the memory consistency models. Our solution
augments a multicore design with minimal extra logic to record memory transactions dur-
ing test execution. We also developed an algorithm that checks these recorded transactions
to identify bugs with high accuracy and within a short time.
Test execution and bug detection are the backbones of modern functional verification.
The gamut of solutions discussed in this chapter enable efficient bug detection on fast test
execution platforms. These solutions can be deployed in conjunction with the mechanism
discussed in Chapter 3, further reducing the amount of time and effort spent on the func-
tional verification of complex designs. The next chapter tackles the last activity in the




In this chapter, we present a solution for automating bug diagnosis designed through the
APA approach. Our automation prioritizes the traditionally manual, time-consuming, and
mostly ad-hoc effort to locate the design component that is responsible for a bug detected
during system-level validation on acceleration and post-silicon platforms. We recognize
that, due to the limited observability afforded by acceleration and post-silicon validation
platforms, checking methodologies that compare only the architected state of a design with
the state of an ISS executing the same test are widely used. We discover that by automat-
ically analyzing patterns of architectural state mismatches between a design and its ISS,
we can approximate the manual root-cause analysis performed by engineers. A successful
automatic analysis can save weeks of manual diagnosis effort.
We employed our APA insights to develop a solution we call BugMD (Bug Mismatch
Diagnosis), illustrated in Figure 5.1. Traditional design-to-ISS checking solutions stop test-
ing when a bug manifests so as to avoid execution divergence between the design and the
ISS that will corrupt subsequent state comparisons. To overcome this challenge, BugMD
introduces a state-synchronized ISS co-simulation strategy that allows us to collect mul-
tiple independent mismatches beyond the first manifestation of a bug. BugMD utilizes a
machine learning classifier to learn patterns to pinpoint the location of a bug from a col-
lection of mismatches, which we refer to as bug signatures. Furthermore, we introduce an
automated synthetic bug injection framework to approximate real-world bugs for training
our classifier model. Our experimental results show that in a processor design with 12 de-
sign units, BugMD can correctly localize a bug 72% of the time while narrowing the likely
candidates to 3 units with 91% accuracy.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We present an overview and
challenges of bug diagnosis on low-observability validation environments in Section 5.1.
We discuss the tradeoffs of our approximations in Section 5.2. We present the details of
our solution in Sections 5.3 - 5.6 and our experimental results in Section 5.7. We discuss
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Figure 5.1 BugMD overview. In co-simulation and acceleration methodologies, the design-
under-verification (DUV) executes in lockstep with a golden instruction set simulator (ISS) (purple).
BugMD (green) augments this methodology with a mechanism to update the ISS state upon a bug
manifestation, so that the two models are re-synchronized and subsequent manifestations of the bug
can be observed. The complete set of bug manifestations logged by the symptom collector are as-
sembled into a “bug signature”, which is then transformed into a “feature vector” by the feature
extractor, and transferred to the classifier for diagnosis.
5.1 Background on low-observability bug diagnosis
Bug diagnosis is the most time-consuming component of the debugging process. Engineers
sift through several thousands of cycles of test execution data to locate a design component
responsible for a bug. The hunt for the design component harboring a bug starts from the
design signals that manifested the bug. The nature of the deviation from the expected val-
ues for these signals is used to select other design signals to investigate. Engineers then
look back in time for any abnormal value changes in these selected signals. This process
of finding abnormal behavior, selecting more signals, and inspecting past value changes
continues until the bug is localized to signals originating from a single design component
or sub-system. The design and verification engineers responsible for that component or
subsystem are then tasked with finding the root cause of the bug and implementing a fix.
Diagnosis is particularly challenging for system-level validation on acceleration and
post-silicon validation platforms due to the limited observability into a design’s internal
signals [109] and the large number of components integrated at the system-level. Bugs are
usually detected at system-level interfaces many cycles after and many signals away from
the actual occurrence of the bug. Engineers do not have enough information about the sig-
nals in the design to undertake the localization process. When possible, they re-execute a
test with more detailed but slow monitoring capabilities enabled for a selected few signals.
Hardware structures designed to assist debugging can be configured to monitor selected
signals in the silicon prototype [94, 74, 19, 103] and acceleration platforms can collect
signal waveforms at a cost to test execution speed [29].
Bug detection mechanisms that compare the architected state of a program executing
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on the design with the architected state from an ISS executing the same program are widely
used in system-level validation environments. The architectural state of the design is the
state of the design that can be observed from the firmware/software layer: memory con-
tent, memory mapped registers for accelerators and IP components, and architected state
for processors. ISSs are capable of executing tests at very high performance (only 2-3 times
slowdown from the manufactured silicon processor) and are considered the golden refer-
ence model to determine correct program state. Traditionally, test execution stops when the
state of the design differs from the state of the ISS and diagnosis commences. The infor-
mation obtained from the architectural level bug manifestation is seldom enough to locate
the source of a bug, leading to multiple re-executions and an arduous localization process.
5.2 APA: benefits and accuracy tradeoffs
BugMD enhances the design-to-ISS checking framework discussed above to automatically
localize bugs. Manual localization of a system-level bug may consume weeks of effort
[73]. Correct, automatic localization eliminates this effort altogether. Since BugMD relies
on machine learning to automatically localize bugs, it does not always identify the buggy
design components correctly. An approximate localization solution like ours is beneficial
only if the time savings from correct localization outweigh the extra time spent on recov-
ering from an incorrect localization. We use the formula in Equation 5.1 to estimate the






R is average accuracy of automatic localization
C is average time spent on correct automatic localization
O is average overhead of incorrect automatic localization
E is average time spent on manual localization
(5.1)
In the best case, where automatic analysis completely eliminates diagnosis effort
(C = 0) and the overhead of recovering from an incorrect localization is negligible (O≈ 0),
the reduction in effort is the same as the accuracy of automatic localization (Reduction= a).
In a setting where automatic localization points to a single design unit, time spent on man-




If we take the accuracy we obtained from our experiments (a = 0.72) and conservatively
assume that an incorrect localization results in extra wasted effort that consumes half as
much time as a fully manual effort (O = 0.5E), we get a 58% reduction in time spent on
localizing bugs. Note that the manual localization performed after an incorrect localization,
in addition to the incorrectness overhead, is already accounted for in the equation. For an
automatic solution that provides a candidate set of design units instead of pinpointing to a
single design unit, engineers have to perform additional manual localization to eliminate
the unlikely candidates. Assuming that the manual diagnosis effort reduces proportionally
to the reduction in candidates, the incorrectness overhead includes the additional manual
effort, and using results from our experimental evaluation (12 design units, localized to 3
candidates), we get: a = 0.91, C = 0.25E, and O = 0.75E. These parameters give a re-
duction of 61.5%. These estimates show that despite the approximate nature of BugMD, it
offers significant savings in localization effort.
5.3 Automating bug diagnosis with BugMD
BugMD employs a machine learning classifier to pinpoint buggy design units. It provides
a mechanism for collecting multiple bug manifestations from a single test execution. Af-
ter detecting a bug manifestation by comparing the architected state of a design with that
from an ISS, BugMD updates the ISS state with the erroneous design state. This way, both
models are pursuing the same incorrect execution, and we can detect any subsequent bug
manifestations for the same program execution.
Note that in a traditional validation setting, localization is attempted based on the first,
single mismatch between the two models. For each bug manifestation, we log a new bug
symptom, which we aggregate into a bug signature. The collected symptoms are com-
pressed into feature vectors that are transferred to a classifier model [11] for analysis and
localization. Our classifier is trained on known bugs, e.g.: bugs fixed in previous design
generations and bugs fixed in earlier phases of verification. In addition, we created a sys-
tematic and efficient infrastructure to train the BugMD classifier with synthetic bugs when
those from prior design generations or design phases are not available. Our solution can
be deployed alongside current methodologies with minimal changes: we simply need to
be able to update the ISS state with that of the DUV after a bug manifests, so that we can
gather additional symptoms for that same bug.
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R1 = 0x01, sync R1 = 0x02
0x0B: ADD R2,R1,R1
R2 = 0x04
0x14: ST 0(R2), R1
MEM[0x04] = 0x02, 
sync MEM[0x04] = prev_value,
MEM[0x08] = 0x02
0x24: LD R4, 0(R3)
sync PC=0x50, re-execute
0x20: JMP R3
. . . . . .
cycle
100   1     REG VALUE   ALU      0x02    0x01
103   5     MEM ADDR    MEM      0x08    0x04
112   9     PC          CONTROL  0x50    0x24 
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Figure 5.2 Bug signature example. The state updates from execution on the DUV are com-
pared with those from the ISS. We record mismatches as symptoms and aggregate them into bug
signatures. We synchronize the ISS state to avoid cascading failures.
5.4 Collecting architectural bug signatures
Once a bug manifests at the architectural level, it corrupts the program state. This state
corruption often cascades down to subsequent instructions in the program, leading to a
permanent deviation of the DUV execution from that of the ISS. As a result, conven-
tional debugging techniques rely exclusively on the first bug manifestation to diagnose a
bug. However, if cascading corruptions could be prevented, and multiple manifestations
of the same bug could be observed as several distinct symptoms, interesting patterns could
emerge. Some patterns may be identified by investigating multiple manifestations of a bug
over several distinct test runs: for instance, a bug may have similar symptoms on different
test cases. More interestingly, patterns may exist among the multiple symptoms obtained
from a single test execution.
Consider the example in Figure 5.2. A bug in the dispatch logic of a 4-wide, out-of-
order core grabs the wrong register value for one of the four instructions it dispatches in
a cycle. The first manifestation of the bug is a mismatch in the value being written to a
register. For the engineer that observes this mismatch, there could be several reasons for
it: the execution logic may have performed the wrong computation, the writeback logic
may have corrupted the result, the instruction decoding logic may have provided the wrong
operands, etc.. In the worst case, the engineer would have to analyze traces of internal
design signals for as far back as thousands of cycles (e.g., if the affected instruction was
a load operation that missed in the caches) in order to discover what went wrong. How-
ever, if we synchronize the ISS state with the state of the DUV and resume execution (and
comparisons), patterns emerge that would help narrow down the likely culprits. Here, the
4-instruction periodicity of mismatches, the diversity of affected instruction types, and the
differences between the correct and incorrect values give hints that the bug may be located
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Figure 5.3 Flowchart of BugMD’s signature collection mechanism.
BugMD identifies and collects bug symptoms from each mismatch. Mismatches are of
the form: i) a write to the wrong register or memory location, ii) a wrong value written to
a register or memory location, or iii) a mismatch in the expected program counter. In addi-
tion, we consider high-level failures, such as divide-by-zero errors, program hangs, invalid
traps, page faults, etc.. Previous works have utilized these high-level failures to detect the
presence of transient and permanent faults in hardware [68, 71, 111]. A symptom includes
the type of mismatch, the current simulation cycle, the instruction count, the state update
values from the design and the ISS, and the instruction type. For each test execution, we
aggregate the symptoms from multiple mismatches and failures into a bug signature. This
aggregation continues until we complete the execution of the test program, the program
terminates due to abnormal conditions (e.g.: segmentation faults, division by zero, etc..),
or until a fixed number of instructions are executed after the first bug manifestation. The
flowchart in Figure 5.3 summarizes the signature collection process.
The ISS modifications that BugMD requires are simple enhancements to the ISS data
structures used to maintain the architected state. Firstly, all ISS architectural state updates
should be made visible to BugMD’s symptom collector. Ability to read ISS state updates
is a feature that is already available as it is required for comparing DUV and ISS states.
Secondly, the ISS should be enhanced to allow modification of its architected state from
BugMD’s synchronization mechanism. This enhancement should be fairly straightforward
to implement for anybody with even moderate familiarity with the inner workings of the
ISS. Finally, note that our ISS synchronization approach may trigger unexpected behaviors
in the ISS. We expect the ISS designers to ensure that their ISS can execute correctly from
any legal architected state. However, a synchronization event may lead the ISS to an illegal
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state, which may result in side-effects from executions that are incorrect or not defined by
the architecture. Examples include the execution of unimplemented instructions, invalid
system calls, ISS crashes, etc.. BugMD treats these side-effects as bug symptoms.
We expect the effort required to implement ISS modifications to be minimal. More-
over, a single ISS is typically used over multiple design variants and generations; thus, the
one-time modification effort is amortized over the lifetime of the ISS. It took one gradu-
ate student less than a week’s worth of effort to enhance the ISS used in our experimental
framework with the modifications described above. It took even less effort to modify an-
other ISS for a subset of the Alpha instruction set architecture (ISA). Note that a new
ISS needs to be modified for use with BugMD. The architectural bug signatures gener-
ated by the modified ISS, however, are architecture independent. Hence, BugMD’s feature
extractor and classifier do not require any modifications for use with new ISSs or designs.
5.5 Learning patterns from bug signatures
5.5.1 Extracting features from signatures
For machine learning applications such as our own, raw data has to be converted into
fixed-size, real-valued feature vectors for subsequent machine learning. Each feature in
the feature vector has to be engineered carefully to provide a meaningful numeric repre-
sentation for a desired characteristic in the raw data. In addition, the number of features is
critical in determining the computation time of the machine learning algorithms as well as
the accuracy of their outputs. Unfortunately, there is no standard approach for extracting
features from raw data. Feature engineering is an intuitive and experiment-driven process
that is typically limited by an application domain. Since BugMD is the first application
of its kind, we had to intuitively and experimentally develop our own feature engineering
process described below.
BugMD’s bug signatures comprise a mix of numeric and non-numeric information.
Each symptom is associated with a mismatch type, an instruction type, an expected value,
and an observed value. The number of symptoms in a bug signature is only bounded by
the number of instructions simulated: these numbers can vary widely among multiple sim-
ulations. Our first goal was to ensure that all bug signatures, regardless of the number of
symptoms they contain, are converted into feature vectors that have one fixed size. We
observed that bug signatures with a large number of symptoms typically have repeating
symptom patterns. Thus, we limit the number of symptoms in a bug signature that we con-
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sider for feature extraction. Our feature extractor processes symptoms that occur within a
fixed number of instructions from the first symptom. In addition to providing a consistent
upper bound, this instruction-based window allows us to retain information about the fre-
quency of bug manifestations. For instance, a bug that manifests 2 symptoms within a 10
instruction window is rarer than one that manifests 5 within a similarly sized window.
Our second goal was to capture the extent with which bugs affect architected state. A
straightforward way to measure the impact of a bug on architected state is to compute the
differences between the observed and expected values of symptoms within our fixed win-
dow. We also observed that hardware bugs tend to originate from a few design signals
and spread as they propagate to the architected state. The number of architected bits im-
pacted by a bug provides a measure of this spread. We obtain the number of affected bits
by computing the Hamming distance between the observed and expected values of each
symptom.
In addition to the computed differences and Hamming distances, our feature vectors
also need to represent the non-numeric mismatch and instruction types. To this end, we
structure our feature vectors by creating up to 5 features for each pair of mismatch and
instruction types. For each pair, these features are extracted as follows from corresponding
symptoms in the instruction window: i) average of computed differences, ii) average of
computed Hamming distances, iii) standard deviation of differences, iv) standard deviation
of Hamming distances, and v) a count of the symptoms as a fraction of the total number of
symptoms in the window. Averages provide a summary of the effects a bug has on symp-
toms with similar mismatch and instruction types, while standard deviations indicate how
diverse the effects are among these symptoms. By summarizing our differences and Ham-
ming distances as averages and standard deviations per pair of mismatch and instruction
types, we limit the length of our feature vectors to a reasonable size. For some combina-
tions of mismatch types and instruction types, some of these features are meaningless and
are therefore excluded. Finally we add the total number of symptoms in the instruction
window as a feature.
Our feature engineering approach is summarized in Figure 5.4. Applied to our exper-
imental setup, our approach extracted a total of 470 features. For each bug signature, we
computed these features from symptoms in a 10,000 instruction window.
5.5.2 Choosing a classifier
There a variety of algorithms available for machine learning applications. The choice of
an algorithm for an application is dependent on characteristics of the application and the
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bug signature snippet
 1   REG VALUE ALU     0x02   0x01
 5   MEM ADDR  MEM     0x08   0x04
 9   PC        CONTROL 0x50   0x24 
10k  OVERFLOW  ALU     0xFF   0xFF
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one summary entry per mismatch type – 
instruction type combination, 469 summariescompute differences 
and hamming distances
+   1 = 470 in total
Figure 5.4 Feature vectors. Each feature vector is a summary of symptoms within a user-
specified window. For each combination of mismatch and instruction type, the average and standard
deviations of the Hamming distances and differences between the DUV and ISS states are computed.
The distribution of each combination and the total number of symptoms observed in the window are
also computed.
nature of the available data. The task of identifying a buggy unit from a bug signature can
be formulated as a classification problem. We investigated several classification algorithms
to identify one that is best suited for our application [11]. Based on preliminary analysis
of bug signatures and our feature engineering approach, we did not expect our dataset to
be linearly separable. In line with our expectations, we observed that non-linear classi-
fiers, such as a decision tree, a k-nearest-neighbor classifier (kNN), and a neural network
were more accurate than linear classifiers, such as support vector machines and a naı̈ve
Bayes classifier. We found that the random decision forest (RDF) classifier [55] consis-
tently outperformed the other non-linear classifiers that we investigated. Averaged over 10
experiments, our RDF classifier was 8% more accurate than kNN and 20% more accurate
than a neural network with one hidden layer.
During training, a RDF classifier partitions the training dataset into multiple random
subsets. It then uses these subsets to train multiple decision trees. Each node in a decision
tree represents a condition on one feature. The edges originating from the node represent
the outcomes of the condition. The leaf nodes represent the categories that feature vectors
fall under given the values of their features. During classification, a feature vector is pre-
sented to all the decision trees in the the RDF and the predicted categories, which in our
case are likely buggy units, are tallied. The RDF chooses the mode of these predictions as
its final category.
Note that the accuracy of a classifier is highly dependent on the features used to repre-
sent the raw data. In addition, most classification algorithms can be fine-tuned to improve
their classification accuracy. Our experiments were not exhaustive enough to draw gen-
eral conclusions. We may find that other classification algorithms may perform better
with another feature engineering approach and different configurations of their parame-
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ters. BugMD can be easily adapted to any classification algorithm or feature engineering
approach.
5.5.3 Synthetic bug injection framework
Our classifier model is trained with a database of known bugs and their corresponding
feature vectors, derived from multiple buggy executions. This training database can be de-
veloped from bugs that were fixed in previous design generations or during earlier phases of
the verification effort. Engineers label each training input with the design unit found to be
responsible for it. Note that only the engineer needs to have the design-specific knowledge
to label each input – BugMD’s classifier is unaware of the meaning behind each label. Once
trained, a classifier can be deployed for use with previously never seen before signatures.
Typically, a larger training database results in better training. In situations where there
are not enough known bugs for training, a set of synthetic bugs can be used in their place.
We developed a synthetic bug injection framework, inspired by software mutation analysis
techniques [114], that randomly injects mutation bugs into gate-level netlists of the design
units. Our tools first synthesize each design unit into a technology-independent, gate-level
netlist. They then parse the netlist to select random gates and insert a mutation for each gate
that takes the same inputs as the original gate but has a different functionality. For example,
a 3-input OR gate may be the chosen mutant for a randomly selected 3-input AND gate in
the design. For each original-mutation pair, a multiplexer is inserted to select between the
two outputs. Each multiplexer represents a synthetic bug in the design; to activate a bug,
its associated multiplexer is set to choose the output from the mutant gate. The flowchart
in Figure 5.5 summarizes the bug injection process.
Our mechanism for injecting synthetic bugs and collecting training data is extremely
low-cost and low-effort. The process of injecting synthetic bugs and collecting their symp-
toms can be completely automated, allowing it to be performed without taking resources
away from other verification efforts. Moreover, the process can start before the availability
of the whole design. For instance, it is common practice to develop partial system models
to validate specific features: we can thus use these models to gather bug signatures for bugs
injected in the units included in these partial models. In addition, we can leverage simula-
tion independence to gather signatures for multiple bugs concurrently. Note that, much like
in training with real bugs from prior designs, synthetic bug signatures can also be shared
across multiple generations and variations of a design. This further amortizes the cost of
generating synthetic bug signatures.
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Figure 5.5 Flowchart of BugMD’s bug injection mechanism.
ioral level. Note that our gate-level synthetic bug model is an approximation of bugs at
the behavioral level. In addition, synthetic bugs may interact with real, hidden bugs in the
system causing unpredictable outcomes. Investigating other synthetic bug models and the
interaction with other real bugs is left for future work.
5.6 Discussion of assumptions
Note that for our symptom collection mechanism to work, the bug-free architectural up-
dates from an execution on the design should be identical to those from an execution on
the ISS. Similarly, test executions should be deterministic: one execution of a test on the
design should be identical to another execution of the same test. For a buggy execution, we
expect the bug to manifest consistently for all executions of the same test program. This is
a reasonable expectation in typical validation environments.
While our discussion so far presumes the ability to access and compare architectural
level state after every committed instruction, this is not strictly required. With a small
change in the checking mechanism, BugMD could require much less frequent checking,
allowing it to be deployed in post-silicon validation environments where frequent checking
may be impractical. This change entails the use of a binary search-and-compare method
for identifying mismatches, as detailed below, by running a test program multiple times,
either from the beginning or from a last known clean checkpoint.
We first run a test on the DUV, either to completion or abnormal termination (in the
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presence of fatal bugs), and compare the final architectural state with the final state from
the ISS. If there is a mismatch, we re-run the test for half the number of cycles to com-
pletion, and repeat the check. Since the ISS is often not cycle-accurate, we can not simply
execute the test program on the ISS for half the number of cycles to get the equivalent ex-
ecution for comparison. We first need to extract the number of instructions completed on
the DUV from on-chip performance counters and then execute the test program on the ISS
until the same number of instructions are committed. We repeat this process until we find
a cycle where there is no mismatch between the DUV and the ISS. We take a checkpoint
of the DUV and ISS states and continue the binary search forward. Upon detecting a mis-
match, we synchronize the ISS state with that from the DUV and continue the search for
more mismatches until the desired number of instructions after the first mismatch has been
executed. Even though this approach requires a test to be run multiple times, it reduces the
number of comparisons by several orders of magnitude. A similar search based approach
has been used to successfully isolate faults in industrial designs [12].
Our discussions so far assume that a bug signature contains symptoms from the man-
ifestations of a single bug in the system. This assumption may not hold in a real-world
validation environment: there is never a guarantee that only one bug will manifest during
an execution. We believe that BugMD can be easily extended to operate in such scenar-
ios. A bug signature that contains symptoms from multiple bugs can be considered to be
the signature for a “composite bug” that is an aggregate of the multiple manifesting bugs.
If the manifesting bugs reside in different units, this composite bug can be considered to
reside in a “composite unit” that is the union of the multiple units. We can then enhance
BugMD with the ability to localize to composite units in addition to regular units by treat-
ing the composite units just like any other unit. Engineers can then run other tests to discern
among the bugs in a given composite bug.
5.7 Experimental evaluation
We developed our solution on 3 different designs, implementing two ISAs. For lack of
space, we report detailed results for only one of our experimental frameworks. This frame-
work comprises a 4-wide, out-of-order processor design described in Verilog and a C++ ISS
for the system-level validation flow. BugMD includes a symptom collection and synchro-
nization harness, a synthetic bug injection toolkit, feature extraction scripts, and a machine
learning script implemented using Python’s scikit-learn [91] library. We only report results
obtained using the Random Decision Forest classifier configured to comprise 64 trees. Our
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unit # cells description
FETCH1 598,671 Instruction fetch logic, stage 1
FETCH2 8,852 Instruction fetch logic, stage 2
DECODE 4,654 Instruction decoding logic
INSTBUF 24,483 Buffer for decoded instructions
RENAME 10,232 Register renaming logic
DISPATCH 998 Instruction dispatch logic
ISSUEQ 39,994 Issue logic and queue
REGREAD 27,205 Physical register file
EXECUTE 24,827 Integer execution logic
LSU 26,129 Load-store-unit
RETIRE 104,069 Reorder buffer and writeback logic
MAPTABLE 3,036 Map table for register renaming
Table 5.1 Design units. The FabScalar design modules were grouped into 12 hardware units.
We estimated the size of each unit by counting the number of cells in its synthesized netlist. Units
with large storage structures have the largest sizes: e.g., FETCH1 contains the branch target buffer.
Engineers label bug signatures used for training with their corresponding buggy unit.
processor design, which implements the SimpleScalar PISA instruction set, was generated
using the FabScalar toolset [32]. We modified the SimpleScalar-based ISS that is bun-
dled with FabScalar for use with BugMD. For our test programs, we used several distinct
sections of the bzip benchmark that ships with FabScalar. We opted not to include other
benchmarks since we found the diversity in the different sections of the bzip benchmark
to be sufficient for our experiments. We grouped the design’s Verilog modules into the 12
distinct units described in Table 5.1.
We grouped the subset of the PISA instructions that FabScalar implements into 6 types,
namely Control, ALU, Multiply/Divide, Load, Store, and Other. Table 5.2 lists the groups
of mismatch types that we log in our bug signatures. For certain mismatch types, we ob-
served that some features generated by our feature extraction methodology were not useful
(e.g., differences for x-prop group of mismatch types and instruction types for termination
mismatch types), and thus were excluded from our feature set. We collected symptom sig-
natures until our tests completed/terminated or until they executed 10,000 instructions after
the first mismatch. Our resulting feature vectors were 470 features long.
Using our synthetic bug injection framework, we injected 590 bugs in each of the units
in Table 5.1 adding up to 7080 bugs in total. Since we did not have a database of previ-
ously fixed bugs for our DUV, we relied exclusively on these synthetic bugs, both to train
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group # of types mismatched property
value 2 the value of a register or a memory update
address 2 the address of a memory update or the index of a register update
valid 2 the validity of an update
size 1 the size of a memory update
control 2 the program counter and syscalls
bounds 3 out-of-bounds data and instruction accesses
x-prop 10 presence of X bits in updates
abnormal 8 abnormal conditions such as division by zero and ISS anomalies
final 4 termination conditions: normal finish, hang, livelock, and crash
TOTAL 34
Table 5.2 Mismatch types. Bug symptoms consisted of mismatch types within the groups shown
here. In addition to state mismatches, we included erroneous conditions such as division-by-zero
and ISS crashes. We had a total of 34 mismatch types.
BugMD and to evaluate its diagnosis capability. To collect bug signatures, we activated
one bug in the design at a time and executed test programs, both on the DUV and the
ISS. We ran 6 distinct test program executions while activating a single bug per execution
and collected over 40,000 bug signatures. We then divided the feature vectors generated
from these signatures into disjoint training and testing datasets, ensuring that each unique
bug for each unit was exclusively either in the training dataset or the testing dataset. We
trained BugMD using the training dataset and evaluated its localization capabilities using
the testing dataset. In a real-world scenario, the classifier is trained with data from known
bugs or from synthetic bugs. The trained classifier is then used to predict the locations of
previously unknown bugs detected during validation.
5.7.1 Localization accuracy
We investigated different approaches to boost the accuracy of classification. Figure 5.6 re-
ports the results of our investigations using a training dataset of 35,352 feature vectors and a
testing set of 3,756 feature vectors. We implemented a simple, automated, single-mismatch
baseline heuristic that emulates the initial triaging efforts of an engineer who does not have
BugMD. This baseline assumes a validation environment where a set of symptoms for only
one bug manifestation can be collected and analyzed during testing. We designed our base-
line to closely match the initial bug triaging steps that would be taken in the absence of
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Figure 5.6 Breakdown of localization accuracy for each unit. Our classifier pointed to a single
unit with an average accuracy of 70%. This first prediction was further enhanced to 77% if the same
bug was exposed by multiple distinct tests and the most common prediction was chosen. BugMD
narrowed the search space from 12 units to 3 likely units with a 90% accuracy. The dashed green
line indicates the accuracy for a random guess.
tion engineer would run more tests while observing multiple internal design signals and
draw from accumulated experience to refine the estimate from the first attempt. Our base-
line heuristic, shown with the black horizontal segments, correctly identified a buggy unit
on the first try about 15% of the time on average.
Our classifier correctly identified a buggy unit on the first try about 70% of the times,
as demonstrated by the red “first-prediction” bars; 90% of the times, the buggy unit was
within the top 3 predictions, as shown by the gold “top 3” bars in the figure. When we
ran multiple tests for a bug and took the most common prediction as the final prediction,
we achieved an overall accuracy of 77%, shown by the blue “multi-test” bars. Note that a
purely random guess would only have an 8.3% chance of correctly localizing a bug. We
observed that some units, such as the LSU, had bugs that were often correctly localized
whereas others, such as the DISPATCH unit, exhibited bugs that were difficult to localize.
The LSU bugs mostly affected just memory operations and were easy to discern. The small
size of the DISPATCH unit limited the number of options our bug injection framework had
when injecting bugs, resulting in low-quality training. The relationship between unit size
and localization accuracy is to be studied in future work. For other units, the variation
is due to factors including the diversity of bug signatures from difficult-to-localize units,
which made their feature vectors appear to be closer to those from other units than to each
other. For instance, feature vectors from bugs in the FETCH1 unit demonstrated a lot of
PC and instruction overflow mismatches. Thus, the classifier opted to localize bugs with a
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Figure 5.7 Distribution of prediction accuracies. For the bugs in each of our 12 design units,
we kept track of the correct outcomes and where bugs were wrongly localized to. Correct outcomes,
shown on the diagonal, far exceeded incorrect ones. For some unit pairs, for example FETCH1 and
FETCH2, incorrect outcomes could still be considered useful.
large fraction of PC and instruction overflow mismatches to the FETCH1 unit.
BugMD performed significantly better than our single-mismatch heuristic mainly due
to the richer information available to it from the multiple symptoms for each bug – our
feature sets and the classifier were able to utilize this extra information to discern bug
signatures from different units.
5.7.2 Distribution of localizations
We analyzed the diagnosis outputs from BugMD to understand the distribution of cor-
rect and incorrect predictions. We report this distribution in Figure 5.7. We observed
that for all units, correct outcomes far exceeded incorrect localization to any single other
unit. For some units, the other unit that they were most frequently misclassified to is fairly
reasonable. For example, a FETCH1 bug was often misclassified as a FETCH2 bug, a
RENAME bug was often misclassified as a MAPTABLE bug, and vice versa for both.
These misclassifications are close enough to the actual bug site that they can be considered
useful. However, bugs in DISPATCH and RETIRE were often undesirably misclassified
as FETCH1 bugs. This behavior indicates that a non-trivial portion of DISPATCH and
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Figure 5.8 Sensitivity to training dataset size. We divided our dataset into disjoint training and
test sets. In all cases, the test set contained 1980 feature vectors. The training sets contained feature
vectors close to multiples of the test set (1980, 3960, 5940,etc..) as shown. Bugs in LSU were
localized correctly even with small training sets, while bugs in DISPATCH were difficult to discern.
classifier. We observed that a large proportion of FETCH1 bugs resulted in a PC mis-
match, which then led to early termination either due to invalid instructions fetched from
the wrong address or out-of-bounds instruction addresses. A fraction of the bugs in the
DISPATCH and RETIRE units affected the targets of branch instructions, which also even-
tually manifested as PC mismatches and early termination. Some bug signatures with early
termination had as few as only two symptoms, which made it difficult to identify discerning
patterns, leading BugMD to incorrect diagnoses. However, our classifier still localized to
the correct unit at least 3 times more frequently than to an incorrect unit. Note that there is
no symmetric relationship in localization accuracies: e.g., the percentage of FETCH1 bugs
that appear to be DISPATCH bugs is not the same as the percentage of DISPATCH bugs
that appear to be FETCH1 bugs. Thus, Figure 5.7 is not symmetric across the diagonal.
5.7.3 Size of training dataset
Finally, we investigated the impact of training data size on the accuracy of classification.
To this end, we partitioned our dataset into several disjoint training and test sets. We trained
our classifier using feature vectors generated from the training set and asked it to classify
feature vectors generated from the test set. Figure 5.8 summarizes the results from this
study. The mean classification accuracy across all 12 design units increased with increas-
ing training data size. Bugs in certain design units were easier to localize than others. We
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show the individual accuracy trend for the unit with the most correctly localized bugs –
the LSU – and one with the least – DISPATCH. We observed that larger training set sizes
generally led to better localization accuracies, but the benefits started diminishing after a
training size of about 27,000. Highly localizable units, such as the LSU, were not very sen-
sitive to the size of the training set; their bug signatures were quite distinct. The quality of
training for smaller units, such as DISPATCH, was limited by the number of gates to inject
bugs into; our injection framework had very little room to select and inject high-quality
bugs that would result in bug signatures representative of the unit.
5.8 Related work on bug diagnosis
In recent years, a few solutions have been proposed to support bug localization during post-
silicon validation. BPS [41] logs measurements of signal activity from multiple executions
using a hardware structure added to the design. A clustering algorithm is later used to
process these logs to discern among failing and passing tests and identify a candidate set
of signals responsible for an intermittent bug. Symbolic QED [73] achieves coarse-grain
localization of bugs to processor cores, cache banks, and the crossbar in a multicore SoC
by utilizing a combination of bounded model checking, partial instantiations of the design,
and test transformations enabled by an extra hardware module added to the fetch stage. We
believe that BugMD is the first work that localizes bugs to design units from architecture-
level mismatches. Unlike BPS and Symbolic QED, BugMD relies neither on hardware
modifications added to the design nor transformations applied to test programs. In addi-
tion, it is not limited to post-silicon and can operate on any validation environment that
supports DUV-to-ISS state comparisons. Unlike Symbolic QED, BugMD localizes bugs at
a much finer granularity, among a larger number of units in out-of-order processor cores.
Several other works have also been proposed that triage bugs by leveraging a com-
bination microarchitectural knowledge [44], microarchitectural or low-level signal traces
[44, 93], and SAT-based debugging techniques [93]. Some of these solutions [44, 93] rely
on machine-learning algorithms for clustering and/or classification to bin failures and iden-
tify their root-causes. To the best of our knowledge, BugMD is the first application of
machine learning to pinpoint bug locations without the need for microarchitectural knowl-
edge. BugMD only relies on architectural updates, does not need access to the RTL source
code, and is entirely simulation/execution-based.
Finally, Friedler, et al. [47] have proposed using information derived from executing a
test-case on an ISS to localize the set of instructions responsible for a functional data flow
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bug in the DUV. Unlike BugMD, this solution focuses on identifying instructions and does
not provide any indication of the hardware units responsible for the bugs.
5.9 Summary
In this chapter, we presented our application of the APA approach to design an automatic
bug diagnosis solution, which we call BugMD. Due to its manual and time-consuming na-
ture, we prioritized the bug localization effort for automation. We employed a machine
learning classifier to learn the correlation between bug sites and patterns of bug manifesta-
tions. Our solution is an approximation of the localization process in that it can sometimes
give incorrect results. However, we show that even with an accuracy of 72%, it can still
shave off 58% of localization time.
Our solution compares a design’s architected state with a golden state from an in-
struction set simulator to collect multiple symptoms for a single bug in a single test run.
These multiple manifestations of bugs form bug signatures that are then passed through a
machine-learning backend to obtain a prediction of likely bug sites. To train the machine-
learning classifier, we developed a synthetic bug injection framework for generating large
training datasets when real, previously diagnosed bug signatures are either unavailable
or insufficient. BugMD relies only on architectural-level state and does not require any
microarchitectural knowledge, making it suitable for low-observability validation environ-
ments and portable across design generations.
In this chapter we tackled the last but most time consuming functional verification activ-
ity. The solution we presented in this chapter can be deployed jointly with those discussed
in previous chapters. The next chapter summarizes the contributions of this dissertation




This dissertation identifies and addresses functional verification bottlenecks that are crip-
pling modern processor design projects. Functional verification as practiced presently is
unable to scale with the increasing complexity and grueling schedules of today’s designs.
Processor design companies are spending a disproportionate amount of time and resources
on ensuring the correctness of an implementation as compared to building the implementa-
tion itself: today, verification engineers outnumber design engineers on a processor design
project. If this trend continues unchecked, it will soon be infeasible to embark on a new
design project. In this chapter, we summarize our contributions towards addressing these
functional verification challenges and suggest directions for future work.
6.1 Summary of contributions
Automating planning and test generation for modern SoC designs. Modern SoCs
integrate several complex general-purpose cores and special-purpose accelerators that com-
municate via shared-memory operations. The large number of interacting components in
these systems result in a copious amount of design behaviors that can not all be verified in
time to meet product release schedules. Traditionally, engineers manually and intuitively
identify aspects of the design behaviors to prioritize for verification. We develop an auto-
mated solution for identifying high-priority design behaviors for verification. Our solution
analyzes the execution of software on a high-level model of a design to identify the design
behaviors that are exercised most by software. It can then automatically generate coverage
models and compact test programs that capture these important design behaviors. The re-
sults of our analysis are approximate because they rely on high-level design behaviors that
do not necessarily fully match the timing of actual design behaviors. However, we limit
the impact of our approximation by implementing conservative analysis heuristics that take
into account the difference in timing between the models. In our experiments, we find that
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in addition to eliminating the tedious process of manually prioritizing design behaviors for
verification, we also cut down the simulation time required for tests that reproduce these
behaviors by 11 times. Moreover, by generating coverage models automatically from these
prioritized behaviors, we eliminate the need for manually coded coverage models. The
compactness of our generated tests make them desirable for regression test suites that are
executed repeatedly during the functional verification process.
Enabling efficient test execution and bug detection on acceleration platforms. Simu-
lation acceleration platforms, which offer orders of magnitude faster test execution per-
formance than software simulators, are widely used for functional verification. These
platforms are now being used as drop-in replacements for software simulation mainly be-
cause they execute a simulation model built from the hardware description of the design,
hence providing a fast test execution environment for pre-silicon verification. However,
since these platforms do not provide efficient on-platform bug detection capabilities, they
are shackled to host computers executing software checkers, which slow performance
down. We develop solutions to address the performance penalties associated with robust
bug detection on acceleration platforms. Our solutions minimize the communication be-
tween an acceleration platform executing a test on a design and a host computer running
software checkers. We present an approach that converts software checkers into hard-
ware implementations that can simulate on the acceleration platform along with the design.
These hardware implementations approximate the functionality of the original software
checkers so as to minimize the sizes of the resulting hardware structures. We also find hy-
brid approaches that move some low-overhead checkers on-platform along with hardware
structures to compress the amount of data that has to be transferred from the acceleration
platform to the host computer. Our solutions tradeoff the accuracy of bug detection for
reduced overhead of automated checking on acceleration platforms.
Efficient test execution and bug detection for memory consistency verification on ac-
celeration and post-silicon validation platforms. Shared-memory chip-multiprocessor
architectures define memory consistency models that establish the ordering rules for mem-
ory operations from multiple threads. Validating the correctness of a CMP’s implemen-
tation of its memory consistency model requires extensive monitoring and analysis of
memory accesses while multiple threads are executing on the CMP. Such tests are typically
executed on acceleration and post-silicon validation platforms. We developed a low over-
head solution from the ground up for observing, recording and analyzing shared-memory
interactions for use in acceleration and post-silicon validation environments. Our approach
leverages portions of the CMP’s own data caches, augmented only with a small amount
of hardware logic, to log information relevant to memory accesses. After transferring this
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information to a central memory location, we deploy our own analysis algorithm to de-
tect any possible memory consistency violations. We build on the property that a violation
corresponds to a cycle in an appropriately defined graph representing memory interac-
tions. Our experimental results show an 83% bug detection rate, in our testbed CMP, over
three distinct memory consistency models, namely: relaxed-memory order, total-store or-
der, and sequential consistency. Our solution can be disabled in the final product, leading
to zero performance overhead and a per-core area overhead that is smaller than the size of
a physical integer register file in a modern processor.
Utilizing machine learning for efficient bug diagnosis. System-level validation is the
most challenging phase of design verification. A common methodology in this context
entails simulating the design under validation in lockstep with a high-level golden model,
while comparing the architectural state of the two models at regular intervals. However,
if a bug is detected, the diagnosis of the problem with this framework is extremely time
and resource consuming. To address this challenge, we developed a bug triaging solution
that collects multiple architectural-level mismatches and employs a classifier to pinpoint
buggy design units. We also designed and implemented an automated synthetic bug injec-
tion framework that enables us to generate large datasets for training our classifier models.
Our experimental results show that our solution is able to correctly identify the source of
a bug 72% of the time in an out-of-order processor model. Furthermore, our solution can
identify the top 3 most likely units with 91% accuracy.
6.2 Future directions
This dissertation introduces an incompleteness-aware perspective for tackling the func-
tional verification of complex processor designs by fully embracing the best-effort nature
of the process. While the solutions we presented leverage our APA approach to boost ef-
ficiency, there are still several avenues to be explored. Some of these are towards new
automations that are enabled by relevant prioritizations and deliberate approximations,
whereas others are towards enhancements of the solutions we propose. We summarize
these future directions below.
Functional verification for high-level synthesis (HLS) design flows. HLS design flows,
where a hardware implementation is automatically synthesized from a design or an algo-
rithm described at a high level of abstraction, are increasingly becoming attractive for the
design of special-purpose processors. Even though HLS design flows improve design pro-
ductivity and minimize the possibility of functional errors, they still need comprehensive
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functional verification frameworks. This need is especially pertinent for projects where
different HLS-designed accelerators are combined into large SoCs. Since the high-level
abstractions lack the detailed timing of the RTL models generated by the HLS tools, func-
tional verification performed on the high-level model can never be complete. Design bugs
introduced in the high-level model of an accelerator may stay hidden until its RTL model is
integrated and tested with the rest of the system. We believe that there are several opportu-
nities for automated verification solutions designed with prioritization and approximation
in mind. High-level functional verification solutions should prioritize high-level proper-
ties. Tools can then be developed to prioritize and automatically generate tests that target
the RTL-level properties that were missed by the high-level verification solutions. In ad-
dition, debug frameworks that leverage information from the HLS process can attempt to
approximately point to buggy lines of code or flawed synthesis parameters.
Approximate verification for approximate designs. Recently, several researchers have
proposed approximate design approaches that deliberately trade off the accuracy of their
computations for increased performance or energy efficiency. We believe that the functional
verification of approximate hardware will introduce unique challenges that necessitate pur-
poseful prioritization and approximation. Firstly, during verification, engineers should
automatically distinguish between an error due to a deliberate approximation and an error
due to a functional bug. We expect that the approaches to be used in this context will them-
selves be approximate statistical analyses. Secondly, the exact aspects of a design are by
definition more important from the perspective of functional verification than the approx-
imate aspects. Therefore, automated verification solutions will prioritize the exact aspects
of a design with the understanding that consumers are already expecting errors in the ap-
proximate aspects of the design. Finally, a bug and an error from an approximation may
manifest at the same time during test execution. In such cases, approximation errors may
mask design bugs or make their diagnosis very challenging. Diagnosis solutions should
“filter” the impact of the approximate error from the manifestation to be able to pinpoint
the source of the bug. In addition to the actual diagnosis, we expect this filtering process to
be an approximation.
Widening the scope of automated planning and improving the quality of test genera-
tion. Further explorations into automated planning and test generation can support a wider
range of design approaches and test generation strategies than those discussed in Section
3. Firstly, in addition to capturing concurrency and ordering among accelerator executions,
we can also track their data sharing patterns to identify producer-consumer relations, data
races, and cases where accelerators invoke other accelerators. For instance, we can support
scenarios where a task is executed by a pipeline of multiple accelerators, without the in-
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volvement of general-purpose cores in between. These scenarios can be easily incorporated
in the abstract representation as extra scenario groups and can be specified as constraints
for AGARSoC’s test generation algorithm.
Secondly, we can implement mechanisms to detect other multi-threaded, synchronized
accelerator executions, in addition to the lock-based and mutex-IP-based mechanism we
currently support. Finally, AGARSoC’s test generator can be enhanced, with minimal ef-
fort, to fully utilize the parallelism available in the SoC-under-verification and also in the
verification environment. The schedules we generate to target happens-before scenarios
can be multi-threaded. In addition, we can launch multiple concurrent accelerator execu-
tions from a single thread. We can also generate multiple, execution-time balanced tests
that hit distinct coverage goals to be simulated in parallel.
Automating the process of adapting checkers to acceleration platforms. Two of the
solutions that we discussed in Chapter 4 propose approximate approaches for implement-
ing efficient checking mechanisms on acceleration platforms. We believe that the process
of exploring the space of possible mechanisms, ranging from fully software checkers on-
host to fully embedded, approximate checkers on-platform, can be automated. The design
exploration tools can present the verification engineers with a a set of pareto optimal
checking mechanisms with various levels of checking accuracy and performance impact.
Approximation-aware high-level synthesis tools can be developed to automatically trans-
form software checkers into an optimal checker design point chosen by the verification
engineers.
Improving the quality of analysis for automatic bug diagnosis. We believe that there
are several directions to be explored for automatic bug diagnosis in low-visibility valida-
tion environments. Firstly, the solution we discussed in Chapter 5 considered only bug
manifestations in the architected state of a program that appear in a deterministic execu-
tion environment. Future work should explore approaches for diagnosing manifestations
in a non-deterministic execuiton envirnoment. Secondly, we believe that localization accu-
racy can improve with a cooperative selection of feature extraction approaches and suitable
classifier algorithms. Thirdly, even though a microarchitecture-independent solution is de-
sirable for portability, we believe that localization accuracy can improve significantly with
only a marginal addition of microarchitectural visibility.
Future work should explore the right balance of architectural and microarchitectural
state to observe for good diagnosis. Finally, our work does not evaluate the closeness of
our synthetic bug model to real world design bugs. Future work can evaluate the represen-
tativeness of synthetic bug models to real world bug databases.
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6.3 Parting thoughts
Despite all the resources and time spent on it, functional verification is still a best-effort
attempt at finding and fixing bugs in a design. Yet, current verification practices do not
fully embrace the incompleteness inherent in the verification process. In this dissertation,
we looked at the various functional verification activities through a perspective that recog-
nizes the incompleteness inherent in the process and leverages it to find efficient solutions.
Our perspective, which we call the automation, prioritization, and approximation (APA)
approach, strives to prioritize and automate effort pertaining to the most critical design
properties and functional bugs. These automations approximate certain functionalities and
properties to achieve efficient implementations for modest losses in accuracy. Our APA-
based solutions enable efficiency gains across the simulation-based functional verification
spectrum. We identify pressing challenges in all the major functional verification activ-
ities and employ our APA approach to find automated solutions that trade accuracy for
improved efficiency. If deployed jointly, we believe that the solutions presented in this
dissertation can herald significant savings in the time, effort, and cost spent on functional
verification. More importantly, these solutions lay the foundation for functional verifica-
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